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INTRODUCTION

The introduction of the Hypnotic Ball in the year 18g6, caused widespread
interest, and the great success obtained through the use of this device by
students who employ it, has surpassed anything ever introduced in the history
of hypnotic science.

There is no method of procedure half so accurate or effective as that which
embraces the use of the Ball. I do not say this because I am the inventor of
the Ball and method of using it, but from facts gathered from all parts of the
world, from students who are competent to judge between it and the methods

has
been adopted by all of the late schools, institutions and instructors of any
note, and hasbeconmea standard method of operating. All of the late writers
on the subject appreciate the great value of this device by recommending its use.

I shall not dwell upon theory, but will give you that practical instruction
which makesoperators. I could fll hundreds of pages in “fowery" writing, that
would be interesting reading matter, but not instruction, therefore, let us get

given out by the many professional operators throughout the country. It

to work, learn how to use the Ball, and let the results speak for themselves.
But just one word about those concerns selling imitations of my inventions.

When any good original thing is placed upon the market, there are a number of
persons who live without thinking, who pounce upon it, and offer an imitation
to the public at a low price. I can only say that I feel sorry for any student
who has purchased an imitation of the Hypnotic Ball from a Publishing Co. or

Unless the purchase was made from me, and the Ball and instruction
sent from me direct to the student, he has been imposed upon and should demand

In purchasing the Suggesti-Phone, or any of my inven-
tions, they must come from me direct, bearing my signature, or they are imita-
tions. No matter from what company, school or agent, the orders must be sent
to me personally, and the instruments and courses sent direct to the student.

agent.

a return of his money.

But of this, "more anon."
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LESSON I.

PRACTICE BEFORE OPERATING PUBLICLY.

Before trying tests publicly or at private gatherings, you should practice
the movements and formulas of suggestion so that you will be able to go through
a test without hesitating or making a mistake. You will find the formulas very
simple; yet I have known students who, while tightening the hands of a subject,

PRACTICING UPON AN IMAGINARY SUBJECT.

would say at the end of a formula: "You can't open your eyes." In his excite-
ment while bringing the formula to a climax he forgot that he was tightening
the hands and unintentionally referred to the eyes, thus spoiling the test.
Take this course of instruction to your own room, and practice upon an
imaginary subject ; use a chair, bed-post, or any object that will serve the purpose.
If you do not go through the tests without making errors, practice until you can.
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LESSON II.

MODE OF PROCEDURE.

I will presume that you are about to give a demonstration of hypnotism either
at your own home for the amusement of a private gathering, or while at a
reception.

Begin by explaining to your audience the nature of hypnotism. Quote a
little historytell of the value of suggestion for the treatment of disease and
bad habits- -dispel all fear of hypnotism by explaining how harmless it is-and
then state the purpose of your presence.
volunteers, for from this number you will be able to affect a sufficient percentage
with which to give a satisfactory demonstration.

Insist upon having at least twenty

Arrange the volunteers in a half circle, and seat them so that they will face
Tell cach subject to take hold of his left wrist with his right hand,the audience.

resting same in lap, thus forming a well arranged circle. You are now ready to
operate.

Call forward your confidential subject" and explain to the audience that
you wish to show the nature of one or two tests, so that they will have no fear
of submitting to your operation.

Proceed to draw him backward with the Ball (as later described) and then
draw him forward -TIGHTEN his hands and hypnotize him so that he cannot
THROW A CANE FROM HIS HANDS, or one or two other physical tests,
then excuse him and have him take his seat with the rest.
"confidential subject" is one who has previously been hypnotized. Although
it is advisable to begin a demonstration this way, still, you can proceed without
the confidential subject," but should you fail to affect the first subject, you
will make a poor impression on your audience, which sometimes makes it difficult
to give a first class and satisfactory demonsration.

What I mean by

THE FIRST TEST-DRAWING BACKWARD.

Tell the subject to STAND ERECT. (See cuts on next page).
BE SURE to see that his heels are together and that his hands are down

at his sides.
Tell him to look up at the ceiling and then CLOSE HIS EYES.
Now take the “Ball" in your right hand and place it FIRMLY near the

base of the brain--under the back of the head on the upper part of the neck.
While in this position reach forward with your left hand and pull his head

FIRMLY back agaipst the "BALL'-SO THAT HIS HEAD WILL REST
UPON IT.

If he is resisting and not complying with your requests, he will hold his
neck stiff and you will hardly be able to pul his head back. If he does
this tell him that he must relax all his muscles and give himself up absolutely,
and that he must rest his head upon the ball. Tell him not to be afraid of

After he is in this relaxed condition
and you are holding his head up with the Ball, make soothing passes with your
left hand across his temple, as though you were drawing him back towards

ALWAYS ŘEÉP UP A PRESŠURE WITH THE
While you are thus en-

"NOW_WHEN--I–RE-
MOVE THE- BALL-YOU WILL- SLOWLY– FALL- BACK-
WARD.-KEEP -THINKING –OF-FALLING, -KEEPTHINKING
-OFFALLING KEEPTHINKING -OF FALLING-I-AM -GO-
ING -TO -REMOVE-THE-BALL,–-AND-NOW! -YOU -WILL

falling, and that you will catch him.

you with these passes.
BALL AGAINŠT THE BASE OF THE BRAIN.
gaged, say to him in POSITIVE, even tones.

-FALL."
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Call forward your "confidential subject" and explain to the audience that 
you wish to show the nature of one or two tests, so that they will have no fear 
of submitting to your operation. 
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will make a poor impression on your audience, which .c;ometimes makes it difficult 
to give a first class and satisfactory demonsration. 
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While in this position reach forward with your left hand and pull his head 
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If he is resisting and not complying with your requests, he wi\1 hold his 
neck stiff and you will hardly be able to pull his head back. If he does 
this tell him that he must relax all his muscles and give himself up absolutely, 
and that he must rest his head upon the ball. Tell him not to be afraid of 
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and you are holding his head up with the Ball, make soothing passes with your 
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-FALL." 



As you say the last word "fall" remove the Ball, and make one more pass
wer his temple with your left hand after removing the Ball so as to, in 4
seasure, assist in drawing him backwards. Keep pressing the ball untit the last
word "fall" is spoken, and do not remove it until after the last word has been

Beginners usually weaken the pressure while talking, and sometimes
Avoid this. Sometimes

it is advisable to push the subject forward a little just before removing the Ball ;

said.
remove the ball before they are through speaking.

THE FIRST POSITION. DRAWING BACKWARD TEST.

this overcomes the mental equilibrium, and in difficult subjects it hastens their
susceptibility to hypnotic suggestion.

can feel if the subject is going to fall.

by so doing you excite him and he is therefore more easily infuenced in the

It will not be found necessary, however, to resort to this in all cases, as you

Let the subject fall well back so as to give him a jar when you catch him,

next test.
Take a graceful position and when you remove the ball, draw toward you
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as though you were pulling the subject back with a magnct. You should brace
yourself with your right foot forward so as to be ready to catch the subject
when he falls.

At the same time as you draw the ball away, repeat to yourself:"NOW
YOU ARE FALLING-ÝOU MUST FALL"

If he does not fall at first, keep your position and with a quick movement,

THE SECOND POSITION. DRAWING BACKWARD TEST.

put the ball back to within an inch of the place where you had it, and then begia
a slow, steady movement, drawing the ball toward you as though you were
pulling hard with the ball in order to draw him back. If he continues in his
position after you have done this, do it again; and then if you fail, either start
all over again or excuse the subject by telling him that you will try him later.

Should you succeed in drawing him backward, try him on the next test,
"drawing forward."
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LEŞSON IIl.

DRAWING THE SUBJECT FORWARD.

If you succeed in drawing the subject backward, the chances are 8 to 2 that
you will draw him forward. After drawing him backward take hold of him
gently by the shoulder and tell him to turn around and face you.

Šay to him: "STAND UP STRAIGHT–HEELS TOGETHER-AND
HANDS AT SIDES."

Now hold the ball about five inches from the centre of subject's eyes (au
the focus of the vision). Tell him to WATCH THE POINT ŠTEADİLY.

Now begin a circular motion with the ball, making the circle about the size
of a silver dollar ; continue this motion while you are giving the following sug-
gestions:

"WHEN-I–REMOVE-THE--BALL-YOU--WILL-POSITIVE-
LY-FOLLOW-AFTER-IT. KEEP-THINKING -OF -FALLING.
KEEP- THINKING -0F -FALLING. –-KEEP--THINKING -OF

FALLING–AND--NOW-YOU–WILL-FALL," (Emphasizethe "now.")
6
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DRAWING THE SUBJECT FORWARD. 

If you succeed in drawing the subject backward, the chances are 8 to 2 that 
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As you say the:ast word "fall" bring the circular motion toa QUICK STOP,
then draw away from the subject as SLOW and EVENLY as YOU POSSI-
BLY CAN

You must not only move the ball away, but your whole body as well. lí the
subject saw the ball and your arm moving, and not your whole body, it would
tend to break up the condition of fascination.
position on the start, with your right foot forward, thus enabling you to move
your head and shoulders backward and away from the subject, without changing
the position of your feet, moving your whole position backward from the knees
upward. With a little practice you can move a space of one yard.

Be sure to take a graceful

You must learn to use your own judgment in matters; if the subject starts

After you become proficient in the use of the ball vou will be able to operate

ALWAYS RE\IEBER the eyes of the audience are upon you, and if your

After you have succeeded in drawing a subject backward and forward excuse

After you have tried all the volunteers on the preliminary tests. place all

to follow the ball as soon as you place it before his gaze, act accordingly. I have
often drawn subjects both backward and forward without speaking a word.

without paying particular attention to the formulas of suggestion and the move-
ments of the ball.

gestures and positions are graceful, vou will be called a clever operator.. Be
quick to take advantage of vour subjects at every opportunity.

him for the time being. Try all the volunteers on these two tests, and be SURE
to REMEMBER the GOOD SUBJECTS, and the seats they occupy.

of the best and most susceptible subjects together. You can excuse the rest and
have them take seats among the spectators. You are now ready to begin the
physical tests in hypnotism.

LESSON IV.

TIGHTENING THE HAND. (See cut on next page.)

After proceeding as directed in the foregoing lesson, you are ready to begin
the "individual work." It is well to try all of the best subjects separately on

Select a subject that you are
SURE will go through the individual tests. Bring him out to the center of the
circle so that the audience and subjects can have a good view of his actions, then

physical tests, before trying a number at one time.

proceed with the following tests:
Say to him: "EXTEND-YOUR--RIGHT–AR\I-AND CLENCH-

THE-HANDTIGHT.-MAKE–YOUR-ARM-STIFF-AND-LOOK
STEADILY –AT-THIS–BALL. THINK–-THAT –-YOU.–CANNOT
OPEN-YOUR-HAND. -KEEP -THINKING-THAT-YOU–CAN-
NOT-OPEN--IT, -AND -WHEN --COUNT –THREE,-YOU –
WILL–-NOT-BE -ABLE -TO -OPEN-IT, -NOW -READY -
LOOKSTEADY.– I–23-YOU-CANT-OPEN–IT. -TRY-TRY

-TRY." You should bring the last sentence to a quick, forceiul climax, in-

.

creasing in loud and rapid tones as you near the end "try, try."
After he has tried for a minute and cannot open his hand, remove the ball

from his gaze, and as you bring the ball down to your side, away from his view,
say ir. sharp, quick tones-"ALL RIGHT"

You should stand to one side of the subject and face the audience. Make
as much of your tests as possible. bv acting your part well.

The work you do with the first subject will largely infiuence the rest, and
in the majority of caseseaclhsucceeding subject will follow the actions of the irst.

would advise you to try several tests on the first subject before beginning
with the next.
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-TRY." You should bring the last ~entence to a quick, forceful clima.'<, in
creasing in loud and rapid tones as you near the end '·try. try:' 

After he has tried for a minute and cannot open his hand. remove the ball 
from his gaze, and as you bring- the ball down to your side, away from his v;ew, 
say ir, sharp, quick tones-"ALL RIGHT." 

You should stand to one side of the subject and face the audience. • Make 
as much of your tests as possible. by acting your part well. 
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I would advise you to try several tests on the first subject before beginning 
with the ne..,t. • 



LESSON V.

LOCKING THE HANDS. (See cut on next page.)

formula of suggestion. In all tests you may be ŠURE to tell the subject to
In this test you can procced exactly as in the previous one, using the same

THINK THAT HE "CANNOT." This is very important and should always be

HẢNDS -TOGETHER-ŤIGHT,–AND-THINK –YOU –CANNOT–
emphasized and•impressed upon his mind. Say to him: "CLASP-YOÜR-

MAKING THE HAND TIGHT OR THE ARM STIFF.

OPEN-THEM." It is always advisable to repeat the words "THINK-YOU
CANNOT." "WATCH-THE -BALL-STEADILY."
within fve inches of his eyes).AND-WHEN--I-COUNT-THREE,-

YOU-CANNOT--OPENTHEM.READY. I-23YOU -CANT
(Hold it up to

OPEN-THEM.-TRY-TRY-TRY." Be sure to let him try for a few
seconds only, then remove the infuence by removing the ball quickly, at the same
timesaving. “ALL RIGHT."

8
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LESSON VI.

CANT JUMP OVER CANE.

I will treat the remainder of the Physical tests" as briefly as possible, feel-
ing that you understand the general principles of producing them.

Place a cane or broom upon the floor in the middle of the room, and select
Tell him to stand with his feet together, with the

toes of his shoes nearly touching the cane. Now tell him to make his legs stiff and
a good subject to start with.

.

TIGHTENING THE HANDS. (Lesson V.)

rigid, and to place his hands firmly at his sides. You should now take your
position directly in front of him, with the ball in your right hand. Place your
Tight foot forward and take a good firm position as though you were going to
prevent him from jumping over the cana. Hold the ball up to within a foot of his
eyes and say: "NOWLOOK--AT-THIS-BALL -AND THINK–
ÍHAT–-YOU-CANNOT-JUMP OVER THE -CANE, -MAKE-

YOUR--LEGS--STIFF,-NOW-LOOK-STEADY-AND-WHEN -I
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-COUNT-THREE,-YOU-WILLFIND-YOUR -FEET-STUCK–
TO-THE-FLOOR-AND-YOU–CANT-JUMP-OVER-THE
CANE.-READY. --2--YOUCANT.TRY -TRY -TRY"

It is advisable to keep telling him to "try, you can't. Try, you can't," etc.
After he has tried a few seconds, say: "ALL RIGHT.," Many operators snap
their fingers in the subject's face when they say "all right;" this is a good thing
to do, but it is not necessary.

CANT LET GO OF CANE.

After having the subject try to jump over the cane, pick it up and tell him
to take a good tight hold of it. Take your position withi the ball in your right
hand, and tell him to look steadily at the point in the ball for a few seconds.
Letting the subject gaze steadily at the point in the ball for a few seconds before
beginning the tests produces the very best results. Now say: "IWANT-
YÖU –TO –THỈNK –THAT -YOU-CANT -THROW -THIS
CANE ON –THE-FLOOR.-GRASP IT-TIGHTER TIGHTER
TIGHTER-AND-WHEN–I-COUNT–THREE -YOU–WILL–
BE-UNABLE-TO –LET-GO -OF-IT. -READY,–İ-3-YOU

-CANT-TRYTRY–TRY." Be careful that he does not strike you with
the cane: and just as he is about to raise it (after he has tried several times ),
grasp it firmly with your left hand, and say "ALL RIGHT."

CANNOT TAKE FINGER OFF NOSE.

This is a very funny test; ther cfore, be careful at the start and do not set the
subject and everyone present laughing before you have had a chance to try the
test. Take your posjtion before the subject; grasp the first finger of his left hand
with your left; holding the ball up with your right, and say in earnest tones:"NOWLOOK -AŤ-THE-POINT -IN THE-BALL,PRESS
YOUR-FINGER -ON -YOUR -NOSE-HARD. -THINK-YOU
CAN -NOT –TAKE -IT -OFF –AND-WHEN -I -COUNTTHREE,-YOU–WILL -BE -UNABLE -TO -REMOVE –IT.
READY -I-2-3-YOU –CAN'T. TRY-TRY-TRY."

This test should be put on quickly and before any one has an idea of the
nature of the test. You will readily understand why, after you have tried it
several times. As you say the word "hard" place his finger on his nose and you
should hold it there FIRMLY until you tell him to try. Much merriment can be
drawn out of this test by telling him to pull with the other hand, and to get some
one to help him, etc.

GOOD PHYSICAL TESTS.

There are a great many simple and amusing physical tests, but I have only
illustrated a few, feeling that you will get a general idea of how to do the work
from the previous instruction. You will be able to make up tests yourself. to
which you can apply the same formulas of suggestion.

I iwill name a number of tests that can be produced on the general princi-
ples previously stated.

Cannot-Pull fingers apart.
Cannot-Take hand off table.
Cannot-Bend arm.
Cannot-Bend leg-(will walk stiff legged).
CannotTake finger off Ball-(will follow you argand room),
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Will feel electricity in the Ball when you count three.
You can also lock his eyes so that he cannot open them. In this test be sure

to let him look at the ball for a minute or two, then tell him to close them
tight, and to think that he cannot open them. Proceed now with the "hands
tight." Study the physical tests well; act your part, and you will develop into
a first class operator.

CANNOT STOP PATTING HANDS.

LESSON VI.

CIRCLE PHYSICAL TESTS.

After the individual work, proceed with the physical tests, using a number
of subjects at one time. This work is a little different from the ihdividual tests,
and you should use more force in your comnmand. Select several of the most sus-
zeptible subjects and place them in a circle.

11
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PATTING HANDS.

Take your position about three yards away from the circle, and tell them to
look steadily at the ball for a few seconds. Now sav: "WHEN–I-TELL
YOU -TO –START, -I-WANT -yOU –TO -BEGIN -PATTING
–YOUR-HANDSTOGETHER.-KEEPTHINKING-ALL THE
-TIMETHAT –YOU-CANNOTSTOP–-THEM-AND–WHEN
--COUNT-THREE,–YOU–WILL-NOT -BE -ABLE -TO
STOP–THEM. -NOW -START -THEM--GOING-FASTER -
FASTER.-READY. -I-2 YOU CANTSTOP.–TRY -TRY
TRY."
Should one or more of the subjects continue to pat hands after you have given
the command to stop, go to him separately, take hold of his hand and tell him to
stop. If anyone complains of his hands hurting, make several passes on his
hands (rubbing them downward) then snap your fingers and say: *NOW

YOU-ARE-ALL-RIGHT" Do not let the subjects continue too long;
simply for a few seconds.

After they have patted their hands for a few seconds say "All Right."

REVOLVING HANDS.

This test can be produced in the same manner as the previous one. Tell the
subjects to clench their fists tight and to start revolving them around each other
in a small circle as fast as they can; and that when you count three, they will find
that they cannot stop them, etc. You should start speaking in a slow, positive

As you say
"you CANT" take a step forward so as to EMPHASIZE YOUR COMMANDS.
manner and increase in force as you near the end of the formula.

SHAKING HANDS.

Have the subjects stand in pairs, facing each other. Ask them to take hold
Doof hands and that when you tell them to shake, to do so as fast as they can.

not permit them to start until you are ready. Now sayEVERYBODY-LOOK
-AT-THE -BALL–FOR -A-FÉW-SECONDS-AND-THINK–
EARNESTLY -THAT –YOU–CANNOT STOP -YOUR -HANDS
- AND-WHEN -I COUNT-THREE-YOU –WILL -NOT
-BE-ABLE -TO– STOP–THEM. -NOW -START– THEM-GO-
ING--FASTER--FASTER.-READY-I-22YOU-CANT. –TRY

-TRY-TRY." Before saying all right" you canseparate two of them thereby
making the test very funny; it is very amusing to see a person shaking hands with
an imaginary person.

Any circle scene can be used as an individual test if you care to use it as such.

LESSON VII.

CANNOT SHUT MOUTH.

Hold the ball up to view and tell the subjects to look steadily at it for a few
seconds. Now say:"OPEN –YOUR -MOUTH-WIDEEVERYBODY.
AND THINK THAT –YOU-CANNOTSHUT– IT. LOOK-STEADY-ATTHE –BALL-AND–WHEN I -COUNT–
THREE,-YOU –WILL -NOT– BE- ABLE- TO- SHUT– IT;-NOW0PEN-IT WIDE–WIDER-WIDER. -READY.-23-

..

YOU–CAN'T-SHUT–IT-TRYTRY."
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Should any particular subject fail to be influenced in one or two of the tests,

Believing that you understand by this time how to produce the circle tests
excuse him and continue the circle tests with the rest.

I will enumerate someothers to which you can apply the foregoing principles.
Cannot--Sit down (standing in front of chair.)
Cannot-Get up fron chair.
Cannot-Stop pounding fist on knee.

CANNOT CLOSE THE MOUTH.

Cannot--Stop patting foot on floor.
Cannot-Stop shaking finger at Ball.
CannotStop shaking head (n0).
Cannot--Stop shaking head (yes).
CannotStop shaking wrists.
Cannot-Stop saying "Ma, Ma, Ma."
Cannot-Stop saying "you, you, you."
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Lesson IX.

The student should pay careful attention to this lesson. Be sure that you
thoroughly understand how to awaken the subject, before attempting to induce

sleePEVERNEVER attempt to awaken a patient who has been hypnotized for the pur-
pose of treatment, in a rough or sudden manner. Always start slowly by snap-
ping the fingers softly. Simply say :"Now you are all right; wake up; come now,
wake up, I say," etc. If you find it difficult to awaken him upon first trial, continue

AWAKENING A SUBJECT.

with more force. It is obvious to any thinking person that if you awaken any
one, who is ill, suddenly, even though he be in a natural sleep, there is a possi-
bility of quickening the action of the heart, and thus causing the patient to feel ill
after-effects.

A subject who has been hypnotized for entertainment purposes, can be
awakened suddenly, without fear of any after effects. Sometimes it is advantage-
ous for the operator to awaken his subject suddenly, and sometimes slowly, de-
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pending upon the kind of scene and position the subject is in. If a subject is in
a position where no harm can come to him by falling, awaken him suddenly.
On the other hand, if he is standing upon a chair, or in an elevated position, awaken
him slowly. To awaken a subject, strike your hands together sharply-and say
in a loud, positive tone: "WAKE UP""ALL RIGHT" WIDE AWAKE," etc.
Keep this up until he is thoroughly awake. Should you have trouble, or find it
difficult to awaken a subject, tell him to sit down and be quiet. Do not become
frightened; for any uneasiness on your part will have an affect upon the subject.
After he is seated, tell him to get ready to awaken, and that when you count
three, he will POSITIVELY wake up and feel all right. Now say: "READY.-–
I-2-3-WAKE UP,-–SAY-WAKE-UP." Keep on commanding him

to awake, and when he opens his eyes say "NOW–YOU--ARE-ALL-
RIGHT." It is a good policy for the operator to smile.

he will also smile. The smile acts as a suggestion; the subject follows it. Only
in extreme cases will it be necessary to resort to the following system.

If the subject is awake

•When the subject shows signs of trembling, and you cannot awaken him, you
must talk to him as though you were disgusted with his actions. Talk to him
in the most commanding terms, and tell hin that you will not put up with his
nonsense. You can even threaten him with some punishment. Say: "NOW
WHEN–[–COUNT -FIVE -IF-YOU -DO –NOT-ẢWAKEN,

I–WILL-STICK-YOU–WITH-THIS-PIN –(or knife). Now--GET
-READY. –I-2-3-4-5-WAKE-UP.-ALL-RIGHT." It is not nec-

essary to throw water into his face, and apply batteries, etc. If the operator will
carefully study this method, he can awaken any subject, no matter how difficult.

Have no fears in this regard, for only once in a thousand times, will you
find cases like the last mentioned. Keep your hands off hysterical persons, and do
not use instruments on them. Use suggestions in a mild manner only. If a per-
son is hysterical, he will display signs of excitement and will tremble all over, in
the first tests. Avoid such subjects. Try others in preference.

LESSON X.

INDUCING SLEEP.

Sleep is induced by creating monotony and through suggestion. It is a per
fectly natural process, the same as the mother uses in putting her babe to sle
She takes it in her arms, and while rocking it to and fro, sings a' lullaby in
even, musical time, and soon the child is sleeping soundly.

Should the child be sleeping, and the mother begin singing, the noise would
immediately awaken the child. She could, however, continue the singing after
having induced sleep, and the child would continue to sleep until nature had been
satisfied.

You have probably noticed that the ticking of a clock creates monotony.
Vhen beginning to read a book in a room where a clock is ticking, you hear
the tick very plainly; but after a little you forget about the clock, and do not
hear the tick.

Take a chicken and place its head under its wings, hold it at arm's length, and
begin rocking to and fro; whistle a tune, keeping time with the motion; and
after you have rocked it for a short time, you may lay it down and it will remain
asleep for several minutes.

Soothing passes are often efficacious. Men, while getting shaved, very often
fall into a deep sleep, owing to the soothing passes made by the barber. Such
persons will be found quite susceptible to hypnotic influence.
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i–Always begin by placing the subject in a confortable position.
2-After the subject is seated, or in a reclining position, induce a condition

of fatigue by having the subject look steadily at the ball for a minute or two.
3-Now tell the subject to close his eyes and begin with the passes and sug-

gestions.
Many courses teach the student certain speciic positions for the hand and

fingers while making passes, claiming that certain nerve centers are affected
thereby, through the magnetic fluid emanating from the hands of the operator.

INDUCING HYPNOSIS.

I have never found it necessary to employ any specific method, and have become
convinced that the people teaching these rules must have come to their conclu-
sions through reading the old theories on the subject. From the fact that sooth-
ing, efficacious passes can be made with the glass ball (which is a non-con-
ductor), we have conclusive proof that whatever force emanates from the hands
of the operator, has no effect whatever in producing hypnosis.
Sayto thesubject: "THINKOF -SLEEPKEEP-YOUR-MIND

-ONIT-BY -REPEATINGTHE –WORD–SLEEP-MENTALLY.
16
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-GIVE-YOURSELF –UP -ABSOLUTELY –AND –D0--NOT-OF.
FER -ANY –RESISTANCE." "NOW -YOU-WILL-FIND-YOUR-
SELF -GETTING-VERY -TIRED–-YOUR-EYES-ARE-CLOSED
suggestions, keep hold of his head with one hand, and make soothing passes with

-ANDYOU-ARE-GOING-TO--SLEEP." While you are giving these

the other.
head in a slow, gentle manner. If your hands become moist so that they have
a distracting infuence, use the ball, which has a smooth surface.

You can make the passes across the temple or down the back of the

Give all suggestions for sleep in a slow, ding-dong fashion. Keep even
time with the passes; that is, every time you give a suggestion, make a pass.
Proceed as though you were keeping time with the pendulum of a large clock.
Continue by saying: "SO0N YÕULL -BE-ŠLEEPING –SOUND –-

ASLEEPSOUND--ASLEEP." You can continue saying, "sound asleep" for
iDeada number of times, or you may change the words to something else.

asleep""dead asleep""dead asleep," etc. As soon as you notice the head begin-
ning to lag, lay it gently to one side so as it will rest comfortably. Should you
let it fall on one side, the jar would awaken the subject. If the subject holds
his neck stiff, or moves his fingers or any part of his body, it denotes conscious-
ness.
condition is produced. Some subjects go to sleep in a few ninutes, others in
a half hour. Fifteen minutes is a fair test for irst trial. WVhen a subject is
under the influence, he will show signs of falling over. Do not continue to give
suggestions after you notice the head begin to lag, or fall to one side; that is, if

When this is apparent, continue the suggestions and passes until the desired

you are putting the subject to sleep for the purpose of making him see things
where none exist.

LESSON XI.

CREATING HALLUCINATIONS.

I will proceed to the next part of the work, presuming that you have a
thorough knowledge of the fundamental principles of the science, the physical
work, and the general method of producing the various stages of hypnosis.

In creating hallucinations it is necessary to induce a condition of sleep. After
the subject shows signs of being "under" (professionally speaking), you are ready
to put him in any scene. Begin by changing your tone of voice from a slow, to
an ordinary commanding manner. Say: "NOW-YOU-ARE-SOUND-
ASLEEP WHENI-TELL–ÝOU –TO –OPEN –YOUR-EYES
YOUWILL -SEE-A–VERY FUNNY–SIGHT. THE-FUN-

NIEST THING –YOU -EVER -SAW -IN –ALL -YOUR -LIFE:
-YOU -WILL -LAUGH–VERY -HEARTILY;-IT -WILL -BE
SO-FUNNY THAT -YOU –WILL-SCREAM -WITH -MIRTH.
-REMEMBER,-IT'S –THEFUNNIEST –THING –YOU -EVER
SAW-IN -ALL-YOUR-LIFE."

Do not make a mistake by saying: "When I awaken you;" many beginners
do this, instead of saying, "When I tell you to open your eyes." After you have
given the above suggestion say: "NOW-OPEN-YOỦR -EYES:-OPEN

THEM--SAY-OPEN–YOUR-EYES." You may have to urge him to
open his eyes ; therefore, continue with forceful commands to "OPEN-ÝOUR-
EYES." Should he not open them when you command him to do so, place your
left hand on the top of his head and rub upward between his eyes with your left
thumb, all the while commanding him to open his eyes.

When he does so. point out in front of him (see cut) and say: "LOOK--
SEE THAT-FUNNY––SIGHT. ..OH-MY -HOW--FUŃNY--IT-IS.
-SEE-THERE-ARE-TWO -WOMEN -MAKING–UGLY FACES
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-GIVE-YOUR ELF -uP - \B~'OL TELY -AND -DO-NOT- F
FER -.-\NY -RE I TANCE." "NOW -YOU -\VJLL-1'1ND-YOUR
SELF-GETTING-\ ERY -TlRED-YO R-EYES-ARE-CLOSED 
-AND-YOU-ARE-GOING-TO-SLEEP." \V11ile you are giving these 
suggestions, keep hold of his head with one hand, and make soothing passes with 
the other. ) ou can make the passes aero s the temple or down the back of the 
head in a low. gentle manner. If your hands become moist so that they have 
a distracting influence, use the ball, \\'hich has a smooth surface. 

Give all suggestions for sleep in a slow, ding-dong fashion. Keep even 
time with the passes; that is, every time you give a suggestion, make a pass. 
Proceed as though you were keeping time with the pendulum of a large clock. 
Continue by saying: "SOON -YOU'LL -BE -SLEEPING -SOUND -
ASLEEP-SO ND-'\SLEEP." You can continue saying, "sound asleep" for 
a number of times, or you may change the words to something else. "Dead 
asleep''-"dead asleep"-"dead asleep," etc. As soon as you notice the head begin
ning to lag, lay it O'ently to one side so as it will rest comfortably. Should you 
let it fall on one side, the jar would awaken the subject. If the subject holds 
his neck stiff. or moves his fingers or any part of his body, it denotes conscious
ness. Vlhen this is apparent, continue the suggestions and passes until the desired 
condition is produced. Some subjects go to leep in a few minutes, others in 
a half hour. Fifteen minutes is a fair test for first trial. When a subject is 
under the influence, he will show signs of falling over. Do not continue to give 
suggestions after you notice the head begin to lag, or fall to one side; that is, if 
you are putting the subject to sleep for the purpose of making him see things 
where none exist. 

LESSON XI. 

CREATING HALLUCINATIONS. 

I will proceed to the next part of the work, presuming that you have a 
thorough knowledge of the fundamental principles of the science, the physical 
work, and the general method of producing the various stages of hypnosis. 

In creating hallucinations it is necessary to induce a·condition of sleep. After 
the subject shows signs of being "under" (professionally speaking), you are ready 
to put him in any scene. Begin by changing your tone of voice from a slow, to 
an ordinary commanding manner. Say: " OW-YOU-ARE-SOUND
ASLEEP." "WHEN -I -TELL-YOU -TO -OPEN -YOUR -EYES 
-YOU -WILL -SEE -A--VERY -FUNNY -SIGHT. -THE -FUN
NIEST -THI G-YOU -EVER-SAvV -IN -ALL -YOUR -LIFE: 
-YOU -WILL -LAUGH -VERY -HEARTILY;-IT -WILL -BE
SO -FU NY -THAT -YOU -WILL -SCREAM -WITH -MIRTH. 
-REMEMBER,-IT'S -THE-FUN TEST-THING-YOU -EVER
S.A. W -IN -ALL -YOUR -LIFE." 

Do not make a mistake by saying: "When I awaken you;" many beginners 
do this, instead of saying, "When I tell you to open your eyes." After you have 
given the above suggestion say: "NOW-OPEN-YOUR-EYES :-OPEN 
-THEM-I-SAY,-OPEN-YOUR-EYES." You may have to urge him to 
open his eyes; therefore, continue with forceful commands to "OPEN-YOUR
EYES." Should he not open them when you command him to do so, place your 
left ha,;id on the top of his head and rub upward between his eyes with your left 
thumb, all the while commanding him to open his eyes. 

When he does so. point out in front of him ( see cut) and say: "LOOK
SEE-THA T-FUNNY-SIGHT. · ·-OH-MY -HOW-FUNNY-IT-IS. 
-SEE,-THERE-ARE-TWO -WOME r -MAKI~--; -UGLY FACES 
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-AT -EACH -0THER. -THE-LONGER-YOU--LOOK–THE
LOUDER-YOU -WILL -LAUGH."

You can make the scene good by acting your part well. Act as though
you actually saw the funny sight yourself. The subject should laugh more
heartily than he ever did in his life. The facial expressions will make your au-
dience laugh until "water comes out of the holes they look with," says Mark
Twain.

After he has laughed for several minutes, go to him suddenly and command

CREATING HALLUCINATION.

his attention. Say to him: *LOOK-AT-ME,-DO-YOU--KNOW-THAT
-THE WOMEN -HAVE -KILLED -EACH -0THER? -SEE

THERETHEY-ARE--BOTH-DEAD." (Point to the floor). "ONE
IS–YOUR-MOTHER–JUST –THINK –OF –IT. –HOW -SAD-
YOU-FEEL. -YOU –WILL-CRY -MOURNFULLY.–YOU WILL-
WEEP-BITTERLY,}" etc.

crying, or, vice versa.
for several minutes, awaken him. When awakening the subject try to catch him
in a ridiculous attitude.

By this method you can change the laughing to
After you have kept the subject under your influence
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-AT -EACH -OTHER. -THE -L01.GER -YOU-LOOK -THE -
LOUDER -YOU -WILL -LAUGH." 

You can make the scene good by acting your part well. Act as though 
you actually saw the funny sight yourself. The subject should laugh more 
heartily than he ever did in his life. The facial expressions will make your au
dience laugh until ·'water comes out of the holes they look with,'" says Mark 
Twain. 

After he has laughed for several minutes, go to him suddenly and command 

CREATING HALLUCINATION. 

his attention. Say to him: "LOOK-AT-ME.-DO-YOU-KNOW-THAT. 
-THE -WOMEN -HAVE -KILLED -EACH -OTHER? -SEE -
THERE-THEY-ARE-BOTH-DEAD." (Point to the floor). "ONE
IS -YOUR-MOTHER -JUST-THINK -OF -IT. -HOW -SAD
YOU -FEEL. -YOU -WILL -CRY -MOURNFCLL Y. -YOU WILL
WEEP-BITTERL Y," etc. By this method you can change the laughing to 
crying, or, vice versa. After you have kept the subject under your influence 
for several minutes, awaken him. When awakening the subject try to catch him 
in a ridiculous attitude. 
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LESSON XII.

THE BEST SCENES FOR ENTERTAINING.

When giving public entertainments, I arranged to.give a different perform-
ance every night for one week. Starting with a few individual physical tests, then
circle physical scenes, and ending the entertainments with scenes, saving one of
the best scenes for the last.

I will proceed, feeling that you understand the method of placing the sub-
ject in individual scenes.

I would advise you to change from one subject to another, using subjects
adapted to certain scenes. Where you have only two or three mental subjects
use them alternately.

LESSON XIII.

A GREAT SINGER.

In outlining the following individual scenes, I will begin at the point where.
the subject has been put to sleep. After he has been put to sleep, say: "NOW-
WHEN-I-TELL-YOU-TO-OPEN-YOUR-EYES, -ÝOU–WILL
-FIND THAT -YOU -ARE -A GREAT-SINGER. -YOU
HAVE -AN-ENGAGEMENT –TO -SING-THIS -EVENING- AND
WILL-RENDER-YOUR-BEST-AND-MOST-FAVORITE SE-
LECTION.-NOW -OPEN-YOUR-EYES.-OPEN–THEM, -I –
SAY," etc.
stage. (An imaginary one). Take hold of his arm and lead him out to the

After he has opened his eyes you must urge him to go upon the

supposed footlights, and tell him to make a polite bow. After you get him
started, he will sing until you tell him to stop. You can make your scenes effec-
tive by clever suggestions to the subject while he is singing. Tell him to throw
back his shoulders-to place his right hand upon his cheststrike a tragic
attitude.

You can stop him from singing if he seems at a loss for words, by telling
him that he is a great orator, and that he has been called upon to give a tem-
perance lecture. Start him going on "how whiskey ruined his life," then tell
him to explain to the audience the value of rum, "its wonderful curative
properties," etc. Changing from one argument to another, as from a Democrat
to a Republican, creates an abundance of amusement.

Give him a broom, and tell him it is a banjo-that he will serenade his best
You must point to an imaginary window, and give suggestions when-girl, etc.

ever the subject shows signs of hesitating.
There are many interesting scenes that can be presented with one subject.

I will proceed with the scenes where two or more subjects are used, feeling
that you have an understanding of the general method of presenting mental
scenes.
care to use them as individual tests.

Any of the following scenes can be presented with one subject if you

SITTING ON A CAKE OF ICE.

Having placed subject No. 2 in the necessary condition, proceed as follows:
Say:""NOW-WHEN -I

EYES,YOU –WILL -FIND-YOURSELF-SITTING -ON -A
CAKE -OF -ICE. -YOU – WILL –GET –VERY-COLD.– THE

LONGER-YOU-SIT-THERE-THE-COLDER--YOU-WILLGET.
-NOW OPEN –YOUR-EYES,"

-TELLYỘU–TO–OPEN -YOUR-

Proceed as in the laughing test.
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LESSON XII. 

THE BEST SCENES FOR E TERTAI ING. 

When giving public entertainments, I arranged to.give a different perform
ance every night for one week. Starting with a few individual physical tests, then 
circle physical scenes, and ending the entertainments with scenes, saving one of 
the best scenes for the last. 

I will proceed, feeling that you understand the method of placing the sub
ject in individual scenes. 

I would advise you to change from one subject to another, using subjects 
adapted to certain scenes. Where you have only two or three mental subjects 
use them alternately. 

LESSON XIII. 

A GREAT SINGER. 

In outlining the fo11.owing individual scel)es, I will begin at the point where. 
the subject has been put to sleep. After he has been put to sleep, say: " ·ovV
WHE -I-TELL-YOU-TO-OPEN -YOUR -EYES, -YOU -WILL 
-FIND -'THAT -YOU -ARE -A -GREAT -SINGER. -YOU -
HAVE -AN-E TGAGEME1 T -TO -SING-THIS -EVE ING- AND· 
WILL-RENDER-YOUR-BEST-AND-i\fOST-FAVORITE-SE
LECTION. -NOW -OPE -YOUR -EYES. -OPE -THEM, -I -
SAY," etc. After he has opened his eyes you must urge him to go upon the 
stage. (An imaginary one). Take hold of his arm and lead him out to the 
supposed footlights, and tell him to make a polite bow. After you get him 
started, he will sing until you tell him to stop. You can make your scenes effec
tive by clever suggestions to the subject while he is singing. Tell him to throw 
back his shoulders-to place his right hand upon his chest-strike a tragic 
attitude. • 

You can stop him from singing i:f he seems at a loss for words, by telling 
him that he is a great orator, and that he has been called upon to give a tem
perance lecture. Start him going on "how whiskey ruined his life," then tell 
him to explain to the atidience the value of rum, "its wonderful curative 
properties," etc. Changing from one argument to another, as from a Democrat 
to a Republican, creates an abundance of amusement. . 

Give him a broom, and tell him it is a banjo-that he will serenade his best 
girl, etc. You must point to an imaginary window, and give suggestions when
ever the subject shows signs of hesitating. 

There are many interesting scenes that can be presented with one subject. 
I will proceed with the scenes where two or more subjects are used, feeling· 
that you have an understanding of the general method of presenting mental 
scenes. Any of the following scenes can be presented with one subject if you• 
care to use 'them as individual tests. 

SITTI G ON A CAKE OF ICE. 

Having placed subject No. 2 in the necessary condition, proceed as follows: 
Say: "NOW-WHE -I-TELL-YOU-TO-OPE. -YO R

EYES,-YOU -WILL -FIND -YOURSELF -SITTI G -ON -A -
CAKE -OF -ICE. -YOU - WILL - GET - VERY-COLD. - THE 
LONGER-YOU-SIT-THERE-THE-COLDER-YOU-WILL -GEL 
-NOW -OPEN -YOUR -EYES," Proceed as in the laughing test. 
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LESSON XIV.

CIRCLE MENTAL SCENES.
Place two or more subjects in a circle, and proceed to induce hypnosis as

previously outlined. When they show signs of being well under your control,
proceed as in the individual mental scenes.
TELL -YOU –TO -OPEN -YOUR -EYES, -YOU –WILL-FIND
-THE -AIR –FULL -OF -BEES. YOU–MUST -BE -CARE-
FUL,-FOR- THE-BEES-WILL -STING –YOU. -REMEMBER!
THE -AIR -IS -FULL -OF-BEES.-YOU–WILL-BRUSH -
THEM-FROM YOUR -HANDS, -FACE, -AND -NECK--READY!
-OPEN YOUR -EYES EVERYBODY, etc. You may have to go
to each one separately and urge him to open his eyes.
jects carefully, and if any one becomes too rough, awaken him by taking hold
of his arm, and saying sharply, "ALL -RIGHT-WAKE -UP." Do not
continue the scene too long; violent exercise tires the subjects.

Say:"NOW-WHEN -I

Watch the sub-

the Bee scene."

tell them it is RED HOT.

them around the room.

down their backs.

pockets be fore going to sleep.

imaginary pond.

same time

I will name a number of scenes that can be presented on the principles of

"RAINING MONEY."-After they have gathered the money from the Aoor,

"CHAIRS RED HOT."–After they have junmped up, take a chair and chase

"FLEAS DOWN BACKS."Tell them you have put a handful of fleas

"MOLASSES IN POCKETS."-Subjects should place their hands in

"FISHING SCENE."-Have them fish with broom handles or canes in an

"GLEE CLUB." Tel eachone to sing a different song-all singing at the

You can also tell them the floor is red hot.

RIDING BROOMS."Tell them that they are horses.

"CAKE WALK."–Tell half of the subjects that they are colored ladies.
Give the gentlemen canes and old hats, the ladies old dresses, etc. Subjects, when
hypnotized, will march or sing with piano accompaniment or other musical in-
struments.

"MAKING UGLY FACES,"Tell the subjects that ladies in the audience
are making ugly faces at them, and that they should make ugly faces at the ladies.

"BICÝCLE RIDE."-Place them backwards on chairs and tell them to race
for a great prize. Count I, 2, 3. when you start them.

crabs, side whiskers, ten cents per plate, etc., etc.

leap fropER

"SELLING FISH."Tell them to go around yelling “fresh fish." Give
them imaginary baskets. You can have them offer for sale, peanuts, bow-legged

"LEAP FROG."-Tell them they are school boys, and that they will play

RUBBER NOSE."-This is one of the funniest scenes ever presented.
Go to each one separately and take hold of his imaginary rubber nose. Tell him
to take hold of it and stretch it. He will do all sorts of ridiculous things with it.

You can pre-
tend to stick it fast to another's back, and wherever the subject goes he will fol-
low. Get several in line; take hold of the frst one and run around the room, and

A good climax to this scene can be brought about by waking
the first subject. When the influence has been removed, he will wonder why all

Pretend to take hold of it, and wherever you go, he will follow.

the rest will follow.

the subjects are following him.
"BARBER SCENE"-(Two subjects)-Tell one he is a barber, and the

other that he has a long beard. Introduce him to the barber, and suggest that he
tell the barber how he wants his beard trimmed. Use a feather duster and a cane
for the razor and brush.
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LESSON XIV. 
CIRCLE MEKT AL SCENES. 

Place two or more subjects in a circle, and proceed to induce hypnosis as 
previously outlined. When they show signs of being well under your control, 
proceed as in the individual mental scenes. Say: ·' ov..,r -WHEN -I -
TELL -YOU -TO -0PE -YO R -EYES, -YOU -WILL-Flt D 
-THE -AIR -FULL -OF -BEES. -YOU -:MUST -BE -CARE
FUL,-FOR-THE-BEES-WILL -STI1 G -YOU. -REME iBER! -
THE -AIR -lS -FULL -OF -BEES.-YOU -WILL -BRUSH -
THEM-FROi\'I -YO R -HANDS, -FACE, -AND -NECK-READY! 
-OPEN -YOUR -EYES -EVERYBODY," etc. You may have to go 
to each one separately and urge him to open his eyes. Watch the sub
jects carefully, and if any one becomes too rough, awaken him by taking hold 
of his arm, and saying sharply, "ALL -RIGHT.-WAKE -UP." Do not 
continue the scene too Iona; violent exercise tires the subjects. 

I will name a number of scenes that can be presented on the principles of 
the "Bee scene.'' 

"RAINING MONEY.''-After they have gathered the money from the floor, 
tell them it is RED HOT. 

"CHAIR RED HOT.''-After they have jumped up, take a chair and chase 
them around the room. You can also tell them the floor is red hot. 

"FLEA D0v\ N BACKS."-Tell them you have put a handful of fleas 
down their back . 

"MOLASSES IN POCKETS."-Subjects should place their hands in 
pockets before going to sleep. 

"RIDING BROOMS."-Tell them that they are horses. 
"FISHING SCEI £.''-Have them fish with broom handles or canes in an 

imaginary pond. 
"GLEE CLUB.''-Tell each one to sing a different song-all singing at the 

same time 
"CAKE VI r\LK.''-Tell half of the subjects that they are colorecl ladies. 

Give the gentlemen canes and old hats, the ladies old dresses, etc. Subjects, when 
hypnotized, will march or sing with piano accompaniment or other musical in
struments. 

"MAKING UGLY F ACES."-Tell the subjects that ladies in the audience 
are making ugly faces at them, and that they should make ugly faces at the ladies. 

"BICYCLE RIDE.''-Place them backwards on chairs and tell them to race 
for a great prize. Count I. 2, 3. when you start them. 

!'SELLI G FISH.''-Tell them to go around yelling "fresh fish.'' Give 
. them imaginary baskets. You can have them offer for sale, peanuts, bow-legged 
crabs, side whiskers, ten cents per plate, etc., etc. 

"LEAP FROG.''-Tell them they are school boys, and that they will play 
leap frog. 

RUBBER NOSE."-This is one of the funniest scenes ever presented. 
Go to each one separately and take hold of his imaginary rubber nqse. Tell him 
to take hold of it and stretch it. He will do all ~orts of ridiculous things with it. 
Pretend to take hold of it, and wherever you go, he will follow. You can pre
tend to stick it fast to another's back, and wherever the subject goes he will fol
low. Get several in line; take hold of the first one an<l run around the room. and 
the rest will _follow. A good climax to this scene can be brougl~t about by waking 
the first subiect. When the influence has been removed, he will wonder why all 
the subjects are following him. 

"BARBER SCENE.''-(Two subjects)-Tell one he is a barber, and the 
other that he has a long beard. Introduce him to the barber. and suggest that he 
tell the barber how he wants his beard trimmed. Use a feather duster and a cane 
for the razor and brush. 
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"THE DENTIST."Tell one subject that he is a dentist. Have him arrange
his (imaginary) office. Suggest to another subject that he has a bad toothache.
Have him go to the dentist, who will extract the aching tooth with a cane.

LESSON XV.

THE CATALEPTIC TEST.

Catalepsy is one of the most interesting conditions produced by suggestion.
It is a condition in which all the muscles of the body become rigid. A small boy,
in this condition, is capable of holding enormous weight on his body, while his
heels rest upon the back of a chair, and his shoulders upon another.

THE CATALEPTIC TEST.

To produce the condition have one of your best subjects stand erect, heels
Have some one stand behind him so as to

keep him from falling while you are putting him to sleep. Before beginning the
test, arrange two chairs, having round backs, at about the right distance apart,

. so that when you lay the subject across them, his heels will rest on one and his
shoulders upon the other. Lay small cushions on top of the backs of the chairs, so
that the subject will suffer no injuries. Have two persons sit upon the chairs so

to keep them from slipping and to hold the subject on them in order to pre-
vent his falling off. When you have everything ready, tell the subject to take a
tight hold of his trousers, and to close his eyes. Now begin to give suggestions

Be

together, and hands at sides.

as

of sleep; tell him he will not fall over, but will go to sleep standing.
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"THE DENTIST."-,Tell one subject that he is a dentist. Have him arrange 
his (imaginary) office. Suggest to another subject that he has a bad toothache. 
Have him go to the dentist, who will extract the aching tooth with a cane. 

LESSON XV. 

THE CATALEPTIC TEST. 

Catalepsy is one of the most interesting conditions produced by suggestion. 
It is a condition in which all the muscles of the body become rigid. A small boy, 
in this condition, is capable of holding enormous weight on his body, while his 
heels rest upon the back of a chair, and his shoulders upon another. 

THE CATALEPTIC TEST. 

To produce the condition have one of your best subjects stand erect, heels 
together, and hands at sides. Have some one stand behind him so as to 
keep him from falling while you are putting him to sleep. Before beginning the 
test, arrange two chairs, having round backs, at about the right distance apart, 

. so that when you lay the subject across them, his heels will rest on one and his 
shoulders upon the other. Lay small cushions on top of the backs of the chairs, so 
that the subject will suffer no injuries. Have two ·persons sit upon the chairs so 
as to keep them from slipping and to hold the subject on them in order to pre
vent his fa11ing off. When you have everything ready, tell the subject to take a 
tight hold of his trousers, and to close his eyes. Now begin to give suggestions 
of sleep; tell him he will not fall over, but will go to sleep standing. Be 
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sure to induce a deep condition of sleep before giving suggestions for the rigid
condition.
"DO-NOT -BĒ -AFRAID. -NO -HARM -WILL -COME -TO –
YOU–YOUR-HEART -WILL -BEAT -NORMALLY -AND -ALL
-THE–-FUNCTIONS-OF –YOUR -BODY -WILL -PERFORM--
THEIR--NATURAL -DUTIES." "NOW--YOU-WILL-FIND-THAT
-ALL -THE–MUSCLES-OF-YOUR--BODY -ARE-BECOMING
-RIGID." "WHEN I-COUNT -TEN -YOU–WILL -BE AS

After you see that he is well under the influence, suggest as follows:

-RIGID-AS-IRON." 1-2-3-45678 10 "RIGID!" If the
subject is not rigid enough, continue the suggestions until he is in a complete rigid
state. Now lift him up carefully and place him across the chairs. Aiter he is
placed across the chairs have one or more persons sit or stand upon him for a few
seconds. You should stand ready to give suggestions, "Stiff and rigid," in case the
subject shows signs of weakening.

I have placed eight subjects in the condition, and, having piled them up to
represent "The human wood pile," have, with three persons, climbed the top, thus
presenting a very interesting scene. One subject in a cataleptic state is capable
of holding 700 pounds. Five or six hundred pounds is, however, a convincing
test. Three heavy men, standing upon one subject, presents a good effect. One
of my favorite ways of presenting catalepsy is to place the subject across two
small wooden horses, and after placing a stout plank across his body, see-saw
fashion, walk a trained horseacrossthe plank. In giving public entertainments, I
usually have two small ponies play see-saw on a plank placed across the body of a
subject. Breaking the rock," is one of the old, butnevertheless, interesting tests.
In order to successfully present this scene, secure a rock weighing about 400
pounds, and one that is easily broken. After placing the subject in the necessary
condition, place two small cushions on his body, and lay the rock on the cust
so as to elevate the rock about one inch.
the habit of wielding a sledge hammer, and have him deliver several heavy blows,
starting lightly, and increasing in force until the rock is broken. It is advisable
to place a cloth over the face of the subject, so that the fragments of flying rock
will not strike his face. Have two assistants hold the chairs and the subject, and
stand ready to push the rock off the subject in case anything goes wrong. A chair
slipping, or an assistant failing to hold the subject in his place, might throw the
subject to the floor, thus making it a dangerous experiment.

Secure a good, strong man; who is.

LESSON XVI.

INSTANTANEOUS METHOD.

After you have hypnotized a person several times, he becomes quite sus-
ceptible to sudden suggestions. In demonstrating this phase of the phenomenon,
always select a subject who is easily influenced. Turn to him quickly, and at a
moment when he is not expecting you to do so, say: LOOK -AT-THIS
BALL."(Thrustit quickly to within about fiveinches of hiseyes) YOUR CHAIR
-IS -RED-HOT-GÉT--UP-QUICK." As soon as he jumps up, he is
under your inffuence. Should you desire to place him in a scene of any kind, it
will not be necessary to put him to sleep; simply tell him the chair is all right,
then lead him away fronm it. You can tell him he is a great singer, dancer, speaker, .
acrobat, or anything your fancy suggests, and he will proceed as though he had
been first put tosleep.
The following suggestions will be found very interesting with the same formula

as with the "hot chair ;"-Sitting on a tacka cake of ice :-a rattlesnake :a
wasp:that he had a terrible toothache :-has lost his pocket-book -has a

stomach-ache, etc., etc.
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sure to induce a deep condition of sleep before giving suggestions for the rigid 
condition. After you see that he is well under the influence, suggest as follows: 
"DO -NOT -BE-. FR, ID. -NO -HARM -WILL -COME !_TO -
YOU.-YO R-HEART-WlLL-BEAT-NORMALLY -A D -ALL 
-THE -FUNCTION -OF -YOUR -BODY -WILL -PERFORM
THEIR-NATUR L-D TIES.'' "NOW-YOU-WILL-FIND-THAT 
-ALL -THE- MUSCLES -OF -YOUR-BODY -ARE -BECOMING 
-RIGID.'' "WHEN -I -COUNT -TEN -YOU -WILL -BE -AS 
-RIGID-AS-IRON." 1-2-3-4-5-6-7--8-9--10-"RIGID !" If the 
subject is not rigid enough, continue the suggestions until he is in a complete rigid 
state. ow lift him up carefully and place him across the chairs. After he is 
placed across the chairs have one or more persons sit or stand upon him for a few 
seconds. You should stand ready to give suggestions, "Stiff and rigid," in case the 
subject shows signs of weakening. 

I have placed eight subjects in the condition, and, having piled them up to 
represent "The human wood pile," have, with three persons, climbed the top, thus 
presenting a very interesting scene. One subject in a cataleptic state is capable 
of holding 700 pounds. Five or six hundred pounds is, however, a convincing 
test. Three heavy men, standing upon one subject, presents a good effect. One 
of my favorite ways of presenting catalepsy is to place the subject across two 
small wooden horses, and after placing a stout plank across his body, see-saw 
fashion, walk a trained horse across the plank. In giving public entertainments, I 
usually have two small ponies play see-saw on a plank placed across the body of a 
subject. "Breaking the rock," is one of the old, but nevertheless, interesting tests. 
In order to successfully present this scene, secure a rock weighing about 400 
pounds, and one that is easily broken. After placing the subject in the necessa y , _,: 
condition, place two small cushions on his body, and lay the rock on the cuslJ • 
so as t~ elevat_e t~e rock about one inch. Secure ~ goo~, strong man; who i&. 1. the habit of w1eldmg a sledge hammer, and have him deliver several heavy blow'S; 
starting lightly, and increasing in force until the rock is broken. It is advisable 
to place a cloth over the face of the subject, so that the fragments of flying rock 
will not strike his face. Have two assistants hold the chairs and the subject, and 
stand ready to push the rock off the subject in case anything goes wrong. A chair 
slipping, or an assistant failing to hold the subject in his place, might throw the 
subject to the floor, thus making it a dangerous experiment. 

LESSON XVI. 

INSTANTANEQUS METHOD. 

After you have hypnotized a person several times, he becomes quite sus
ceptible to sudden suggestions. In demonstrating this phase of the phenomenon, 
always select a subject who is easily influenced. Turn to him quickly, and at a 
moment when he is not expecting you to do so, say: LOOK -AT -THIS -
BALL." (Thrust it quickly to within about five inches of his eyes) "YOUR CHAIR 
-IS~RED-HOT-GET-UP-QUICK." As soon as he jumps up, he is 
under your influence. Should you desire to place him in a scene of any kind, it 
will not be necessary to put him to sleep; simply tell him the chair is all right, 
then lead him away from it. You can tell him he is a great singer, dancer, speaker, . 
acrobat, or anything your fancy suggests, and he will proceed as though he had 
been first put to sleep. 

The following suggestions will be found very interesting with the same formula 
as with the "hot chair ;"-Sitting on a tack :-a cake of ice :-a rattlesnake :-a 
wasp :-that he had a terrible toothache :-has lost his pocket-book :-has a 
stomach-ache, etc., etc. 
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CONCLUSION.

I have treated these tests as briefly as pOssible ior various reasons. In
the first place, if I were to embody in this course of instruction, the many phases
of hypnotism and kindred sciences, it would interfere with the instruction relative
to the use of the hypnotic ball. I have only given the essential tests, which em-
braces the use of the ball, but I could fl! a thousand pages, giving tests and details
wherein the ball could be used. However, if you will study these tests well, you
will find that you have covered an extensive field, and through these tests you will
be able to use the knowledge in other directions. You can use the ball in Mag-
netic Healing and in Suggestive Therapeutics, as well as in the tests given in
these lessons. It can be used upon yourself when you are suffering, as well as
upon others.

When used for healing purposes the subject should be placed in a drowsy,
relaxed condition, or light sleep, then the ball should be rubbed gently several
nes over the seat of the disease or pain, then the subject should be told that
en he awakens, or arises, that the pain will be gone, or that he will be much

.

aproved.
When used upon yoursel f, you should place yourself in a relaxed and passive

condition, then make soothing passes over the seat of pain or disease, and sug-
gest to yourself that the pain is going away, and that you are improving, etc., etc.

I have not designed this to be a complete course of instruction, but if you
will learn to use the ball well, you will be able to master any situation or any

Through the use of the ball
your work is made easy, and you must agree with me and every other student
who has tried it, that it is the best and most practical method of operating in
existence. Certain it is, that you will be able to hypnotize over fifty per cent.
more persons through the use of the ball, upon first trial, than by any other known

phase of the science that may come to your notice.

method.
I shall be glad to hear from you at any time, and if there are tests or sub-

jects you wish to know. about, I will be happy at all times to answer your letters,
and be of service to you in any way possible.

Wishing you success, and hoping to hear írom you regarding your progress,
I remain, Yours truly,
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CONCLUSION. 

I have treated these tests as briefly as possible ior various reasons. In 
the first place, if I were to embody in this course of instruction, the many phases 
of hypnotism au<l kindred sciences, it would interfere with the instruc.tion relative 
to the use of the hypnotic ball. I have only given the essential tests, which em
braces the use of the ball, but I could fill a thousand pages, giving tests and details 
wherein the ball could be used. However, if you will study these tests well, you 
will find that you have covered an extensive field, and through these tests you will 
be able to use the knowledge in other directions. You can use the ball in Mag
netic Healing and in Suggestive Therapeutics. as well as in the tests given in 
these lessons. It can be used upon yourself when you are suffering, as well as 
upon others. 

When used for healing purposes the subject should be placed in a drowsy, 
:relaxed condition, or light sleep, then the ball should be rubbed gently several 
• • 1cs over the seat of the disease or pain, then the subject should be told that 

__ n he awakens, or arises, that the pain will be gone, or that he will be much 
,proved. 

When used upon yourself, you should place yourself in a relaxed and passive 
condition, then make soothing passes over the seat of pain or disease, and sug
gest to yourself that the pain is going away, and that you are improving, etc., etc. 

I have not designed this to be a complete course of instruction, but if you 
will learn to use the ball well, you will be able to master any situation oc any 
phase of the science that may come to your notice. Through the use of the ball 
your work is made easy, and you must agree with me and every other student 
who has tried it, that it is the best and most practical method of operating in 
existence. Certain it is, that you will be able to hypnotize over fifty per cent. 
more persons through the use of the ball, upon first trial, than by any,other known 
method. 

fc shall be glad to hear from you at any time, and if. there are tests or sub
jects you wish to know. about, I will be happy at all times to answer your letters, 
and be of service to you in any way possible. 

v\ ishing you success, and hoping to hear from you regarding your progress,_ 
I remain, Yours truly, 



SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS AND THE SUGGESTI-PHONE.

Obviously, we are making great prog-
ress in the Science of Suggestive
Therapeutics. Time was when Physi-
cians were loathe to recognize this mar-
velous curative agent, but to-day, every
practitioner of good standing has
schooled himself in the law of sugges-
tion and endorses the use of this mighty
force in the treatment of most every
disease or functional disorder to which
the human race is heir. Diseases and
habits which sometimes baffe the skill
of the world's greatest medical authori-
ties, have been rapidly cured by this
potent agency, and the statistics compiled
throughout the country during the past
few years show a larger percentage of
cures through "suggestion" than by all

In every case I use it because it does so
much for me. It shuts out all distract-
ing noises and infiuences and every sug-
gestion given through it sinks deep into
the very soul of the patient.
taining results which I never obtained
before, and I can truthfully say that
every physician and healer in the world,
no matter what his method may be,
should have a Suggesti-Phone and know
how to use it. This is the verdict of
every man and woman who has one, and
it will be yours if you once use it.

am ob-

Many physicians use electric appli-
ances, The StaticMachine," The X-
Ray" and other expensive devices, many
of these costing hundreds of dollars
each, but with all these I believe the
time will come when a physician without
a Suggesti-Phone will be like a surgeon

the processesemployed combined.
As a profession Suggestive Thera-

peutics offers greater possibilities and
returns, than that of medicine, law,
music or art. There is no work so fas-
cinating or gratifying as that of reliev-
ing suffering humanity of the ills and
weaknesses to which many succumb
through ignorance or lack of proper

without surgical instruments.
Why not be abreast of the times and

have a Suggesti-Phone? They do not
cost much and any one can learn to
use it in a short time.
who were carpenters, salesmen, anc
other walks of life, as well as physIg
andhealers,have procuredthe Sus
Phone and are now coining ey
through the use of it. I give ery,
student who purchases one of these va
uable instruments, complete instructions
in every known phase of the science.
No matter if you have taken other
courses of instruction, there is yet much
to be learned of this great science, and I
believe I can give you that practical in-
struction which will make you a com-
plete success. I have had the pleasure
of teaching more physicians and stu-
dents personally than any other profes-
sional instructor in the United states
and after touring the country five times
giving lectures and demonstrations in
colleges, medical institutions and thea-
ters, I feelqualified to give you aclass
of instructions that cannot be obtained
from any books or mail courses in the
world.

Many personi

suggestions.
There are few diseases, though many

names, and there are many "isms" and
methods of cure: but if we were to ex-
clude the suggestions that must neces-
sarily accompany the different systems
of treatment, thousands who now re-
cover through the conscious and uncon-
scious use of this God-given remedy,
would never survive the attack, but
would drift away upon the bosom of
that river called, premature death. The
family doctor, Magnetic Healing, Oste-
opathy, Animal Magnetism, Christian
Science, and the laying on of hands
all alike create that condition of expec-
tation in the mind of the patient through
the law of suggestio, hebold" the1 theen

"ism" did it.
After an extensive investigation and

experience, such as few men in this
country have had in this particular field

can conscientiously say that
my latest invention "The Suggesti-
Phone" is considered by every practi-
tioner or student who has it to be the
greatest aid in the treatment of diseases
And habits ever brought to light. I
have been a successful operator for
many years, and cannot see how I could
ever accomplish anything without it.
It is my constant companion at the insti-
tution where I treat many patients daily.

If you desire further instruction, ad-
vice, treatment, hypnotic devices or
books, why not communicate with me
and use my services to your advantage.
I shall be delighted to hear from you

and will send you further particulars
concerning any branch of the science, or
will answer any question you would care

of work,

to ask, if stamp is enclosed for reply.
Yours truly,

F.T. MclNTYRE.
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SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS AND THE SUGGESTI-PHONE. 

Obviously, we arc making great prog• 
rcss in the Science of Suggestive 
Therapeutic . Time was when Physi
cians were loathe lo recogni1.e this mar
velous curative agent, hut to-day, every 
practitioner of good standing has 
schooled himself in the law of su~ges
tion and endorses the use of this mighty 
force in the treatment of most every 
disease or functional disorder to which 
the humari race is heir. Diseases and 
habits which sometimes haffie the skill 
of the world's greatest medical authori
ties, have been rapidly cured by this 
potent agency, and the statistics compiled 
throughout the country during the past 
few years show a larger percentage of 
cures through "suggestion" than by all 
the processes employed combined. 

As a profession Suggestive Thera
peutics offers greater possibilities and 
returns, than that of medicine, law 
music or art. There is no work so fas: 
cinating or gratifying as that of reliev
ing suffering humanity of the ills anrl 
weaknesses to which many succumb 
through ignorance or lack of proper 
suggestions. 

There are few diseases, though many 
names, and there are many "isms" and 
methods of cure; but if we were to ex
clude the suggestions that must neces
sarily accompany the different systems 
of treatment, thousands who now re
cover through the conscious and uncon
scious use of this God-given remedy, 
would never survive the attack, but 
would drift away upon the bosom of 

. that river called, premature death. The 
family doctor, Magnetic Healing, Oste
opathy, Animal Magnetism, Christian 
Science, and the laying on of hands 
all alike create that condition of expec
tation in the mind of the patient through 
the law of suggestion, and when the 
patient is cured, "Lo and behold" the 
"ism" did it. 

After an extensive investigation and 
experience, such as few men in this 
country have had in this particular field 
of work, I can conscientiously say that 
my latest invention "The Suggesti
Phone" is considered by every practi
tioner or student who has it to be the 
i:-reatest aid in the treatment of diseases 
,md habits ever brought to light. I 
have been a successful operator for 
many years, and cannot sec how I could 
ev~r accomplish anything without it. 
It 1s my constant companion at the insti
tution where I treat many patients daily. 

Jn every case I 1:1se it becau~ it does so 
much for me. It shuts out all distract• 
ing noises and influences and every sug
gestion given through it sinks deep into 
the very soul of the patienL I am ob
taining results which I never obtained 
before, and I can truthfully say that 
every physician and healer in the world, 
no matter what his method may be, 
should have a Suggesti-Phone and know 
how to use it This is the verdict of 
every man and woman who has one, and 
it will be yours if you once use it 

Many physicians use electric appli
ances, "The Static Machine," "The X
Ray," and other expensive devices, many 
of these costing hundreds of dollars 
each, but with all these I believe the 
time will come when a physician without 
a Suggesti-Phone will be like a surgeon 
without surgical instruments. 

Why not be abreast of the times and 
have a Suggesti-Phone? They do not 
cost much and any one can learn to 

~sho i~!~e aca~~~e~e;a1::!~~. pae~2-~' 
other walks of life, as well as phy,i~ • ·' -
and healers, have procured the Su_ '· :/ 
Phone and are now coining 'I .ey ·-• 
through the use of it. I give ~ L • en· , 
student who purchases one of these-~af~--
uable instruments, complete instructions 
in every known phase of the science. 
No matter if you have taken other 
courses of instruction, there is yet much 
to be learned of this great science, and I 
believe I can give you that practical in
struction which will make you a com
plete success. I have had the pleasure 
of teaching more physicians and stu
dents personally than any other profes
sional instructor in the United States 
and after touring the country five times 
giving lectures and demonstrations in 
colleges, medical institutions and thea
ters, I feel qualified to give you a class 
of instructions that cannot be obtained 
from any books or mail courieS in the 
world. 

. If you desire further instruction, ad
vice, treatment, hypnotic devices or 
books, why not communicate with me 
and use my services to your advantage. 

I sh~II be delighted to hear from you 
and w1!I send you forther particular$ 
concerl)tng any branch of the science or 
will answer any question yon would ~are 
to ask, if stamp is enclosed for reply. 

Yours truly, 

F. T. McINTYRE. 



ANYBODY CAN USE IT-IT WAS MADE
FOR YOU

ORDINARY POSITION OF OPERATOR AND ADJUSTMENT
OF THE SUGGESTI-PHONE.

Many students get the idea from the illustrations that the "Phone" is an in-
This is an erroneous conclusion, for the

instrument plavs its most important part in the treatment of disease and habits,
While it is a marvel in the production of anæsthesia, still it is

mostly used by students of Hypnotism, Magnetic Healing and kindred sciences.
None but students who already have this truly wonderful instrument can

appreciate its use. A patient in calling at your office or home to investigate the
nature of your methods is immediately impressed when he is shown the Suggesti-
Phone. You have something to talk about; something greater than personal
magnetism to aid you in securing the patient; or, if you are giving personal in-
structions, you could have no better aid in securing the pupil, for he sees at once
that you are keeping abreast with the times and are qualified to give him the latest
and best instruction. Then again, many who see it in use will want to secure one
and there is no reason why you cannot easily earn back the amount you have
paid for your instrument, by taking the orders yourself, and sending them to Prof.

strument to be used by Physicians only.

by all students.

He will allow you a liberál commission on each sale.
PRICE of Suggesti-Phone, case and course of instruction is $25.

McIntyre.
Sent

charges prepaid, to any part of the world.

ANYBODY CAN USE IT-IT WAS MADE 

FOR YOU· 

ORDTNARY POSITION OF OPERATOR AND ADJUSTMENT 

OF THE SUGGESTI-PHONE. 

Many students .get the idea from the illustrations that the "Phone" is an in
strument to be used by Physicial)s only. This is an erroneous conclusion, for the 
instrument plays its most important part in the treatment of disease and habits, 
by all_ students. \Vhile it is a marvel in the production of anresthesia, still it is 
mostly used by students of' Hypnotism, Magnetic Healing and kindred sciences. 

- None but students who already have this truly wonderful instrument can 
appreciate its use. A patient in_ calling at your office or home to investigate the 
nature of your methods is immediately impressed when he is shown the Suggesti
Phonc. You have something to talk about; something greater than personal 
magnetism to aid you in ·securing the patient; or; if you are giving personal in
~tructions, you could haYe no better aid in securing the pupil, for he sees at once 
that you are keeping abreast with the times and are qualified to give him the latest 
.and best instruction. Then again, many who see it in use will want to secure one;-
and there ia no reason why you cannot easily earn back the amount you ha~ 
·paid for your instrument. by taking the orders yourself, and sending them to Prof. 
Mclntvre. He will allow yotr a liberal commission on each sale. 

PRICE of Suggesti-Phone, case and course of instruction is $25. Sent 
-charges prepaid, to any part of the world. 
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LESSON,1.

In the bowels of the earth there is a force which has defied the
skill of 'all mankind; a powerful force, anå no man knows from whence it
comes.
fuel to fire; focused upon any particular function or objeet, it has a
powerwhich has baffled all scient ific investigat ions, as has electricity,
iife and death,

In the mind of man also, iS a powerful force which acts like

Electricity has been harnessed and utilized for our benefit, and
we have become so familiar with its use, that we do not stop to question
the course through which it is generated. We simply accept it as a
natural law, and content ourselves with the luxuries and benefits it
brings.

A wealth of benefit lies within the mysterious chamber of the
mind; but how can we harness this intangible force and use it for the
up-building of the human family, has been the text of scientists for ages.

There are a number of methods and theories present ed, but very few
Many will tell you to goof them stand the test of seientific analysis.

to a dark room, sit down and relax all your muscles, and will with all
your might that you are getting well, but alas, will as hard as you. can
the result sought, still remains like a far away shoal to a drowning man.

I have tried every known method of science which offers an Hypothe-
sis worthy of investigation and at least have discovered a method
through the use of the Hypnot ic Ball which surpasses any attempt at using
the subjective mind for the self-treatment of diseases and habits, and
the general development of unseen forces of mankind.

LESSON 2.

In these private special lessons, I shall not attempt to give in-
struction embracing the use of the Hypnotic Bạll in Hypnotism, for this
subject is fully covered in my regular orrespondence course, I shall
take up the treatment of your case, and will teach you a syst em which
you must follow earnestly, if you hope to obtain the results obtained by
others. All I ask is your hearty co-operati on in following these in-
structions, let the results speak for themselves.

You must first study and learn the formulas of suggestion well,
so that you can go through the system without hesitat ing or making errors.

In the treatment of any Chronic Disease, Nervous Disorder or Habit,
it is advisable that you first learn to concent rate the vision and mind
upon the Ball, to the exolusion of everyth ing else.
of concentration, either of the tollowing systems can be used.
will try either of these systems you will be astonished at the rapidity
with which your concentrative powers will grow.
help in the development of coucentration and mind force, but will

In the development
If you

This will not only

LESSON 1. 

In the bowels of the earth there is a force which has d~fied the 
skill of· all mankind; a powerful force, anci no man Jrno·ys from whence it 
comes. In the mind of man also, is a powerful force which acts like 
fuel to fire; focused upon any particular function or object, it has a 
power which has baffled all scientific investigations, as has electricity, 
life and death. 

Electricity has been harnessed and utilized for our benefit, and 
we have become so familiar with its use, that we do not stop to question 
the course through which it is generated. We simply accept it as a 
natural law, and content ourselves with the luxuries and benefits it 
brings. • 

A wealth of benefit lies within the mysterious chamber of the 
mind; but how can we harness this intangible force and use it· for the 
up-building of the human family, has been the text of scientists for ages. 

There are a number of methods and theories presented, but very few 
of them stand the test of scientific analysis. Many will tell you to go 
to a dark room, sit down and relax all your muscles, and will with all 
your might that you are getting well, but alas, will as hard as you can 
the result sought, still remains like a far away shoal to a drowning man. 

I have tried every known method of science which offers an Hypothe
sis worthy of investigation and at least have discovered a method 
through the use of the Hypnotic Ball which surpasses any attempt at using 
the subjective mind for the self-treatment of diseases and habits, and 
the general development of µnseen forces of mankind. 

LESSON 2. 

In these private special lessons, I shall not attempt to give in
struction embracing the use of the Hypnotic B911 in Hypnotism, for this 
subject is fully covered in my regular correspondence course, I shall 
take up the treatment of your case, and will teach you a system which 
you must follow earnestly, if you hope to obtain the results obtained by 
others. All I ask is your hearty co-operation in following these in
structions, let the results speak for themselves. 

You must first study and learn the f~rmulas of suggestion well, 
so that you can go through the system without hesitating or making errors. 

-In the treatment of any Chronic Disease, Nervous Disorder or Habit, 
it is advisable that you first learn to concentrate the vision and mind 
upon the Ball, to the exclusion of everything else. _In the development 
of concentration, ~ither of the following systems can be used. If you 
will try either of these systems you _will be astonished at the rapidity 
with which your concentrative powers will grow. This will not o ly 
hblp in the development of concentration and mind force, but will 



(2)
improve your continuity of thought, strengthen your memory, and will make
possible the phenonenon of thought transference; sensatize your re-
ceptive faculties, which will enable you to receive as well as transfer
messages to other sensatized minds,

LESSON 3.

SYSTEMS OF DEVELOPING CONCENTRATİON.

Seat yourself at a table with the Hypnotic Ball grasped firnly in
your right hand.
glass bulb.
of an ordinary tabie, about three inches apart, and that you are going
to tap the head of each tack with the Ball, Start at imaginary one then
as you pass to tack number two, do so with a round movement. Donot move
the Bal1l in a sharp up and down movement, but try and make a complete
circle movement as you pass from one imaginary tack to another.
from one to ten and each time you come down on the head of the supposed
tack, try to imagine that you actually see the tack, at the sane time
keep c ount mental ly.
in a row on the table, begin by using real tacks the first few times,
then cont inue without them.

Take hold of the wooden handle, and do not touch the
Imagine that you have placed ten tacks in a row on the edge

Do this

If you cannot imagine the ten tacks being placed

You should go from one to ten and then backwards to number one. Keep
this going for at least ten times. If you'find that you can form a
good mental picture of the tacks at times, and then you lose the count,
and also the mental picture of the tacks, you should begin over when you
fail to form a mental picture of the tacks and lose the count.
should not look at the point in the Ball during the movements, but at
the place where the head of the tack should be.

You

If you will practise this evenings, or during your spare time, yeu
will be astonished at the results.
your friends try. It furnishes an abundance of amusement. This process
will develop your conc entrative powers and strengthen your memory. It
will also develop the hidden forces of the subjective mind.
also develop you to that point here 'Auto-suggestion'" will be more
effective in self treatment for any disorder.
continued for three weeks.

This is also a good test to have

It wil1
This practice should be

The mind is like an electric battery, we cannot see its workings
but it movestheman."

SELF TREATMENT.

FORMULA No. 2.

Place the Ball in the top of a small bottle so that the handle ef
the Ball will fit the neck of the bottle. Place same on a table or
mantle in your room, where it can be seen from all parts of the room.

Make up your mind that you will look at the Bal1 for a few seconds,

(0) 

improve your continuity of thought, strengthen your memory, and will make 
possible th phenomenon of thought transference; sensatize your re
ceptive faculties, vhich will enable you to receive as well as transfer 
messages to oth r sensntized minds. 

LESSON 3. 

SYSTEMS OF DEVELOPING CONCENTRATioN. 

Seat yourself at a table with the Hypnotic Ball grasped firmly in 
your right hand. Take bold of the ooden handle, and do not touch the 
glass bulb. Imagine that you have placed ten tacks in a ro on the edge 
of an ordinary table, about three inches apart, and that you are going 
to tap the head of each tack with the Ball. Start at imaginary one then 
as you pass to tack number two, do so with a round movement. Do not move 
the Ball in a sharp up and down movement, but try and make a complete 
circle movement as you pass from one imaginary tack to another. Do this 
from one to ten and each time you come down on the head of the supposed 
tack, try to imagine that you actually see the tack, at the saoe time 
keep count mentally. If you cannot imagine the ten tacks being placed 
in a row on the table, begin by using real tacks the first few times, 
then continue without them. 

You should go from one to ten and then backwards to number one. Keep 
this going for at least ten times. If you'find that you can form a 
good· mental picture of the tacks at times, and then you lose the count. 
and also the mental picture of the tacks, you should begin over when yn 
fail to form a mental picture of the tacks and lose the count. You 
should not look at the point in the Ball during the movements, but at 
the place where the head of the tack should be. 

If you will practise this evenings, or during your spare time, y.u. 
will be astonished at the results~ This is also a good test to have 

• your friends try. It furnishes an abundance of amusement. This process 
will develop your concentrative powers and strengthen your memory. It 
will also develop the hidden forces of the subjective mind. It will 
also develop you to that p9int where ''Auto-suggestion'' will be more 
effective in self treatment for any disorder. This practice should be 
continued for three weeks. 

''The mind is like an electric battery, we cannot see its workings 
but it moves the man: ' ' 

SELF TREATMENT. 

FORMULA No. 2. 

Place the Bali in the top of~ s~all bottle so that the h ndle ef 
the Ball will fit the neck of the bottle. Place same on a table or 
mantle in your room. where it oan be seen from all parts of the room. 

Make up your mind that you will look at the Ball for a few seconds, 
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at the end of certain intervals, either every five mínutes,
utes, or one to five hours, it depend ing upon hoT mmch tine you can give
to the practice.
Ball at the end of a certain period.
pleasure in the hɔuse and do not keep your mind consta.tly on the Ball,
but simply try to develop your subjective mind to that pone here you
find yours elf looking at the Ball when the appoint ed tice is up.

thirty min-
Make up your mind that you are going to iook at the

Go about your regiiar ork or

You may forget the time and ball on many occasions nd may not
develop to that plane where you can ent irely divert your aind from the
object and thus unconsciously bring it back to the point of obiect on
every period of time, but the practice of this will ceveiop the unconsci-
ous use of the subjective mind and will make possible conditi óns you
little dream of.

In the treatment of any disease or habit, this system can be brought
into active practice. Let us take as example:-suppose the case is
chronic constiipation:-every time you succeed in lcoxing at the ball at
the appointed time, stand erect and repeat the tollowing suggestions to
yourself five times, while you are looking at the ball.

"My bowels will act more freely, I am positively getting vell. '' No
matter where you are or what you are doing, gaze at the ball and đo as
above directed.

Then again, suppose the ase is a weakness of any organ of the body,
a weak heart, or sexual organs, this formula should be repented.
heart) "My heart is getting stronger, I an feeling better eachday. '
Remember each formula should be repeated five times vhile you are gazing
at the ball.

( the

(For indigestion) "My digestive organs are improving, everything I
eat agrees with me and I am positively getting well,'"
(for lungs) 'Mylungsare gettingstronger, I can feel animprovement
every day, I will soonbe well. '" Aft er eachformula the windor should
be opened, and several deep breaths of fresh ai; taken.
through the nose, and exhale through the mouth.

Alvays inhale

No matter what organs of the boay are weakened or afflict ed, simply
refer to that organ and repeat mentally, a nunber of times, that the
organsaregettingstrongerand I anpositivelyinproving.
process, an invisible law is brought into play which develops the sub-
jective mind, inaking it sensitive to 'Autosuzgestion'" (self-suggestion).
The psychological effect produc ed is, a new pathvay of discharge formed
in the brain, through which these currents must ever aftervarås escape.

Through this

The oft ener the formula is repeat ed, the deeper will be the pathvay
which is plowed through the brain, and consequently a mOre lasting
result., This method of self-treatment has astounded all those vho have
practiced it. It brings about a cure when every knownmethod fails.

In the treatment of Chronic Disenses, such as Rheunatise, Kidney
Trouble, Stomach Troubl e or a complication of diseases, the last nAned
process will be found the most effibaciouS, no- matter what your trouble
may be, you can use thne system with telling results.

In addition to this system, drink a great deal more water than you
That is, be sure to take a good drinkhave been in the habit of doing.
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at the end of certain intervals, either every five minute, thirty min-
. utes, or one to five hou s, it depending upon h w c· ti o vo g·ve 

to the practice. Mnke up your mind that you re go g l k at tt.e 
Ball at the end of a certain period. Go abo t yo~r reg~:nr work or 
pleasure in the hJuse and do not keep your m'nd co: st~ ·t.l· en the Ball, 
but simply try to develop your subjective mind to t.3t ~l~oe •: ere yo 
find yourself looking at the Ball hen the a pointe t i e • s p. 

You may forget the time and ball on many oc a io. .=:nd not 
develop to that plane Mhere you can entirely divert • r . •. from the 
object and thus unconsciously bring it back to the poi~t of o n 
every period of time, but the practice of this will .:e· elop .e :m onsci
ous use of the subjective mind and will make possible coci:t··o 
little dream of. 

In the treatment of any disease or habit, this s ·::; t em can be rought 
into active p1•actice. Let us take as example:-suppose t e c se i 
chronic constipation:-every time you succeed in 0oi:ng nt the all at 
the appointed time, stand erect and repeat the followi g suggestions to 
yourself five times, while you are looking at the ba_1.· 

"My bowels will act more freely, I ampositivelygettirgwell." !fo 
matter where you are or what you are doing, gaze at the ball and do as 
above directed. 

Then again, suppose the case is a weakness of any organ of the body, 
a weak heart, or sexual organs, this formula hould· • e re. ·qte(}. (t e 
heart) ''My heart is getting stronger, I am feeli1g better e eh f!y.'' 
Remember each formula should be repeated five times while you are g zing 
at the ball. 

(For indigestion) ''My digestive organs are improving, veryt.hing I 
eat agrees with me and I am positivel¥ getting well.'' 
(for· lungs) '' My lungs are get ting stronger, I can feel an improvement 
every day, I will soon be well.'' Aft er each form la the wil do• ,.. .. ould 
be opened, and several deep breaths of fre5h air taken. Al ays inh le 
through the nose, and exhale through the mouth. 

No matter what organs of the body are 1 eakened or afflicted, si.mply 
refer to that organ and repeat mentally, a number oft· e, that the 
organs are getting stronger and ''I am positively improving.'' Through this 
process, an invisible law is brought into play hich develops the su -
jective mind, making it sensitive to ''Auto-su gestion'' (self-suggestion). 
The psychological effect produced is. a ne pathway of i~charge fo ed 
in the brain, through which these currents must ever Rfte_w rds e ca~e. 

The oftener the formula is repeated, the deeper will be the pathway 
which is plowed through the brain, and conse uently a more lasting 
result. This method of self-treatment has ~stonnded all t1ose who have 
practiced it. It brings about a cure when everr knnl~ met~od fn: 

In the treatnent of Chronic Diseases suoh As Rh • . Ki 
Trouble, Stomach Trouble or a oomplication of 'ise~se· ast d 
process will be found tho most effib c ions . o- m" t ter wh t ur t e 
may be, you can use the system with t lling result . 

In addition to this system, drink a great deal more w ter th you 
have been in the habit of doing. That is, be sure to talce a good drink 
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in the morning when you rise, one at ten o'clock, one after dinner, one
at three o'clock, one after supper, and one before retiring at night.
Your system will use considerable water during the three weeks'
treatment.

I would advise that after you repeat a formula, to stand erect,
throw back your shoulders and stretch your hands open above your head
as far as you can.
through the nose and exhale through the mouth, then all ow your hands to
slowly drop back to a normal position by your sides.
times.

While in this position take a deep breath, inhale

Do this several

LESSON 4.

ANOTHER GOOD SYSTEM OF SELF-TREATMENT.

One of the best systems of curing diseases with the Ball is to
make downward passes with the Ball over the seat of the disease or pain.
This should be done at night when you retire, or in the morning bef ore
you dress.

If you are suffering from pain, grasp the Ball firmly by the
wooden handle, in the hand most convenient, and make a series of down-
ward passes quite heavily, on the flesh, directly over the seat of the
pain or disease.
up the passes until the pain is gone.
instantly and pernanently removed the pain. The passes with the Ball
should always be made on the flesh, directly over the seat of the disease
or pain.

Make the passes quite heavily but not too hard. Keep
I have known cases where this had

You can use these methods in giving treatment to others as well as

WEAK EYES.

For treating weak eyes or blindn ess, make several passes over the

yourself.

eyes with the Ball.
passes outwarà toward the temple.
repeat the following formulas, mentally, each time you make a pass over
the eyes with the Ball.

Start in the socket near the nose, and make the
If treating yourself, you should

"My eyes are getting stronger, the sight is returning to its normal
condition.
formulas aloud each time you make a pass with the Ball.

If you are treating some one else, have them repeat the

DEAFNESS.

For deafness, start making passes with the ball on the temple over
the ear, and bring it down in neck of the ear under the jaw, ending the
pass well down on the back.
Ball in close to the ear.
formulas mentally: My hearing will soon be restored.now, !
aloud.

Make this pass quite heavily and fit the
While making these passes repeat the following

I can hear better
If you are treating someone else, have them repeat the formula

~-j~ ;.:]'.,~•:): '( 
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in the morning when you rise, one at ten o'clock, one after dinner, one 
at three o'clock, one after supper, and one before retiring at night. 
Your system will use considerable water during the three weeks' 
treatment. 

I would advise that after you repeat a formula, to stand erect, 
throw back your shoulders and stretch your hands open above your head 
as far as you can. While in this position take a deep breath, inhale 
t:tJrough the nose and exhale through the mouth, then allow your hands to 
slowly drop back to a normal position by your sides. Do this several 
times. 

LESSON 4. 

ANOTHER GOOD SYSTEM OF SELF-TREATMENT. 

One of the best systems of curing diseases with the Ball is to 
make downward passes with the Ball over the seat of the disease or pain. 
This should be done at night when you retire, or in the morning before 
you dress. 

If you are suffering from pain, grasp the Ball firmly by the 
wooden handle, in the hand most convenient, and make a series of down
ward passes quite heavily, on the flesh, directly over the seat of the 
pain or disease. Make the passes quite heavily but not too hard. Keep 
up the passes until the pain is gone. I have known cases where this had 
instantly and permanently removed the pain. The passes with the Ball 
should always be made on the flesh 1 directly over the seat of the disease 
or pain. 

You can use these methods in giving treatment to others as well as 
yourself. 

I 
WEAK EYES. 

For treating weak eyes ~r blindness, make several passes over the 
eyes with the Ball. Start in the socket near the nose, and make the 
passes outward toward the temple. If treating yourself, you should 
repeat the following formulas, mentally, each time you make a pass over 
the eyes with the Ball. • 

''My eyes are getting stronger, the sight is returning to its normal 
condition.'' If you are treating some one else, have them repeat the 
formulas aloud each time you make a pass with the Ball. 

DEAFNESS. 

For deafness, start making passes with the ball on the temple over 
the ear, and bring it down in neck of the ear under the jaw. ending the 
pass well down on the b-ck. Make this pass quite heavily and fit the 
Ball in close to the ear. While making th~se passes repeat the following 
formulas mentally: '' My hearing will soon be restored. I can hear better 
now.'' If you are treating some one else, have them ·repeat the formula 
aloud. 
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FOR POOR MEMORY.

For a deficient memory, practice formulas No. 1, Less on 3. In addi-
tion to the exercise given in Lesson 3, use the following fo rmula.
the ball in the right hand, and tap yourself on top of your head, five
times keeping count mentally.
mentally without tapping with the Ball.
with the Ball and count five more, then back again to the mental count
without the tapping on the head.
the taps each time, after you have tapped your head each time five times,
add one to the mental counts without the taps, but always tap with
the ball, five times only.
the ball taps, count five, the second mental count wi1l be six, the
third seven, the fourth eight, and so on.
fifty, always tapping in between times on top of the head, five times.
If you get confused and forget the count, start all over again and con-
tinue the practice until you can.
develop your mental forces.

Take

After you have done this, count five
Now go to the mental tapping

Inerease the mental counts without

The first tine you count mentally without

Cont inue until you have reached

This will strengthen your menory and

LESSON 6.

A POSITIVE CURE FOR BACKWARDNESS.

Hundreds of backward men and women have been brought out of a con-
dition of difference through the following use of the Hypnotic Ball and
have devel oped a forceful character which has led them on to victory
when they would otherwise have failed.

This may seem a little mysterious to you, but all I ask you to do,
is to practice it and let the results speak for its value.
method, a law of which you possibly have no knowledge, is brought into
action and before you realize it, the habits become subjective , thereby
changing your timid nature into one of continuous force.
magnetism is generated and forces itself to the surface, causing you to
gain many things in life which you would have lost, were you to contihue
in the grasp of that awful clutch 'Backwardness. "

Through this

Your human

Whenever you have a task before you, and you lack the strength,
force, courage or energy to go ahead, use the following formulas, but
đo not under any circumstances let anyone know that you are doing this.
To illustrate ; suppose you have a task to perform, which is embarrassing
to you, and you lack the force to do it: in asking for a better position,
an increase in salary; telling your opinion of certain things to a person
or an audience; expressing your feelings for another person; letting
out the secrets in your heart for one you really love; asking assistance
from a person, whether it is of a financial character or his good will,
or in selling goods.
the force of character in them.
are held back by an unseen force, which seems to step between you and
success, then resort to the following method, and you will be surprised
at the force it will give you in all of your undertakings.

Many persons would succeed if they would let out
If youhave difficulty in this; if you

l 
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FOR POOR MEMORY. 

For a deficient memory, practice formulas No. 1, Lesson 3. In addi
tion to the exercise given in Lesson 3, use the following formula. Take 
the ball in the right hand, and tap yourself on top of your head, five 
times keeping count meritally. After you have done this, count five 
mentally without tapping with the Ball. Now go to the mental tapping 
with the Ball and count five more, then back again to the mental count 
without the tapping on the head. Increase the mental counts without 
the taps each time, after you have tapped your head each time five times, 
add one to the mental counts without the taps, but always tap with 
the ball, five times only. The first time you count mentally without 
the ball taps, count five, the second mental count will be six, the 
third seven, the fourth eight, and so on. Continue until you have reached 
fifty, always tapping in between times on top of the head, five times. 
If you get confused and forget the count, start all over again and con
tinue the practice until you can. This will strengthen your memory and 
develop your mental forces. 

LESSON 6. 

A POSITIVE CURE FOR BACKWARDNESS. 

Hundreds of backwardmen and women have been brought out of a con-
• dition of difference through the following use of the Hypnotic Ball and 

have developed a forceful character which has led them on to victory 
when they would otherwise have failed. 

This may seem a little mysterious to you, but all I ask you to do, 
is to practice it and let the results speak for its value. Through this 
method, a law of which you possibly have no ~nowledge, is brought into 
action and before you realize it, the habits become subjective, thereby 
changing your timid nature into one oi continuous force. Your human 
magnetism is generated and forces itself to the surface, causing you to 
gain many things in life which you would have lost, were you to continue 
in the grasp of that awful clutch ''Backwardness.'' 

Whenever you have a .task before you, and you lack the strength, 
force, courage or energy to go ahead, use the following formulas, but 
do not under any circumstances let anyone know that you are doing this. 
To illustrate; suppose you have a task-to perform, which is embarrassing 
to you, and you lack the force to do it; in asking for a better position, 
an increase in salary; telling your opinion of certain things to ·a person 
or an audience; expressing your feelings for another person; letting 
out the secrets in your heart for one you really love; asking assistance 
from a person, whether it is of a financial character or his good will, 
or in selling goods. Many persons would succeed if they would let out 
the force of character in them. If you have difficulty in this; if you 
are held back by an unseen force, which seems to step between you and 
success, then resort to the following method, and you will be surprised 
at the force it will give you in all of your undertakings. 
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Have the Hypnotic Ball in your pocket, where you can place your

hand upon it at any time, without being observed.
doing anything no matter what it may be, and something seems to whisper to
you 'Hesitate, Hesitate, place your hand upon the Ball and repeat to
yourself mentally, several times, "I will, I can, I shall. '" You wi1l
find that an invisible force will rush to your aid, and you will succeed
where you would have failed had you not done this.
undertake to do anything of importance, without having this silent
partner with you.
develop.

If you hesitate in

Never go anywhere or

You will be astonished at the force which you will
The Ball compels the study of Concentration.

Practice this method for three or six onths, and you will so com-
pletely rid yourself of backwaràness, that you will have developed into
a new person, with a force of charact er which will enable you to under-
take any task, no matter how difficult.
Ball and method to someone else who is backward, and who will appreciate
a helping hand.
stantly carrieà will lead you out of many a deplorable predicament, into
a bright, sunny future.

You can then recommend the

The Ball will prove a faithful companion and if con-

PROJECTING THOUGHTS-TELEPATHY-CLAIRVOYANCE.

In devel oping the power of influ enc ing persons at a distance, you
shoulà practice well, formulas No. l and No. 2 of Lesson 3.
hope for immediate success unt il you have developed your projecting and
receptive powers, which can be done by the exercises mentioned.
you have practiced these formulas for about three weeks, you should be
well enough advanced to project and receive impressions.

You cannot

After

I will give an example here which will illustrate the system of
influencing a person at a distance through the aid of the ball.

Suppose there is a person at a distance you desire to influence
into doing a certain thing-seat yourself in a comfortable chair, take
the Ball in your hand, which should be resting in your lap, and try to
throw yourself into a relaxed passive condition; have no one pres ent
when trying to influence a person at a distance.

Now concentrate your gaze on the point in the Ball, and cont inue to

After you have sat quietly for several minutes, gazing continually

Do not stare in a strenuous manner, gaze quietly and leisurely,

gaze for several minutes before attempt ing to operate in this entangible
lav.
at the point in the Ball, think of the person you wish to influence.

winking the eyes whenever you desire, and assume a quiet normal, passive
condition. Try to draw up a mental picture of the person in mind, and
while thus engaged, proj ect your thought as follows:

Imagine whatever you desire the person to do, as having already been
Try to feel as though your desire has been fulfi1l ed. You havedone.

no doubt experienced great j oy and pleasure at some time in your life,
where a wish h2s been granted or a desire fulfilled, that is exactly
the kind of feeling you should work up, while your attenti on is fixed up-
on the mental picture of the person you are trying to influence.

/ 
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Have the Hypnotic Ball in your pocket, where you can place your 
hand upon it at any time, without being observed. If you hesitate in 
doing anything no matter what it may be, and something seems to whisper to 
you ''Hesitate, Hesitate,'' place your hand upon the Ball and repeat to 
yourself mentally, several times, ''I will, I can, I shall.'' You will 
find that an invisible force will rush to your aid, and you will succeed 
where you would have failed had you not .done this. Never go anywhere or 
undertake to do anything of importance, without having this silent 
partner with you. You ~·ill be .astonished at the force which you will 
develop. The Ball compels the study of Concentration. 

Practice this method for three or six months, and you will so com
pletely rid yourself of backwardness, that you will have developed into 
a new person, with a force of character which will enable you to under
take any task, no matter how difficult. You can then recommend the 
Ball and method to someone else who is backward, and who will appreciate 
a helping hand. The Ball will prove a faithful companion and if con
stantly carried will lead you out of many a deplorable predicament, into 
a bright, sunny future. 

PROJECTING THOUGHTS-TELEPATHY-CLAIRVOYANCE. 

In developing the power of influencing persons at a distance, you 
should practice well, formulas No. 1 and No. 2 of Lesson 3. You cannot 
hope for imme -iate success until you have developed your proj acting and 
receptive po,ers, which can be done by the exercises mentioned. After 
you have practiced these formulas for about three weeks, you should be 
well enough advanced to project and receive impressions. 

I will give an example here which will illustrate the system of 
influencing a person at a dis4ance through the aid of the ball. 

Suppose there is a person at a distance you desire to influence 
into doing a certain thing-seat yourself in a comfortable chair, take 
the Ball in your hand, which should be res·ting in your lap, and try to 
throw ~ourself into a relaxed passive condition; have no one present 
when trying to influence a person at a distance. 

Now concentrate your gaze on the point in the Ball, and continue to 
gaze for several minutes before attempting to operate in this entangible 

. law. After you have sat quietly for several minutes, gazing continually 
at the point in the Ball, think of the person you wish to influence. 

Do not stare in a strenuous manner, gaze quietly and leisurely, 
winking the eyes whenever you desire, ,;md assume a quiet normal, passive 
condition. Try to draw up a mental picture of the person in mind, and 
while thus engaged, project your thoug1t as follows: ' 

Imagine whatever you desire the person to do, Rs having already been 
done. Try to feel as though your desire has been fulfilled. You have 
no doubt experienced great joy and pleasure at some time in your life, 
where a wish h 0 s been granted or a desire fulfilled, that is exactly 
the kina of feeling you should work up, while your attention is fixed ttp
on the mental picture of the person you are trying to influence. 
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you have operated on hin, cultivate a îriendly teeling and while you
should not show it outwardly, feel toward him the sane as though he has
actually done as you have cesired.
derful effect upon hin.
will be a manifestation that your invisible force is making headvay.

This will in some cases have a won-
You will notice an uneasiness about him, which

Practice and experience in this phase will develop and strengthen
your projective powers as well as sensatize your receptive, subjective,
involuntary mind.
ext ent that you can give readings for those who are not ciairvoyant.

It will develop your ciairvoyant powers to such an

GIVING CLAIRVOYANT READINGS.

In giving clairvoyant reading to persons, it is advisable that
you sit with your left side to the person, whto shoulå be seated beside
you, take the ball in your right hand and gaze at it steadily until some-
thing comes to you which you feel has a direct bearing upon the person.
Take hold of the person's right hand with your left, while you are thus
engaged all the time you are sitting. Develop a passive, relaxed condition,
gaze steadily, but not strenuously at the point in the ball during the
reading.

At first few impressions will come to you from the person sitting
An in-but practice and experience will develop startling revelat ions.

visible force will place the words in your mouth, your lips will move al-
most unc onsciously, but care must be taken so that nothing of a disagreeable
nature is said which would bring sorrow to the sitter, nor implant an
injurious suggestion to his mind.

Practice all the exercises in this intangible art, keep instruc-
tions a secret, and do not let anyone see these private lessons.
develop anything of a satisfactory nature, write me of your experience

If you
and I promise you that it will be kept confident ially secret, unless you
desire and give your consent to having it published in our i'Revelations
on Psychic Phenomena, !"

CONCENTRATE AND YOU WILL WIN.

With my thoughts conc entrat ed upon a desire to see you develop both
physically and mehtally to that plane in life where the master of all
nature's invisible forces intend you should be.

I remain,
With best wishes for your success,
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INTRODUCTION

In the following lessons the student will be instructed in the use of the
Ocular Fatigue Producer--How to fascinate subjects in hypnotism and the
variousmethods of securing That Passive Condition" for the treatment ofdisease
by suggestion.

It is obvious to all magnetic-healers and suggestionists that to begin treat-
ing a patient by any psychic method before inducing a condition of fatigue, is to
only partially meet with success. Frequently no results are obtained simply because
the patient was not placed in a perfectly passive condition. All operators, at
times, experience great difficulty in securing this "passive condition" so essetial
to success, whether it be for the purpose of producing ludicrous hallucinations or
for giving treatment. Aware of this difficulty, many students have confined their
operations to extraordinary susceptible subjects, showing plainly-a lack of
proper instruction and practical methods.

Having operated extensively on all classes of people, in many parts of this
country, I have had opportunity to experiment largely on difficult subjects. I was

give
private demonstrations at colleges and clubs, many of which were largely made up
of skeptics and doubters, who wished to try the power of hypnotism for them-
selves, and whose susceptibility of suggestion was consequently less pronounced.

I found myself continually looking for some object which I could use in
producing ocular fatigue. At times I would use a pencil, a knife point, ora coin,
or, sometimes, a diamond ring. In my experiments, however, I found that sub-
jects would invariably look away from a pencil point, and that they would not
follow the diamond with sufficient concentration of vision. I therefore determined
to construct a device that would induce a condition of fatigue more rapidly than
the articles above mentioned, and one that could always be carried in my top vest
pocket for instant use. Hence, the introduction of the Ocular Fatigue Producer.
You will have to admit that it is a very convenient contrivance. You will find that
the subject can follow it with perfect concentration of vision from any part of the
room. It ills a long felt want among professional operators and physicians. A
subject or patient looking at a pencil point does not attach any importance what-

upon, in different cities while touring the country to
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ever to the proceeding; there is a desire to smile, or you will notice a diverted
attention, but just say, by way of introducing the instrument, that you will use
for the test "The Ocular Fatigue Producer" invented by Prof. F. T. McIntyre,
and you will notice a different interest in the matter.

The suggestions that accompany this way of proceeding must be apparent
to a professional. The virtue of the instrument lies in its peculiar construction ;
its spherical-shaped point admits of a perfect concentration of vision, and the sub-
ject can follow it toa cotsiderabledistance.

I have described thus far the necessity of the device, and I trust that it will
prove helpful to you in all your work.
ment, where to have failed in giving a satisfactory private demonstration would
have meantan injury to our public entertainments.

It has helped me out of many a predica-

If you are a student of psychic phenomena, and understand their laws, you
will readily appreciate the device and the instructions which follow. If you are a
beginner, I ask your hearty co-operation; and if you follow my methods, you will
surely meet with success that will surprise you.

The lessons in this course are NOT designed, however, to thoroughly
instruct the student in hypnotism and kindred sciences. It is taken for granted
that the student has
sources. If, however, you have NO knowledge of the mysteries of this truly won-
derful power, I would advise that you study my general correspondence course of
instruction, embracing the use of the Hypnotic Ball, before attempting to engage
in the work in a professional way.

general knowledge of the theory of the subject, from other

My course of instruction on hồw to operate with the "Hypnotic Ball," teaches
the student how to proceed practically. It embraces the fundamental principles
of the science, and shows plainly how to produce the lightest and most dificult
tests of the various phenomena.

I have a standing challenge of $1,000 in gold, open to any instructor who can
produce a more complete, practical, and comprehensive course of instruction.

We shall waste no time in quoting history of the science, or the way other
people do things. We will dispense with what Moll-Berheim--or this or that
authority says. Let us get down to business, and apply modern methods. Do
what I say; and consult these higher authorities later.

"Success is obtained by the man who can do things." Here are some of the
things. Do them.
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HOW TO USE THE

Ocular Fatigue Producer
BY

FREDERICK T. McINTYRE, D. T. S.

LESSON I.

TESTING FOR SUSCEPTIBILITY TO HYPNOTIC INFLUENCE.

BEGIN by explaining to the subject that you are not going to hypnotize him
immediately. Tell him that you wish to try a test to ascertain if he is susceptible
or not.
harmless. If you are going to give a parlor entertainıment or small party, I
would advise that you first show the test on some friend. The effect produced
by showing the test FIRST on some friend in whom you HAVE CONFI-
DENCE, is instantaneous, and makes your party a success. This test can be
used in testing the susceptibility of a patient.

Dispel all fear he may have by assuring him that the test is perfectly

THREE ESSENTIAL POINTS.

I.–Place the subject in a standing position with heels together.
2.--Tell subject to clasp hands back of neck.
3.-Take your position about two yards away from the subject, and hold

the instrument up to view, between yourself and the subject, at arm's length.
REMEMBER THESE THREE THỈNGS. You are now ready for the test.

(See cut next page.)Tell the subject to look straight at the point.
Say to him in slow,-impressive,--and positive tones:
"WATCH–THE -POINT -AS I-WALK --FORWARD-AND

-BACKWARD–-AND-YOU –WILL -FEEL -A -DESIRE–TO –
FALL -FORWARD"
slowly. always keeping the point on a level with the subject's eyes.

FALL"

Walk rapidly toward the subject, and move away from him steadily and

Keep saying to the subject, cach time you draw awav:
"THINK OF -FALLING-AND-YOU -WILL-SURELY -
Bring the point up to within six inches of the subject's eyes, then walk back,

steadily and slowly, about tvo yards. Keep repeating the attempts, and sooner
or later the subject will fall forward. In the majority of cases the subject wilk
fall after the second attempt.

Six trials are sufficient to ascertain wlether he is susceptible. Your having
failed to influence him in this test does not necessarily prove that he cannot be
hypnotized. It DOES prove, however, that he is not easily influenced. Some
other test should be tried ; such as "tightening the eyes," or "tightening the hands."

Great care must be taken by the operator not to let any person fall upon
the floor. In some cases the subject will become hypnotized more quickly than
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asual, and will fall upon his face, if the operator fails to catch him. To guard
Against this, be sure to move away from the subject VERY SLOWLY at the
start.
position; simply keep the instrument and the upper portion of your body going
slowly, and the subject will fall into your arms.

Watch him carefully, and if you see him falling do not move your

I have been able to draw a large percentage forward by simply placing the
point up to within six inches of the subject's eyes, telling him TO THINK OF
FALLING FORWARD, and that, when I drew the point away, he would FOL-
LOW AFTER IT.

You will soon get the knack, and after you have confidence in yourselí, you

will draw many forward on the first trial.
If he smiles, stop operating until he has composed himself.
dificult to affect a person if he laughs, or has been drinking intoxicating liquorS.

Do not allow the subject to smile.
You will find it

If you should operate upon some person that prides himsel f upon having "a
strong will," give him a good, short lecture.

Tell him that he ought to make a good subject if he has a strong will. Ex-
plain to him that he is resisting, if he does not fall forward. If he says that he
tried--and that he did not even feel a desire to fall,-then tell him that he must
have offered an unconscious resistance.

You can convince him that such is the case by the following test:
6
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LESSON Il.

PROVING THAT THE SUBJECT OFFERS AN UNCONSCIOUS RE-
SISTANCE.

NEVER resort to this test unless the number of subjects is few, or you
wislı to continue the demonstration for the benefit of sone particular subject.

TESTING FOR UNCONSCIOUS RESISTANCE.

In giving private parties, where you have from 15 to 25 volunteers, do not waste
any time in convincing the subject that he resisted, unless he is one of those
who enjoy the idea that he cannot be influenced. If he shows this disposition,
proceed as follows: Say to the subject :"Raise vour left arm as if you were
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going to imitate a chicken lapping its tings." After he has raised his arm to a
level position, tell him to REST HÍS ELBÕW UPON YOUR FIRST FINGER.
Hold your fnger as if you were going to spin a tambourine upon it, and place it
aunder his elbow, so as to support it, in case he does rest it upon your finger.

lf hedoesnot give up readilv, he will find it very hard to rest his arm upon
your finger, holding it stiff instead of relaxing it entirely.
move our fnger quickly, and you will seehis arm remain upraised. He will not be
able to understand why he cannot rest his arm upon your finger. Youcan. it
you wish, tease him by saving: "WHY, CANT YOU EVEN REST YOUR
ARM UPON MY FINGER? NOW TRY HARD," After you see that he can-
not do so, press upward a little with vour finger, but do not raise his arm.

Every few seconds re-

Now say: WHEN-COƯNT- THREE,–AM--GOING–TO-
REMOVE –MY-FINGER." Ask him if he is sure he is resting his arm on
your inger: then count "1-2-3." Renmove your finger quickly, and in nine
cases out of ten, the arm will remain in an upraised position.
to him that he was not doing as he thought he was.
that this is unconscious resistance, and that because of this, he is not in-
tluenced in the drawing forward test.
is required of him in order to become infuenced by hypnotic suggestion.
1ust give up readily and not offer resistance of any kind. By practicing this test
a subject can soon learn to give himself up, and will, in time, become quite sus-
ceptible.

This will prove
Tell him

Sometimes this teaches the subject what
He

The value of this test to a public operator lies in the fact that he proves to
an audience that the subject WAS RESISTING. The value of this test to a
physician or healer is that it teaches the patient how to give up readily. In cases
where the patient cannot be put to sleep immediately, it is advisable to try this
test; but never, under any circumstances, where a condition of sleep is desirable,
convince the patient that he cannot give up. Do not proceed as though vou were
operating before an audience. Talk to the patient in a coaxing tone and simply
induce him to rclax. He will soon understand what is required, and will assist in
inducing hypnosis.
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LESSON II.

TIRING THE OPTIC NERVE.

If the operator is giving a demonstration and wishes to close the subject's
eyes, so that he cannot open them, he should proceed as follows :-This test can
be accomplished in either a standing or sitting position and is sometimes used
prior to giving treatment by suggestion.

The operator should stand to one side of the subject and hold the Fatigue
Producer about four inches awav from the eves of the subject. It is advisable
to hod the instrument at the focus of the vision, which is about four and half
inches from the centre of the eyes.

Tell the subject to look at the point very steadily. Tell him not to move his
head but to follow the point with his eyes. Explain to him that vou do not intend
to put him to sleep; but that he should nevertheless repeat the word *sleep" men
tally every time you move the instrument down. Now begin by moving the in-
strument up and down about one foot, always keeping the point where the sub-
ject can see it. This will cause him to roll his eyes up and down. Keep this
motion going until vou have made about twenty downward strokes ; then tell sub-
ject to close his eyes TIGHT.

While you are telling the subject to THINK THAT HE CANNOT OPEN
HIS EYES (repeat several times) gently rub the instrument across each eye
and then hold it to his forehead, between the eyes. Now say in STRONG, POSI-
TIVE TONES"WHEN I COUNT THREE, YOU WILL FIND THAT
YOUR EYELIDS ARE STUCK TOGETHER, AND YOU CANNOT
OPEN THEM. -READY:-ONETWO –THREE -YOU CANNOT
OPEN THEM.
be sure that the on-lookers have an opportunity to see the effort he is making-
Do not let him remain long; just a few srccnds: tlhen-snap your fingers in hig-
face, and say SHARPLY:"ALL RIGHT. WAKE UP" Keep repeating
this until the subject opens his eves, and smiles. Laughing indicates that he is
wide awake, and the influence has been removed. If not successful the first time,
try again.

TRYTRY-TRY." If he cannot open his eyes

The physician and magnetic healer can make good use of this test. When a
patient is to be treated by suggestion, it is sometimes advantageous to try this

It gives an insight into the susceptibility of the patient ; then again it makes
the patient more sensitive to suggestion. The patient should be placed in a re-
clining position, and the operator should proceed as in the foregoing lesson. If
you should succeed in closing his eyes so that he cannot open them do not awaken
him immediately, but take advantage of his being partially under your influence.
and proceed to put him into a deeper sleep. Simply tell him to ỌUIT TRYING
to open his eyes: quiet him down to a passive condition; and continue to give
suggestions of "sleep--sleep-sleep. Now you--are--going-fast--fast-asleep,"

test.

LESSON Ill. 

TIRING THE OPTIC NER\ E .. 

If the operator is giving a demonstration and wishes to close the subject's 
eyes, so that he cannot open them. he should proceed as follows :-This test caa 
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to hoid the instrument at the focus of the vision, which is about four and half 
inches from the centre of the eyes. 
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head but to follow the point with his eyes. Explain to him that you do not intend 
to put him to sleep; but that he should nevertheless repeat the word "sleep" mew 
tally every time you move the instrument down. :\iow bcrrin by movin()' the in
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patient is to be treated by suggestion, it is somefones advantageous to try this 
test. It gives an insight into the susceptibility of the patient; then again it makes 
the patient more sensitive to suggestion. The patient should be placed in a re
clining position, and the operator should proceed as in the foregoing lesson. If 
you sh0uld succeed in closing his eyes so that he cannot open them do not awakea 
him immediately, but take advantage of his being partially under your influence,. 
and proceed to put him into a deeper sleep. Simply tell him to QUIT TRYING 
to open his eyes; quiet him down to a passive condition; and continue to give 
sugge~tions of "sleep-sleep-sleep. Now you-arc-going-fast-fast-asleep,"'. 



etc. When the patient is well under vour control, then give suggestion for treat-
ment. Always awaken a patient gradually and in a mild manner.

Should you fail in tightening the patient's eyes so that he cannot open them,
do not comnent on the failure. Anything you might say would act as a sugges-
tion and interfere with the induction of a passive condition. It is not absolutely
necessary to induce hypnosis in order to successíully treat a patient by suggestion.
Some of the best resnlts are obtained by merelyplacing the patient in a RE-
LAXED passivecondition.

i

BEFORE TIGHTENING THE EYES.!
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LESSCN IV.

HOW TO REMOVE THE INFLUENCE.

The student should pay careful attention to this lesson. Be sure that you
thoroughly understand how to awaken the subject before attempting to induce
sleep.

NEVER attempt to awaken a patient ina rough or sudden manner. Always
Simply say: Now you are allstart slowly by snapping the fingers softly.

right; wake up;comenow, wakeup, I say"; etc. If you find it difficult toawaken
him upon the first trial, continue with more force.
person that if you awaken any one who is ill suddenly, even though he be in a
natural sleep, there is a possibility of quickening the action of the heart, and thus
causing the patient to feel ill after-effects.

It is obvious to any thinking

A subject who has been hypnotized for cntertainment purposes can be awak-
ened suddenly without fear of the after-effects. Sometimes it is advantageous
for the operator to awaken his subjects suddenly, and sometimes slowly, depend-
ing upon the kind of scene and position the subject is in.
sition wlhere no harm can come to him by falling, awaken him suddenly. On the
other hand, if he is standing upon a chair, or in an elevated position, awaken him
slowly. To awaken a subject, strike your hands together sharply and say in loud,
positive tones : WAKE UP" "ALL RIGHT," "WIDE AWAKE," etc.,
this up until he is thoroughly awake. Should you have trouble, or fnd it difficult
to awaken a subject, tell him to sit down and be quiet. Do not become frightened,
for any uneasiness on your part will have an effect upon the subject. After he is
seated tell him to get ready to awaken, and that when you count three he will
POSITIVELY wake up and feel all right. Now say:"READY, ONE-
TWO-THREE, WAKÉ UP, SAY, WAKE UP" Keep on commanding him

to awake, and when he opens his eyes, say :NOW YOU ARE ALL RIGHT."
It is a good policy for the operator to smile. If the subject is awake he will also
smile.
cases will it be necessary to resort to the following system:

If a subject is in a po

Keep

The smile acts as a suggestion; the subject follows it. Only in extreme

• When the subject shows signs of trembling, and you cannot awaken him,
you must talk to him as though you were disgusted with his actions. .Talk to him
in the most commanding terms, and tell hin you will not put up with his nonsense.
You can even threaten him with some punishment. Say:NOW WHEN I
COUNT FIVE, IF YOU D0 NOT AWAKEN, I WILL STICK YOU WITH
THIS PIN (or knife). NOW GET READY, ONE-TWO-THREE--FOUR
-FIVE.
his face, and apply batteries, etc. If the operator will carefully study thiş method
he can awaken any subjtct no matter how difficult.

WAKE UP. ALL RIGHT:" It is not necessary to throw water in

Have no fear in this regard, for only once in a thousend, will you find cases
like the last mentioned. Keep your hands off hysterical persons, and do not use
instruments on them.
hysterical he will display signs of excitement and will tremble all over in the first
tests. Avoid such subjects. Try others in preference.

Use suggestions in a mild manner only. If a person is
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LESSON V.

PHYSICAL TESTS IN HYPNOTISM.

There are many tests which can be executed with the aid of the Ocular
Fatigue Producer.

In these tests the subject is fully conscious of his surroundings but loses
control of his muscles. The instantaneous work accomplished by the use of this
instrument far surpasses that brought about by the old methods of making passes.

I will give one formula of suggestion that canbeapplied in all the tests named
in this lesson. We will take the tightening of the hands for example.

behind his back, TIGHTLY.

THINKNG THAT HE CANNOT OPEN HIS HANDS.

I.-Place the subject in a standing position. Tell him to clasp his hands

2.-Tell him to look at the point of the instrument steadily and to KEEP

3.-Now say :"LOOK STEADILY, AND WHEN I COUNT THREE,
YOỦ WILL BÉ UNABLE TO OPEN YOUR HANDS. READY. ONE–
TWO--THREE. YOU CANNOT. TRY. TRY." After he has tried and
pulled hard for a few seconds, awaken him in the usual manner.

You should start speaking slowly and increase in force and rapidity as you
near the end. Work up a good climax and if you use force enough you will effect
a large number. The formula is divided into three parts. If you leave out any
one part the test will sometimes fail. You must, in all tests, be sure to tell the
subject to THINK about it ; that is -to think he cannot open his hands, bend his
arm, open his eyes, or perform any other act you wish to prevent in your test.
Impress this strongly upon his mind.

A good way for a beginner to learn quickly is for him to go into a room by
himself and practice upon an imaginary object. After the formula has been com-
mitted to memory and the operator can recite it without any effort, he is ready to
give an evening's entertainment.

The tests can be put on with one or a dozen subjects. Three or four subjects
going at one time create much merriment.

SOME GOOD TESTS TO BE TRIED AFTER THE PREVIOUS TESTS
ARE MADE.

Cannot stop pounding fist on knee.
Cannot stop revolving the hands.
Cannot stop shaking hands with friend.
Cannot stop patting hands together.
Cannot stop patting foot on floor.
Cannot stop.
Cannot stop. (Shaking head backward and forward.)
Cannot sit down.

(Small circles.)

(Shaking finger at operator.)

(Legs stiff standing in front of chair.)
12
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Cannot get up. (Holding fast to chair with hands.)
Cannot jump over stick. (On the floor.)
Cannot shut mouth. (First tell him to open it wide.)
Cannot bend arm. (First tell him to make it stiff.)
Cannot bend leg.
Cannot take finger off nose. (Tell him to press hard.)

(First tell him to makg it stiff.)

TIGHTENING HANDS BEHIND BACK.

Some subjects will not be susceptible to all of the tests. If you cannotaffect
a subject with some particular test, try any of the other tests.

The operator should continually hold the jnstrument up to view. When you
wish to remove the influence, remove the instrument quickly, and say, "ALL
RIGHT." Any subject that continues after the command to stop has been given
should be attended to individually.

13
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LESSON VI.

DIFFERENT METHODS OF INDUCING HYPNOSIS.

There are many systems of inducing hynosis (sleep). No single method
should be used continually in preference to others.

The operator who relies upon a "favorite system" will sometimes fail to
induce the condition, simply because that particular system has interfered with the
subject and has kept him awake. I proceed, believing all people are more or less
susceptible to suggestion, and if I fail I attribute the failure to "lack of proper
method."

Soothing passes are tusually efficacious, and where I fail to induce sleep by
suggestion only I resort to passes, or the use of instruments.

The idea of an operator placing his fingers all over a subject's face might
be disliked by that subject. It would annoy him, and keep him from concentrat-
ing his mind upon the suggestion of the operator. On the other hand, the passes
might be very soothing to another patient, and by their use sleep could be induced
without verbal suggestion. Again, trying to tire the optic nerve with the instru-
ment, without giving verbal suggestion, the operator relying solely upon the in-
strument to put the patient to sleep, would be an erroneous system to follow.t

It would be diffcult to awaken a subject that has been put to sleep with the
instrument with suggestion. Suggestion and the use of the instrument conmbined
constitute a method that has proven well nigh invincible.
that I used upon the stage with varying successwvas The rotary motion of the
head," the subject being in a sitting posture; the operator standing behind the
subject. The operator placing both hands on the sides of the subject's head.
being careful not to touch the ears, starts rolling the subject's head with a mill
rotarv motion, and at the same time gives suggestion.
EYES-ANDTHINK-OF-NOTHING-BUT-SLEEP-SLEEP -
SLEEP." A complete circle of the head should be made each time the operator
says "sleep." The words should be dragged as if the operator was about to
stammer: they should be spoken regularly, and as if keeping time with tlhe pendu-
lum of a large clock. After the operator repeats the word SLEEP about a dozen
times, he should give the following suggestion :"YOU–ARE-GETTING
TIRED-SLEEPSLEEP-SLEÈP-(spoken slowly) SOON–YOU–WILL
-BE -SLEEPING–SLEEP -SLEEP -NOW –YOU -ARE-GOING
-ASLEEP–SLEEP. YOU -ARE –GOING-DEEPER -DEEPER--
ASLEEP-SLEEP. NOW–YOU--ARE-SLEEPING- -SLEEP-SLEEP."

One of the methods

"CLOSE-YOUR

All the suggestions should be given in a low tone, and in a “ding-dong
Sleep is induced in this manner by creating a monotony.

can create a good monotony by
fashion.
Any
giving all the suggestions in time; that is keeping time with the
motion of the subject's head.
tice that (as the condlition is gradually induced) the head of the subject
will become heavy, and will yield casily to the motion of the operator. If the head
lags and is ready to fall over, lay it gently to one side; do not let it fall over;
the jar might awaken the subject. Keep repeating the suggestion over and over
until the subject shows signs of being influenced. After the subject is in a
profound sleep, the operator is free to.speak to any one else. He may proceed
to give treatment or suggestions for hallucinations, that is, making the subject
see things (where none exists), or he may speak to his audience, or he may put
on a test with some other subject, if he so wishes.

that is at all musical,one

With this method the operator will no-
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ANOTHER METHOD OF INDUCING HYPNOSIS
consists in making passes with the left hand down the back of the head, and at the
same time drawing three fingers of the right hand across the forehead and over
the temple. The operator should stand on the right side of the subject. Sug-
gestion of sleep should be given in the same manner as in the method where the
rotary notion cf the head is used. The operator should study the formula of
suggestion so that he can go through it without hesitating, or appearing at a loss

ROTARY MOTION OF THE HEAD.
for words. Students should practice the formulas of suggestion in their sleep-
ing room.
you become familiar with the system.

Practice upon any round object, or some member of your family until

A combination of systems will induce sleep in a larger percentage of sub-
jects or patients than any single method.

latter part of this lesson.

the Hypnotee is asleep.

I.–Always begin by tiring the optic nerve (as in lesson three).
2.-After the eyes are closed making soothing passes as described in the

3-Then continue all the while giving suggestion, as above mentioned, until

Use the three as a system, and you will affect a large percentage of subjects.
15
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LESSON VI.

CREATING HALLUCINATIONS.

In teaching you how to produce hallucinations I will outline a simple scene.
You can use the same formulas of suggestion for any and all of the scenes men-
tioned in this lesson. You can also use this method in executing any original
scene, or those exhibited by professional operators upon the stage.

The operator should first proceed to induce sleep as described in lesson
VI. After the subject has been put asleep, the operator is ready to execute any
scene desired. There are many amusing scenes that can be introduced for enter-
tainment purposes. The operator, if at all original, can suggest some very funny
acts.

There are several stages of sleep, varying from a light to a deep degree.
It is possible to create hallucinations even though the subject be in a very light
sleep. It is advisable, however, to induce a deep condition of hypnosis, as the
subject will then carry on the part suggested without waking up and spoiling
the scene. Very often, if the subject is not sufficiently influenced, he will awaken
of his own accord, in the middle of a test or scene.

A subject, when under the influence, will give evidence of it by letting his
head fall limp, if he is in a sitting position ; or, his hand and arm wvill be limp and
fall to his side, if removed from his lap by the operator. Sometimes a subject
will fall from his chair, if not held by the operator. When these signs are notice-
able you should begin the test. It is advisable to command the subject to stand up.

Say to him in positive, commanding tones, "NOW-WHÉN––SAY
OPEN-YOUR-EÝES-I–WANT–YOU-TO–LOOK -AT-THIS
INSTRUMENT-IN -MY -HAND -AND-YOU –WILL –SEE-A-
LARGE -BUTTERFLY -SITTING-ON THE -POINT." (Hold the

"NOW–-REMEMBER-YOU –WILL-SEE -A
LARGE-BEAUTIFUL-BUTTERFLY. YOU–WILL -ADMIRE -
IT-AND-WILL-WANT-TO-CATCH-IT-FOR-YOUR-COL-
LECTION. IT -WILL -FLY –ALL -AROUND -THE -ROOM-
AND -YOU –WILL -HAVE-A –-HARD–TASK CATCHING –IT.
GET -READY –NOW -OPEN –YOUR -EYES." If heshould not open
his eves at once, go to him and rub your left thumb up to the center of his fore-
head, at the same time COMMANDING him tc open his eyes. "OPEN--YOUR

-EYES--SAY-OPEN-YOUR--EYES." After he opens his eyes, vou
should say: "LOOK-ATTHIS-BEAUTIFUL-BUTTERFLY. COME

-CATCH-IT-BEFORE-IT-FLIES-AWAY," Keep at him until he sees
it; the expression of his face will be one of admiration and joy. After vou havę
succeeded in creating hallucinations you can say, "THERE IT GOES," pointing
in the direction desired, as if you actually saw it yourself. Enter into the work
as if you were playing a part; for you can make your scenes very amusing by good
acting. After you succeeded in having him chase *he imaginary butterfly awaken
him by saying "It is gone." It is always well to rid the mind of one scene before
changing to another. Tell him it has gone away and will not come back again,
etc. Take great care not to say "Wake up" until yotu are ready to awaken him.
You can sav this bv changing thescene, "LOOK -HERE -SEE -THIS –
ELEPHANT." Point to it and act your part; you can tell him anything about
the elephant you wish. The subject will act his part. and actually see everything
just as if it were a dream. He will give vent to his feelings, at times, by com-

instrument up to view).
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LESSON VII. 

C~EATING HALLUCINATIONS. 

In teaching you how to produce hallucinations I will outline a simple scene. 
You can use the same formulas of suggestion for any and all of the scenes men
tioned in this lesson. You can also use this method in executing any original 
scene, or those exhibited by professional operators upon the stage. 

The operator should first proceed to induce sleep as described in lesson 
VI. After the subject has been put asleep, the operator is ready to execute any 
scene desired. There are many amusing scenes that can be introduced for enter
tainment purposes. The operator, if at all original, can suggest some very funny 
acts. 

There are several stages of sleep, varying from a light to a deep degree. 
It is possible to create hallucinations even though the subject be in a very light 
sleep. It is advisable, however, to induce a deep condition of hypnosis, as the 
subject will then carry on the part suggested without waking up and spoiling 
the scene. Very often, if the subject is not sufficiently influenced, he will awaken 
of his own accord, in the middle of a test or scene. 

A subject, when under the influence, will give evidence 0£ it by letting his 
head fall limp, if he is in a sitting position; or, his hand and arm will be limp and 
fall to his side, if removed from his lap by the operator.. Sometimes a subject 
will fall from his chair, if not held by the operator. When these signs are notice
able you should begin the test. It is advisable to command the subject to stand up. 

Say to him in positive. commanding tones, "NOW-WHEN-I-SAY
OPEN-YOUR-EYES-1-WANT-YOU-TO-LOOK-AT-THIS
INSTRUMENT-IN -MY -HAND-AND-YOU -WILL -SEE -A.
LARGE -BUTTERFLY -SITTING -ON -THE -POINT." (Hold the 
instrument up to view). "NOW-REMEMBER -YOU -WILL -SEE -A 
LARGE -BEAUTIFUL- BUTTERFLY. YOU -WILL -ADMIRE -
IT-AND-WILL-WANT-TO-CATCH-IT-FOR-YO ·R-COL
LECTION. IT -\i\ ILL -FLY -ALL -AROUND -THE -ROOM -
AND -YOU -WILL -HAVE -A -HARD -TASK -CATCHI!\G -IT. 
GET-READY -NOW -OPE -YOUR -EYES." If he should not open 
his eyes at once, go to him and rub :,•our left thumb up to the center of his fore
head. at the same time COMMANDING him tc o_pen his eyes. "OPEN-YOUR 
-EYES-I-SAY-OPEN-YOUR-EYES." After he opens his eye . vou 
should say: "LOOK-AT-THIS-BEAUTIFUL-BUTTERFLY .• CO NIE 
-CATCH-IT-BEFORE-IT-FLIES-A WAY." Keep at him until he sees 
it; the expression of his face will be one of admiration and joy. After you have 
succeeded in creating hallucinations you can say, "THERE IT GOES.'' pointing 
in the direction desired, as if you actually saw it yourself. Enter into the ,vork 
as if you were playing a part; for you can make your scenes very amusing b:, good 
acting. After you succeeded in having him chase ·he imaginary butterfly awaken 
him by saying "It is gone." It is always well to rid the mind of one scene before 
changing to another. Tell him it has gone awa:,• and will not come back again, 
etc. Take great care not to say "Wake up" until you are ready to awaken him. 
You can say this by changing the scene, "LOOK -HERE -SEE -THIS -
ELEPHANT." Point to it and act your part; )"ou can tell him anything about 
the elephant you wish. The subject will act J,is part. and actuallv see everything 
just as if it were a dream. He will give v<'nt to his feelings, at times, by com-
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menting on everything the elephant does. . You can address him, and he will
give you an intelligent reply. You can tell him that the elephant is crying, laugh-
ing, dancing, walking a rope, or standing on his head. Tell him anything your
fancy suggests. I would not advise keeping the subject asleep too long, although
there is no possible danger; it simply tires him on account of the exertion. From
five minutes to a half hour is long enough for any one scene or series of hallucina-
tions.

CREATING HALLUCINATIONS.

Always be sure to THOROUGHLY AWAKEN SUBJECTS when you are
through with the tests. It is not an uncommon thing for the subject to relapse
into a drowsy or sleepy condition, after he has been apparently awakened. Do
not become alarmed if you should have such an experience.
the subject again, and give him a suggestion that he will not again go into the
condition, until vou tell him to do so.

Simply awaken

I will name a number of scenes that can be well conducted by the use of the
instrument. You can proceed in the same manner as in the scene with the butter-
ly, but govern your suggestions according to the nature of the scene.
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menting on everything the elephant does: _ You can aclclrcss him, and he will 
give you an intelligent reply. You can tell him that the elephant is crying, laugh
ing. dancing, walking a rope, or standing on his head. Tell him anything your 
fancy suggests. I would not advise keeping the subject asleep too long, although 
there is no possible clanger; it simply tires him on account of the exertion. From 
five minutes to a half hour is long enough for any one scene or series of hallucina
tions. 

CREATI.\G H.·\LLL·c1 .\ .-\ TlO.\S. 

Always be sure to THOROUGHLY AV/ AKEN SUBJECTS when you are 
through with the tests. It is not an uncommon thing for the subject to relapse 
into a drowsy or sleepy condition, after he has been apparently awakened. Do 
not become alarmed if you should have such an experience. Simply awaken 
the subject again, and give him a suggestion that he will not again go into the 
condition. until vou tell him to clo so. 

I will name· a number of scenes that can be well conducted bv the use of the 
instrument. You can proceed in the same manner as in the scene ·with the butter
fly, but govern your '-ttg-g-estion!-according- to the natui_-c of the scene. 
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Tell him the instrument is hot."
Here is a "hard pulling cigar."
"An clectric battery.
"A Aute."
"A fourishing pen."
«Asaw.
"An artist's bruslh,"
"A shòemaker's hammer."
"A comb."
"A twenty dollar gold piece."
The above suggestions will furnish you with some very amusing scenes. Yor

can have the subjcct do all sorts of things with the "red hot instrument" ; make
many attempts at lighting and smoking "the cigar"; twist into all shapes as you
turn on the "clectric current"; play operas on "tlhe flute"; put the gold piece" in
his pocket, and then throtugh all sorts of antics, by telling him it is getting
HOTTER--HOTTER HỜTTER-ETC.

MAGNETIC HEALING.

In giving treatment by massage or by making passes over the seat of pain
or disease, it is not absolutely necessary to induce sleep, or an extremely passive
condition. All teachers and courses that have thus far come to nmy notice, instruct
the student to tell the patient to relax all the muscles during treatment. While
this is a good thing to do in some cases, still, it is an error to follow such a plan
in all. I will not attempt in this course to explain the difference betwvecn Mag-
netic Healing and Suggestivę Therapeutics; but will say that "suggestion" plays
an important part in Magnetic Healing. Sometimes it is advisable to induce a re-
lax condition, and in other cases a contracted condition.
operators make 'while giving magnetic treatment is, to rely much upon the sug-
gestion that must necessarily accompany magnetic healing. Some instructors
teach that magnetic healing is only a form of suggestion at best. Others con-
tend that a current of magnetism passes from the hands of the operators to the
body of the patient, thus causing magnetism to circulate freely, etc., etc. They take
up many pages of their courses telling what authorities have to say on this sub-
jest, and quotë numerous paragraphs of the different theories. This leaves the
student to ponder over what is correct, and he is not given any well specified
method. I prefer to leave out of my work the different "theories," and try and
give you, in as few words aspossible, THE FACTS and SYSTEMI.

A mistake that many

In the first place-All phases of the phenomenon are governed lby this allk
important law. Some authorities call it suggestion, while others call it Magnetic
Healing, Animal Magnetism, Massage, and a hundred other names and isns.
Call it what you please, it is simply a few combined Phenomena governed by this
all-important law. When a patient is about to be ireated, he is naturally in a con-
dition of expectancy. He watches everything you do, and drinks in every word
you say. Every action you make is a suggestion to him. Were you to begin at
the far end of the room by making frantic passes at him, it would be possible
either to perform a miraculous cure or to scare him to death. It depends entirel
upon his condition of mind as to what the result of the treatıment would be.
The fact that treatment can be given by "passes without contact" proves, that a

As to whether a fuid or
current passes from the operator to the patient, I will say: I have never seen,
felt, or possessedan instrument that will record it. Then again, I have made some:
wonderful cures by rubbing the point of an instrument on the seat of disease, and

pass within itself IS A POWERFUL SUGGESTION.

the point is a "non-conductor of electricity."
By making quick passes, and by rubbing over the seat of the disease or pain,.
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Tell him the "instrument is hot." 
'Here is a "hard pulling cigar." 
"An electric batten•.'' • 
"A Ante." • 
"A flourishing pen." 
"A saw. 
"An artist's brush." 
"A shoemaker's hammer." 
"A comb.'' 
"A twenty dollar gold piece." 
The above suagestions will furnish you with some very amusing scenes. You 

can have the subject do all sorts of things \\'ith the "red hot instrument"; make 
many attempts at liahting and smoking ''the cigar''; twist into all shapes as you 
turn on the "electric current'·; play operas on "the Aute"; put the "gold piece" in 
his pocket, and then through all sorts of antics, by telling him it is getting· 
HOTTER-HOTTER-HOTTER-ETC. 

MAG 1ETIC HEALING. 

In giYing treatment by massage or by making passes over the seat of pain 
or disease, it is not absolutely necessary to induce sleep, or an extremely passive 
condition. All teachers and courses that have thus far come to my notice, instruct 
the student to tell the patient to relax all the muscles during treatment. \\ hile 
this is a good thing to do in some cases, still, it is an error to follow such a plan 
in all. I will not attempt in this course to explain the'differencc between :.1ag
netic Healing and Suggestive Therapeutics; but will say that " uggestion'' plays 
an important part in i\Iagnetic Healing. Sometimes it is advisable to induce a re
lax condition, and in other cases a contracted condition. A mistake that mam· 
operators make while giving magnetic treatment is, to rely much upon_ the sug
gestion that must necessarily accompany magnetic healing. Some in trnctors 
teach that marrnetic healing is only a form of suggestion at best. Others con
tend that a current of magnetism passes from the hands of the operators to the 
body of the patient, thus causing magnetism to circulate freely, etc., etc. They take 
up many pages of their courses telling what authorities have to say on this sub
jest. and quote numerous paragraphs of the different theori<:3. This leaves tlw 
student to ponder over what is correct, and he is not aiven any well specified 
method. I prefer to leave out of my work the different "theories."' and try and 
give you. in as few words as possible, THE FACTS and SYSTE:.I. ' 

In the first place-All phases of the phenomenon are governed by this all~ 
important law. Some authorities call it suggestion, while others call it !\Iagnetic 
Healing, Animal Magnetism, Massage, and a hundred other names and isms. 
Call it what you please, it is simply a few combined Phenomena aoyerned by this. 
all-important law. When a patient is about to be ~reated. he is naturally in a con
dition of expectancy. He watches everything you do, and drinks in eYcry word 
you say. Every action you make is a suggestion to him. vVere you to begin at 
the far end of the room by making frantic passes at him, it would be possible 
either to perform a miraculous cure or to scare him to death. It depends entirely 
upon his condition of mind as to what the result of the treatment \\'Ould be. 
The fact that treatment can be aiven by "pas es without contact"' proves. that a 
pass within itself IS A POWERFUL SUGGESTION. As to whether a f111id or 
current passes from the operator to the patient, I will sa~: I haYe ne,·er seen. 
felt, or possessed an instrument that will record it. Then again, I have made some• 
wonderful cures by rubbing the point of an instrument on the seat of disease, and 
the point is a "non-conductor of electricity." 

By making quick passes, and. by rubbing over the seat of the disease or pain,. 
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an increased action in the circulation of the blood is caused in that particular part.
Very often a tingling sensation is caused in the limbs or arms, and the patient.
declares that he feels the magnetism or electricity. Just here it seems to be a
question of whether or not it is a sin to tell a lie for a good cause. If the operator
feels that he can shoulder the responsibility, he should be ready with his oral

suggestion ofI THOUGHTSỎ" "I KNEWYOUWOULDFEEL IT"
"THAT IS THE MAGNETISI AT WORK," etc., etc. The operator, however,
MUST NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, have a feling of unbelief
in the possibility of a cure.

Here the intangible phenomenon of telepathy might possibly play a part, and
the patient would be influenced accordingly. A suggestion can be formulated and
transmitted, or given out by a thought, word, or action. Be careful what you
think.

A GOOD SYSTEM.

In the year 1809, I was engaged by a party of Physicians and Scientists to
establish an institution for the treatınent of diseases. I went to work with little
hope of formulating a better working system than was offered by "Magnetic
Healing" as it was taught and understood up to that time. That I was success-
ful is evident from the tremendous growth of the treatment of disease through
the use of hvpnotic devices in the United States.
I found that, by combining that method with Suggestive-therapeutics and the
use of hypnotic devices, I had better results and a larger percentage of cures.
This led me into adding "Personal Magnetism," Psycho-therapeutics," and
"Massage" to the already combined systems. A practical system is given in the
following lesson, which will, in time, become the standard method of operating.

a~ increased action in the circulation of the blood is caused in that particular part. 
ery often a tingling sensation is caused in the limbs or anns, and the patient 

decla:es that he feels the magnetism or electricity. Just here it seems to be a 
question of whether or not it is a sin to tell a lie for a good cause. If the operator 
feels that he can shoulder the responsibility, he should be ready with his oral 
suggestion of-"I THOUGHT SO." ''I K~EW YOU V-/O LD FEEL IT." 
''THAT IS THE ?llAGNETISl\I AT WORK," etc., etc. The operator, however, 
!-.I ST NOT GNDER At\Y CIRCUMSTANCES, have a feeling of unbelief 
in the possibility of a cure. 

Here the intangible phenomenon of telepathy might possibly play a part, and 
the patient would be influenced accordingly. A suggestion can be formulated and 
transmitted, or given out by a thought, word, or action. Be careful what you 
think. 

A GOOD SYSTEM. 

Jn the year 1899, I was engaged by a party of Physicians and Scientists to: 
establish an institution for the treatment of diseases. I went to work with little 
hope of formulating a better working system than was offered by '':\lagnetic 
Healing" as it was taught and understood up to that time. That I was success
ful is eYident from the tremendous growth of the treatment of •disease through 
the use of hypnotic devices in the United States. 
I found that, by combining that method with Suggestive-therapeutics and the· 
use of hypnotic devices, I had better results and a larger percentage of cures. 
This led me into adding "Personal Magnetism," Psycho-therapeutics." and 
":Massage" to the already combined systems. A practical system is given in the 
following lesson, which will, in time, become the standard method of operating . 
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LESSOW IX.

THE BEST SYSTEM FOR THE TREATMENT OF DISEASE OR BAD
HABITS EVER INTRODUCED.

A COMBINATION OF DIFFERENT METHODS.
"TIRING THE OPTIC NERVE"-PRODUCING THST PASSIVE CON-

DITION"-"PERSONAL MAGNETISM"-SUGGESTIVE
AND MAGNETIC TRE.ATMENT-"OST HYP.

NOTIC SUGGESTION-ETC.

Place the patient in a rcclining pusiton. in an "easy charr" or cn a snfa Ted
him to "take a comfortabie positon." Pe sure that nhing ans the patient
Sometimesthe collar will irritate and ivert attentin, and it is alrisabie tr ksen
any garment or wearing apparel that is tight before the peratur begs the
treatment. Always be kind and courteIs So that the patt wil be pleased
with your prescnce. (lse Persunal Magnetism.
entering the sick ruom, speak sone cheering word. It wurks ike magc
unconsciously give snggestion: that. in some cases, DOES MORE REAL
GOOD THẢN THE PRESCRIITION.

Phvsians esal upn

INDUCING FATIGUE

After the patient is placed in a comtotable pt the operator shoald
beseatel. Take the instruent in vvur right hard. atx! tdo it at t he xhes
from the patient's face. Tell him to WATCH TIHE NT WBERILFR
YO' MOVE IT: BUT-NOT TO MOVE HIS HE \I) « tan h neck
Tell him to KEEP THINKING THAT HE IS TIRED and to REPFAT
THE WORD SLEET, MENTALL!, cach tine you nore the istrumat acrs
his face.

Now begin bu mving the instrument to the rght ati to the left krepeng
eventimeaswith thependutumof a large chek () SLOW and EVENLY. DD
not go tond the spce where the patitnt can see the pint wtn ths mo-
tion until vou tire theopthcerve att thremunutes. If thepatwat on
plains and saus he canot stan! it anv knger. stup the x4 a tetl him to

ot
ponderoveruhetherthepatienti aslorpor Nt.as Aw*t ake "N aet-hy-hE! USKINGF--SLFEPSLEF SLEFI-$LEFPSEEP-EEP." Besreo qrak
low, kceingtimeto the tn of theinstrument. (otinue givngsggestnas

close his cves, 1u short now begin givimg s

cnce. Ii he is asleep, so meh the hetter.

of SLEÊP for severalminutes.

ta o ep

Sow sar"YOFEEI-VRY-TIRED, – O'-WNT--.SLEEP. -iO-ARE--i0NGT0-SEP. -EVERYTUINi-IS-
GETTIN-DARK." Asyotusaythis,ass r haratsoverhisevenbauth.
not touch him, This will causedarkness to a certain cxtent, ad wal make hi
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A IBI DIFFER.E~t 
"TIRl~G THE PT! R Dl. (~., f\"E COS-

DITI J.···-··p :\ ·.-ETI,~l- "'E 
A~D ~IA \HIE~T"-" • 

~TI s--

Place the patimt in a r lin n~ pv,illOO.. in • ~ 

him lo ··take a CO 1lf rtabk pr;~•--ll• _.. r 
Somt>timc the c Har ,, ill irritate an,1 , • 
any fr.Jnncnt or wc.-arin 
treatment. lw.n. be u 
with your pr ~cc. ( . 
cntrrin~ the . ick r m. . c 
uncon~cio11,;ly give . llj?. 

GOOD TH:\~ TIIE I' .. I 

Aftrr th patil'nt i. p;. Ct 1! i • .. :u ~ 
Ix-S<>atr<I. Tak tlw in~tn111w11l i ·tit h.1n<l 
Crom the patient'· f re. Tdl hi \T ·11 TIIE i"•l'.;T W 
vrn· ~,on: rr: tTT-\nT . YE HI. m-. \ll 1 . f,l 

Tell him 111 KEEi' THl'.'\h:1\l~ TH:\T - • • ~. ~. 
THE \\'ORD SLEEP. ME\T.\LLY, nch 
his faer . 

.Kow l~·,.in I • • 
e,·cn time,. ·with 
not I-"' h1:•_,1m<I th 
tion until , u ti1· 
plains nntl' .-1.1. I 
ch'lS\· hi· ,·,l·~. 
1>011tkr , ,,·l•i· "h t 

cnrl'. If hr i,- , ~ 
- -. I.FFP---~1.1-: 
low. k ·ping-timc h 
of ~LEEP i,,r t·,· 

~l)\\' ~ 1·:- .. Y( ll "-FFl'I.- \'ERY- IREl 
~1.1-.hl'. - \·, H'-.\IH • • ,LrEP. . 
GETTl~C..-ll.\RK." .\ . , tt ha 
not tu11ch him. Thi will , , «rutu ~tfl t. 



think it is rèally getting darker.
FEEL– HEAVY.-YOU ARE–GOING–TỜ–SLEEP-SLEEP-
SLEEP." Go more slowly toward the end, and let your tones die out. Remain
perfectly quiet for a few seconds, while you repeat the word "sleep'" TO YOUR-
SELF a few times. Some patients go to sleep in a few minutes, others in from
fifteen minutes to a half hour.

Continue by saying:YOUR-LIMBS-

SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS.

Do not touch the patient until you have said:YOU–-ARE-NOW-IN–

"INDUCING OCULAR FATIGUE.

A-PERFECTLY-PASSIVE-CONDITION." Do not say :You are now
asleep," for he might not be; this would set him thinking, and his passive condi-
tion might be disturbed. If treatment by suggestion is to be given, begin by
saying in positiveterms): "NOW--I–AM-GOING -TO CURE YO.
--WHEN––AWAKEN–YOU-–THE–-PAIN–WILL--BE - GONE.
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think it is really getting darker. Continue by saying :-"YOUR-LIMBS
FEEL - HEAVY. - YOU - ARE - GOING - TO - SLEEP-SLEEP
SLEEP." Go more slowly toward the end, and let your tones die out. Remain 
perfectly quiet for a few seconds, while you repeat the word "sleep" TO YOUR
SELF a few times. Some patients go to sleep in a few minutes, others in from 
fifteen minutes to a half hour. 

SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS. 

Do not touch the patient until you have said :-"YOU-ARE-NOW-IN-

INDUCING OCULAR f A TIGUE. 

A-PERFECTLY-PASSIVE-CONDITION." Do not say:-"You are now 
asleep," for he might not be; this would set l.im thinking, and his passive condi- • 
tion might be disturbed. If treatment by suggestion is to be given, begin by 
saying (in positive terms): "NOW-I-AM-GOING-TO-CURE-YOU. 
-WHEN-I-AWAKEN-YOU-THE-PAI1 -WILL--BE- GONE.-
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YOU-WILL--HAVE – NO–MORE TROUBLE– WITH-YOUR-
BACK" (or wherever the pain or trouble may be located)

POST HYPNOTIC SUGGESTION.

If the complaint is a chronic disease, you should refer to the future. Tell
him positively that he will get better day by day; that the disease wll go away
and that he will notice a wonderful improvement to-morrow and every day there-
after until he is entirely well.

If the patient is addicted to a habit of any kind, the operator should create
a dislike for the same. Tell him that he CAN LIVE WITHOUT IT; HE
DESIRES TO QUIT IT; THAT LIFE AND FREEDOM ARE DEARER
TO HIM THAÑ SLAVERY; THAT HE WILL ALWAYS DISLIKE IT;
THAT HE HAS A HORROR FOR IT; THAT HE DESPISES IT; etc., etc.
The operator should enter into the spirit of the proceedings and should feel as
he suggests. Repeat these sayings over and over, so that the patient will not
soon forget them.

MAGNETIC PASSES.

It is sometimes advisable, but not necessary, to let the patient remain quiet
for a few minutes before beginning thepasses.

The operator should now stand up and rub his hands together quickly until
they are warm. Then begin by making downward passes on, or over the seat
of pain or disease. (In plain words, give the patient a good rubbing. ) The
patient should keep his EYES CLOSED. Enter into the work with a determina-
tion to remove the disease. Concentrate your whole heart and soul on a desire
and a belief that you will effect a cure. Do not think of failure. Say to yourself
mentally :I WILLCUREYOU"; "YOU WILLPOSITIVELÝGET
WELL"; "THE PAIN IS GOING AWAY," etc.

Treatment can be given successfully through the clothing, but it is an ad-
vantage if the passes can be made directly upon the person or through a thin
covering. After the Massage, the above suggestion can be made again, although
it is not necessary. The operator must be the judge whether it is necessary or not.

Should the patient open his eyes during treatment say: KEEP-YOUR
EYES-CLOSÉD--UNTIL –AM-TÄROUGH.'

After the patient has been treated as described, it is well to suggest as fol-
lows:-"NOWWHEN--–COUNT-THREE--I–WANT-YÕUTO-
OPEN- YOUR- EYES-YOU-WILL –FEEL–WELL– IN–
EVERY –WAY– AND– WILL – BE– WIDE–AWAKE." Afterthis
say :"Ready :-ONETWOTHREE." Snap your fingers until he opens his
eyes, and then, as a climax, fan him gently with your hands. Do not ask whether
he has been asleep, or he will think you do not understand your business. If he
says, "I was not asleep," tell him that it makes no difference, but that you had him
in a passive condition; just the condition you desired.

When it is possible, have
Now

put him through a course of deep breathing. When the patient cannot stand up,
the treatment can be given in bed. Have him inhale with the mouth closed.
Tell him to take in as much as possible and then after holding it in a few seconds,
to exhale it with the mouth wide open. Several deep breaths should be taken.
This ends the treatment. You should be careful of your own conduct after the

Always see that the room is properly ventilated.
the patient stand up at this point with head erect and hands at his sides.
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YOU-WILL-HAVE- NO- MORE-TROUBLE-WITH-YOUR
BACK" (or wherever the pain or trouble may be located)-

POST HYPNOTIC SUGGESTION. 

If the complaint is a chronic disease, you should refer to the future. Tell 
him positively that he will get better day by day; that the disease will go away 
and that he will notice a wonderful improvement to-morrow and every day there
after until he is entirely well. 

If the patient is addicted to a habit of any kind, the operator should create 
a dislike for the same. Tell him that he CAN LIVE WITHOUT IT; HE 
DESIRES TO QUIT IT; THAT LIFE AND FREEDOM ARE DEARER 
TO HIM THAN SLAVERY; THAT HE WILL ALWAYS DISLIKE IT; 
THAT HE HAS A HORROR FOR IT; THAT HE DESPISES IT; etc., etc. 
The operator should enter into the spirit of the proceedings and should feel as 
he suggests. Repeat these sayings over and over, so that the patient will not 
soon forget them. 

MAGNETIC PASSES. 

It is sometimes advisable, but not necessary, to let the patient remain quiet 
for a few minutes before beginning the passes. 

The operator should now stand up and rub his hands together quickly until 
they are warm. Then begin by making downward passes on, or over the seat 
of pain or disease. ( In plain words, give the patient a good rubbing.) The 
patient should keep his EYES CLOSED. Enter into the work with a determina- • 
tion to remove the disease. Concentrate your whole heart and soul on a desire 
and a belief that you will effect a cure. Do not thi~k of failure. Say to yourself 
mentally :-"I WILL CURE YOU"; "YOU WILL POSITIVELY GET 
WELL"; "THE PAIN IS GOING AWAY," etc. 

Treatment can be given successfully through the clothing, but it is an ad
vantage if the passes can be made directly upon the person or through a thin 
covering. After the Massage, the above suggestion can be made again, although 
it is not necessary. The operator must be the judge whether it is necessary or not. 

Should the patient open his eyes during treatment say :-"KEEf>-YOUR
EYES-CLOSED-UNTIL-I-AM-THROUGH." 

After the patient has been treated as described, it is well to suggest as fol
lows: - "NOW-WHEN-I-COUNT-THREE-I-WANT-YOU-TO
OPEN - YOUR - EYES ;-YOU - WILL - FEEL - WELL - IN
EVERY - WAY - AND - WILL - BE - WIDE - AW AKE." After this 
say :-"Ready :-ONE-TWO-THREE." Snap your fingers until he opens his 
eyes, and then, as a climax, fan him gently with your hands. Do not ask whether 
he has been asleep, or he will think you do not understand your business. If he 
says, "I was not asleep," tell him that it makes no difference, but that you had him 
in a passive condition; just the condition you desired. . 

Always see that the room is properly ventilated. When it is possible, have 
the patient stand up at this point with head erect and hands at his sides. Now 
put him through a course of deep breathing. When the patient cannot stand up, 
the treatment can be given in bed. Have him inhale with the mouth closed. 
Tell him to take in as much as possible and then after holding it in a few seconds, 
to exhale it with the mouth wide open. Several deep breaths should be taken. 
This ends the treatment. You should be careful of your own conduct after the 
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treatment, however, for everything you say or do will act as a suggestion. Per-
sons that have been under hypnotic infuence are quite susceptible to suggestion,
even when wide awake.

Obstinate cases should be treated daily for one or two weeks. An occasional
treatment should be given thereafter, and even after the patient has fully recov-
ered, one or two more treatments should be given. Wonderful results are often
obtained by one or two treatrments. I have made patients that had been lame for
months walk after the first treatment.

The operator should be ready with proper suggestions for emergencies. I
have started giving treatment in cases where I thought it would take weeks to
effect a cure, but after the first treatment discovered that the patient was over-
joyed with the results, and contended that he felt entirely well. I would change
my suggestions immediately to suit the case; I would declare that the trouble
would never return, and that the great powers of suggestion had performed
another miracle, etc.

Success is bound to follow anv operator who uses this combined method.

The Elements of Personal Magnetism Interwoven with Practical Suggestions on
Success, and How to Win It, in the Profession of Healıng.

"The fame that a man wins himseli is best: That he may call his own."
To be successful in the profession of healing, it is necessary to possess a certain amount

of tact and business sagacity. There are students among us who have taken a great many
courses of instruction on the art and science of healing, and have purchased, possibly, almost
every book on hypnotism and magnetic healing that is advertised, yet, nevertheless, have
failed to achieve a reputation or make money, simply because they LACK PROFESSIONAL
TACT, one of the elements of personal magnetism.

After carefully examining every 'course of instruction" on the market, and feeling
that nearly all of them lack in giving their students the advice that wins success, I decided to
devote a number of pages in his course to suggestion on–
HOW A STUDENT SHOULD CONDUCT HIMSELF IN THE PROFESSION IN

ORDER TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL PRACTITIONER.
If any of the following suggestions should be the means of striking the key-note that

will lead you to Iccess, I will be abundantly repaid for my efforts in this direction. It is a

"A pebble in a streamlet scant has turned the course in many a river."

success on your personal qualifications. Keep bright pictures of HONESTYPURITỶ–

well known adage that

In the beginning I would say as a practitioner you should found your expectations of

and whatever is JUST--hung up in the gallery of your mind.
Gwe live inthoughts, notbreaths,
He most lives who thinks most.

First become thoroughly acquainted with the science of suggestion in all its details.
If you can afford it, I would suggest that you secure the books of such eminent authorities
as "Bernheim," "Moll," "Hudson," and others, for in them you will find food for thought.

"Wisdom is the sunlight of the soul."
In order to gain popular favor, you should be able to display your knowledge of the

science by a thorough explanation of any question that may be put to you by an anxious
patient, or an acquaintance who learns of your knowledge of the subject. If you are not a
graduate in medicine, you should take one or two medical journals, and gain whatever
knowledge you can by reading.

"Knowledge is power."
Above all else, be seriously in earnest. Start right, and by tireless industry and a firm

determination, make your own success.
"Paddle your own canoe."

Beware of partnerships or entangling alliances. It is seldom that two persons are
equally matched in industry, tact, temperament or capacity for work, qualities that are in-
dispensable to a successful partnership business. Do not under any circumstances, ally
yourself with any physician or magnetic healer, as an assistant, to do the drugery, or with
any person except an equal. Remember the saying of Julius Cæsar :

"I had rather be the first man in the village, than a second man in a great city."
A great deal depends upon thẻ locality in which a practitioner is located. And I might

say here, that very often the young man who is unfortunately unsuccessful, because there
are no opportunities in the town where he was born and reared, and because every one there
knows his history from the cradle up, had better move to quarters that are brighter, more
thickly populated, and where the knowledge he has recently gained will impress those
about him with a feeling of trust and respect.

"Where there is nothing-great to be done, a great man is impossible."
Disappointments are sometimes due to locating in the wrong place, therefore, I would
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advise that you give this subject your earnest attention. You should also consider your
own qualifications as well. Give your best thoughts to considering whether you are
qualiied to start in a large city; whether you have the ability to force your way to the
front amidst the wise and skillful,whether, being less qualified. and not so fully armed,
you had better content yourself with mediocrity, and a less thickly settled location, where
you will have a greater chance of forcing your way to the front. Locate in a community
that you are best suited for, and where, by the proper presentation of the nature of your
business to the people, you will be looked up to as a leader among those who are following
the profession of healing.

"A still tongue makes a wise head."
Avoid expressing unpopular opinions in religion or politics. Keep your opinions to

yourself, and advocate nothing but what is in harmony with the people.
Never pay any attention to the remarks or criticisms that are passed on your methods

of healing, but show the people, by good habits and management, that you are deserving
of their confidence and patronage. Seek opportunities of treating cases that are considered
incurable, or that have been treated by others without benefciary results, for often a single
event, ortunately gives you an introduction to extensive business. A seeming miraculous
cure, which is possible through the use of the Suggesti-phone, will send your name broad-
cast, and fame and success are bound to follow:

Treat both rich and poor alike: with pleasant manners, promptness, civility and courtesy.
Show those about you that you do not lack enterprise and enthusiasm. Select your

office, or place of abode, near a thickly populated centre, in a genteel neighborhood, and
where it will be convenient to the busy center of the working people or laboring classes.

"He that does not show himself is overlooked."
Exercise special care in the arrangement of your office. If possible secure a suite con-

taining a comfortable waiting room, with a door leading into your private offñce or
operating room, which also has another door leading out into the hallway, so that the
patients receiving treatment can pass out unnoticed, and thus escape the possible comments
and gaze of others in waiting. Give the rooms a bright and cozy tone, so that visitors will
feel that their occupant has good taste as well as skill and scientific attainments.

to keep the Suggesti-phone, or any other device ready for use.
Display your diplomas on the wall, and, if possible, have a glass case handy, in which

If you have any peculiar "hobby" or love for incongruous things, keep them private, or
at least out of public sight. Do not display religious or political emblems on the walls of
your office, for no matter how popular you become, such a display will be repugnant to some
of your callers. Endeavor to lead every one with whom you come in contact, to believe that
you are devoted to the science of healing, and that this alone is your specialty, and occupies
your whole attention.

quackish displays, will bring business to your door.
A well placed card in the daily papers,announcing your businessand address; avoiding

"Of all the arts in which the wise excell
Nature's chief masterpiece is writing well."

Base your advertisements and small booklet announcements on solid facts. It is well to
prepare a small boklet, setting forth the nature and efficacy of your method of treatment;
including your office hours, fees for consultation and treatment, etc. If you do not feel
competent to prepare this, have some one do it who is capable of expressing your ideas, in
diction pure and simple, and as short and aphoristic as perspicuity will allow.

"Things small in themselves have often a far-reaching significance."
One of the most important factors in a successful career, as a practitioner, is the morals

of the companions you make in your early career. You will be judged by the company
you keep. Avoid associating with idlers, or those who are notoriously deficient; or whose
success in life has been blighted by intemperance, or their names tarnished by their mis-
conduct. Seek only the companionship of people of good standing and genuine worth.
Spend whatever time you can spare in your office with standard works and journals. Above
all, do not be seen lounging around a cigar store, billiard parlor, barber shop, etc. Let your
conduct win esteem in the hearts of those who are around you.

"Veneering often outshines the solid wood."
A designing swindler or confidence man never dresses shabbily. These people are gen-

erally close students of human nature, and no matter how blackened in heart, they manage
to hide from the world their tarnished characters, by assuming genteel dress, manners, and
the tone of gentlemen. Now, if by force of character, these traits will do so much for the
unworthy, how much more will they do for one who is truly a gentleman, and who cultivates
these elements of personal magnetism.

"Such are my thoughts; I might have spread them out into greater length ; but I think
a little plot of ground thickly sown is better than a great field which, for the most part of
it. lies fallow.

In conclusion, I sincerely hope that the little mites of knowledge I have contributed to
science will be the means of enabling those who use my inventions and methods, to sur-
mount the many obstacles that arise in the pathway of a professional career; for I believe
that any man who does this, has done something for the benefit of his fellow men, that
will live for many years as a monument in the hearts of those that have been benefited.

F. T. MCINTYRE
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CONCLUSION.

The attempt has been made in this course to instruct the student in a simple
but practical method of operating. You find it free from technicality and occult
terminology. You are not confused by the theories of authorities, but are given
a scientific system that is based upon the successful experience of a practical

It is not expected, however, that this brief outline of "a system"
will give you a broad and extensive knowledge of the whole science. The author
has spent many hundreds of dollars on the accumulation of works and theories of
other operators. Possibly he has one of the most extensive libraries on this sub-
ject ever collected. Although he is a past master of the science of suggestion,
he does not allow egotism to prevent him from investigating the theories and

operator.

methods of other practitioners.
It may appear idle in him to undertake to controvert any theory established

and by so great and penetrating a mind as Mesmer possessed; but it is well known
that a man may penetrate very deep into some branches of knowledge, and yet not
reach further than the surface of others; in consequence of which a minor genius
may surpass a more brilliant one in a particular branch of knowledge.

The author believes that the student who is desirous of obtaining a broad

and useful education in "psychic phenomena" will not waste his money if he pur-
chases the works and courses of instruction, issued by any instructor or school,
recognized as being qualified to teach this science. He is especially anxious to
assist the student in selecting a course of reading that will best suit the latter's
object and financial circumstances. To this end, he will outline a course of read-
ing, giving the names of the authors, publishers and prices of the different works
to any student who cares to write for sych information.

The principles set forth in this course, if studied and carried out, will open
the way to wonderful possibilities and success. But though it is but a question
of existing practice, the author feels that if, by contributing these papers, he has
in any degree assisted those influences which will hasten the universal accept-
ance of this all-powerful factor, in the progress of human kind, he will find

. abundant recompense for this attemnpt.
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INTRODUCTION. hypersensitiven.ess receives and records more incoming cur.
rents than the coarse and undeveloped mind.

Manifestations of this intelligence, and the power to use it,
begin with the infant, when through its own feeble process it
conveys to the mind of the mother the fact that it needs atten-

than enlighten, the student who desires a quick method of read- tion and nourishment. Then begins the development of many
processes of influencing the mother and those about the child,

In preparing these lessons in character reading, I have held
to the idea that a technical study of Palmistry, Graphology,
Physiognomy, Phrenology, etc., would tend to confuse, rather

ing human nature.
This system has been prepared for those who wish to read and as he becomes schooled in systems of conveying his in-

the characters and lives of people they desire to influence; to telligences the more sensitive he becomes to the intelligences
know at a glance the weak and strong characteristics of "your conveyed by others.
nan"; to be forestalled with a knowledge of the secret habits,
temperaments and lives of those with whom you come in con-

An intelligence can be conveyed from one mind to another
by many processes; a thought, a look, a gesture, or a word,
and oftentimes we unconsciously infuence people by our secret
mental attitude, which undoubtedly produces effects of whichst.

If you areable to readcharacterorhumannaturescien-
Pfically, you will have a decided advantage in dealing with we have no cognizance, i. e., Telepathy.

We should ever be on our guard against infiuencing those
about us in the wrong direction through thought force, and
the intelligences which are conveyed through the other pro-

humanity. You will be able to tell if people are honest or dis-
iihonest; what they are best fitted for in life, and if they would

be adapted to an association with you, either in a business or
social way. cesses, i. e., looks and gestures.

If we have an object to accomplish with a particular person,
and it is necessary to appear friendly, in order to gain the de-
sired end, we must be extremely cautious lest we inadvertently
convey some intelligence that will make it impossible to ac-
complish the task. Artificial friendliness used in an effort to
accomplish the desired end, will often awaken a suspicion;
therefore, when you are antagonistic toward a certain person,

It is through an understanding of these principles and the
proper processes of infuencing people that has enabled men
like Morgan, Rockefeller,, Gould and other millionaires to suc-
ceed, where others have failed.

"MAN KNOW THYSELE" is the motto for the race!
The mind of man can best be studied through the action of the
physical manifestation of the body; its habits and actions.
Man cannot hide his characteristics from the eyes of those who and it is policy to assume friendship in order to gain the de-
know the secret workings of the "inner man." sired end of a business transaction, first shut out all thoughts

of an antagonistic nature and cultivate a true friendliness
(which can be done), then there will be no danger through

Only the broad, quick, practical methods of reading the
workings of the "inner man" are given.
Such are my thoughts; I might have spread them out into the harmful intelligences which are unconsciously transmitted

a greater length; but I think a little plot of ground thickly to the mind of the object of your attention.
sown is better than a great field which, for the most part of it,
lies fallow."

Artificial form, scientific flattery, tact and diplomacy, are
constituent elements which make success possible in business
and social affairs. Some persons develop "personal magnet-
ism" through the continual employment of these principles.
Many men and women possessing fine educations can be found
in obscure positions, when they might be flling prominent

F. T. MCINTYRE.
*

LESSON I.
Process of Conveying Intelligences.

What an intricate piece of mechanism is created man, in the places in the business and social world. If they could only
essential functions of his organism. Coming into the world in grasp and develop this powerful factor (which can be devel-

oped) they would force their way from a condition of dif-weakness, he enters at once upon a process of development.
No step from the cradle to the grave is known to him until fidence and obscurity into that sphere in life to which they

he is compelled to battle with resistant forces, but through rightly belong.
In order to utilize the great force "intelligence" so as te

gain the greatest possible benefit, study carefully the scientifc
principles of transmitting these intelligences to those about us,
as outlined in the instruction embracing the use of the Hyp-

There are a few things to be learned, however,
all its necessities ; but the psychic part of usthe vast mys- concerning practical systems of conveying these intelligences,

before you can proceed systematically to develop the latent
forces wvithin you, and use them upon others with telling effect.

every moment on the stormy sea of life, there must be within
him a something that guides and directs his progress.
The corporeal existence is ever before us, and we strive to

understand it, and possibly are very thoroughly educated in notic Ball.

terious chamber of the mind the great storehouse that con-
tains the full armament of our power, is hidden behind an al- First-To grasp a knowledge of the primary laws through
most impenetrable veil of mystery. which people are influenced.

SecondTo "know thyself" and others; learn a practical
system of reading the characters, habits and thoughts of people
in general, so that you will be able to sum up the total char-

The mind is like a great electric battery; we cannot see its
workings, but it moves the man.
If the mind is educated and enlightened, it moves him in the

right direction. If the mind is narrow and bigoted, just so
acteristics of a person in a few minutes.

Intelligence, obviously, is a powerful force, and is used con-
The

greater the intelligence, the more powerful the influence one

sure will the man retrograde.

sciously and unconsciously in the influencing of man.

mind will have over another.

Third-Take yourself into the silence and dwell carefully
upon your personal qualifications. If you are qualified for the
position in business or society which you covet, and still are
held back through lack of "Personal Magnetism," begin a
careful study of the application of the formulas outlined in my
courses of instruction, and you will get a new light that will
lead you to success before you fully realize it.

Innumerable processes are employed in the conveying of in-
telligences from one mind to another; one mind, owing to its

"We live in thoughts, not breaths;
He most lives, who thinks most."

INTRODUCTION. 

In preparing these lessons in character reading, I have held 
to the idea that a technical study of Palmistry, Graphology, 
Ph)siognomy, Phrenology, etc., would tend to confuse, rather 
than enlighten, the student who desires a quick method of read
ing human nature. 

This system has been prepared for those who wish to read 
the characters and lives of people they desire to influence; to 
know at a glance the weak and strong characteristics of "your 

._ .. !t111 ·•; to be foresta!led with a kno~ledge of the secret habits, 
: ~l?mpcraments and hves of those with whom you come in con

• i ~':J;l<':t. 
·~./.~If you are able to read character or human nature scien
\ \ .. .f1ically, you will have a decided advantage in dealing with 

liumanity. You will be able to tell if people are honest or dis
: l J(.---;fioncst; what they are best fitted for in life, and if they would 
f '•· be adapted to an association with you, either in a business or 

social way. 
It is through an understanding of these principles and the 

proper processes of influencing people that has enabled men 
like Morgan, Rockefeller, Gould and other millionaires to suc
ceed, where others have failed. 

"MAN KNOW THYSELF," is the motto for the race! 
The mind of man can best be studied through the action of the 
physical manifestation of the body; its habits and actions. 
Man cannot hide his characteristics from the eyes of those who 
know the secret workings of the "inner man." 

Only the broad, quick, practical methods of reading the 
workings of the "inner man" are given. 

Such are my thoughts; I might have spread them out into 
a greater length; but I think a little plot • of ground thickly 
sown is better than a-great field which, for the most part of it, 
lies fallow." F. T. McINTYRE. 

* * * 
LESSON 1. 

Process of Conveying Intelligences. 
What an intricate piece of mechanism is created man, in the 

essential functions of his organism. Coming into the world in 
weakness, he enters at once upon a process of development. 

No step from the cradle to the graye is known to him until 
he is compelled to battle with resistant forces, but through 
every moment on the stormy sea of life, there must be within 
him a something that ·guides and directs his progress. 

The corporeal existence is ever before us, and we strive to 
understand it, and possibly are very thoroughly educated in 
all its necessities; but the psychic part of us-the vast mys
terious chamber of the mind-the great storehouse that con
tains the full armament of our power, is hidden behind an al
most impenetrable veil of mystery. 

The mind is like a great electric battery; we cannot see its 
workings, but it moves the man. 

If the mind is educated and enlightened, it moves him in the 
right direction. If the mind is narrow and bigoted, just so 
sure will the man retrograde. 

Intelligence, obviously, is a powerful force, and is used con
sciously and untonsciously in the influencing of man. The 
greater the intelligence, the more powerful the influence one 
mind will have over another. 

Innumerable processes are employed in the conveying of in
telligences from one mind to another; one mind, owing to its 

hypersensitiver,ess receives and records more incoming cur. 
rents than the coarse and undeveloped mind. 

Manifestations of this intelligence, and the power to use it, 
begin with the infant, when through its own feeble process it 
conveys to the mind of the mother the fact that it needs atten
tion and nourishment. Then begins the development of many 
processes of influencing the mother and those about the child, 
and as he becomes schooled in systems of conveying his in
telligences the more sensitive he becomes to the intelligences 
conveyed by others. 

An intelligence can be conveyed from one mind to another 
by many processes; a thought, a look, a gesture, or a word, 
and oftentimes we unconsciously influence people by our secret 
mental attitude, which undoubtedly produces effects of which 
we have no cognizance, i. e., Telepathy. 

We should ever be on our guard again_st influencing those 
about us in the wrong direction through thought force, and 
the intelligences which are conveyed through the other pro
cesses, i. e., looks and gestures. 

If we have an object to accomplish with a particula. person, 
and it is necessary to appear friendly, in order to gain the de
sired end, we must be extremely cautious lest we inadvertently 
convey some intelligence that will make it impossible to ac
complish the task. Artificial friendliness used in an effort to 
accomplish the desired end, ,~ill often awaken a suspicion; 
therefore, when you are antagonistic toward a certain person, 
and it is policy to assume friendship in order to gain the de
sired end of a business transaction, first shut out all thoughts 
of an antagonistic nature and cultivate a true friendliness 
( which can be done), then there will be no danger through 
the harmful intelligences which are unconsciously transmitted 
to the mind of the object of your attention. 

Artificial form, scientific flattery, tact and diplomacy, are 
constituent elements which make success possible in business 
and social affairs. Some persons develop "personal magnet
ism" through the continual employment of these principles. 
Many men and women possessing fine educations can be found 
in obscure positions, when they might be filling prominent 
places in the business and social world. If they could only 
grasp and develop this powerful factor ( which can be de,·el
oped) they would force their way from a condition of dif
fidence and obscurity into that sphere in life to which they 
rightly belong. 

In order to utilize the great force "intelligence" so as te 
gain the greatest possible benefit, study carefully the scientific 
principles of transmitting these intelligences to those about us, 
as outlined in the instruction embracing the use of the Hyp
notic Ball. There are a few things to be learned, however, 
concerning practical systems of conveying these intelligences, 
before you can proceed systematically to develop the latent 
forces within you, and use them upon others with telling-effect. 

First-To grasp a knowledge of the primary laws through 
which people are influenced. 

Second-To "know thyself" and others; learn a practical 
system of reading the characters, habits and thoughts of people 
in general, so that you will be able to sum up the total char
acteristics of a person in a few minutes. 

Third-Take yourself into the silence and dwell carefully 
upon your personal qualifications. If you are qualified for the 
position in business or society which you covet, and still are 
held back through lack of "Personal Magnetism," begin a 
careful study of the application of the formulas outlined in my 
_courses of instruction, and you will get a new light that will 
lead you to success before you fully realize it. 

"We live in thoughts, not breaths ; 
He most lives, who thinks most." 
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Take some hour of the evening when you can be alone
without interruption, and practice faithfully the following ex-
ercises. Be sure that no part of your clothing is tight, which

How shall you bring into practical, effective action the force would cause you to be uncomfortable. Any irritation would
and wisdom gained through a systematic study of the pro- cause a distracting infiuence and lessen the powers of concen-

tration. Take a thoroughly comfortable sitting position, relax
all the nuscles of your body, and fix the gaze at some point in
the lap. Sit perfectly still for a few minutes and imagine you
see a point of blue light, shutting out every thought but the

LESSON 2.

Concentration.

cessess outlined in my courses of instruction?

Through concentration. First make sure that you have

concentrated your mind for a few weeks upon the teachings

of this course. Make sure that you understand the paramount blue light, and, although this will be difficult at first, you will
principles of infuencing people, then concentrate all your son te able to lengthen the periods of concentration. Kep

going back to the point when disagreeable thoughts break in
What gives a small piece of dynamite that great force which upon you, and by a systematic effort you will be surprised

Focalized force: what you will accomplish in two weeks' time. Keep before
you the thoughts "I will" and you will develop a mental force
that will penetrate to the ends of the earth without being dif-
fused. It is this focalized thought-force that enables the great

energies into the application of the same.

enables it to demolish a hugh rock?

"Concentration." Focalized steam or electricity has the power

to move huge masses of material matter, whereas diffused

steam or electricity is likened unto the diffused energies of the minds of the dav to accomplish a foreseen end. Concentration

"fighty" man; hence, lack of concentration of thought means will give you the power to develop personal magnetism and
force of character. Go silently on with the perusal of this

shall you develop concentration, force and a powerful per- study, and you will develop a power that will enable you to
sonality? To insure victory, an army must frst gather its sway the minds of those about you. You will unconsciously

develop a force of character and mind that will, when concen-
trated upon a particular object or purpose, cause the diffused
thoughts of others to become as a handful of pins to the mag-

lack of force and power to sway the minds of others. How

ranks at one place. Therefore, in order to win the things you

most desire, gather in your thoughts ; focalize and concentrate

them to the exclusion of everything else upon the object of

that desire.
net. Concentrate!

Concentration is not brought about by a spasmnodic effort;

a sudden projection of the mind toward something, or a stren-
uous and anxious demand for something. Mental force is

LESSON 3-

Studying the Characteristics of 0thers.
In order to infuence a person into doing as you desire, it is

obtained through silence. The thunder roars, and a flock of essential that you first understand some of his natural char-
wild geese make considerable noise, but they do not damage; acteristics. First know "your man," then bring into action
the lightning, without sound, does marvelous execution. The all your concentrated powers of influencing him. You will
great Mississippi moves in a serene, noiseless manner, but has make better headway if you know his strong points, and his
the power to move millions of tons of matter. Concentration weak characteristics. You will know exactly where and when
is as noiseless as the force of light, but has the power of pene- to apply your formulas of suggestion ; your powers of per-
trating through unlimited space, going forth on its mission as suasion; the command; the smile; the tact and diplomacy;

scientific flattery and artificial form. If you have a house to
Learn to concentrate your thoughts upon one thing to the sell, or perchance a favor to ask, a heart to win, or a position

exclusion of everything else. Not spasmodically, but calmly. to gain, how much easier it will be to use personal magnetism
Do not grasp the arms of the chair, shut your teeth down hard and suggestion, if you are fortified with a knowledge of the

silently as the sun penetrates the atmosphere.

in an effort to project your thoughts in one direction. Go into
the silence of yourself, relax the muscles of your body as well
as the activity of your mind.

person's characteristics.
Some persons can be flattered and, in order to win and hold

There are many ways in which them, scientific flattery must be resorted to. You must know
one can learn to concentrate the mind. One is to sit in a room if he is one of this class, for if you began flattering him and he
where other persons are engaged in conversation, and avoid should be a person who could not be flattered successfully, your
listening to any of the words spoken. Another is to gaze at processes would fall short and you would lose. You must first
a clock and so concentrate your mind upon some person at a study the lessons on "Character Reading" so that you can in
distance as to shut out the sound of the ticking. If you are a few minutes tell the leading characteristics of a person.
not able to do this upon first trial, continue to practice it until
you can do so. By persistent practice you will soon be able

After you.get so that you are able to observe a person's
leading characteristics from an ordinary observation, which

to collect your wandering thoughts and focus them upon any you can easily learn to do from these lessons, you will be pre-

given subject or person. pared to go into processes of infuencing him.

LESSO1 2. 

Concentration. 

How shall you bring into practical, effective action the force 

and wisdom gained through a systematic study of the pro

cessess outlined in my courses of instruction? 

Through concentration. First make sure that you have 

concentrated your mind for a few weeks upon the teachings 

of this course. Make sure that you understand the paramount 

principles of influencing people, then concentrate all your 

energies into the application of the same. 

What gives a small piece of dynamite that great force which 

enables it to demolish a hugh rock? Focalized force; 

"Concentration." Focalized stea; or electricity has the power 

to move huge masses of material matter, whereas diffused 

steam or electricity is likened unto the diffused energies of the 

"flighty" man ; hence, lack of concentration of thought means 

lack of force and power to sway the minds of others. How 

shall you develop concentration, force and a powerful per

sonality? To insure victory, an army must first gather its 

Take some hour of the evening when you can be alone 
without interruption, and practice faithfully the following ex

ercises. Be sure that no part of your clothing is tight, which 

would cause you to be uncomfortable. Any irritation would 

cause a distracting influence and lessen the powers of concen

tratioo. Take a thoroughly comfortable sitting position, relax 

all the mmcles of your body, and fix the gaze at some point in 

the lap. Sit perfectly still for a few minutes and imagine you 

see a point of blue light, shutting out every thought but the 

blue light, and, although this will be difficult at first, you will,r

soon be able to lengthen the periods of concentration. Keep 

going back to the point when disagreeable thoughts break in 

upon you, and by a systematic effort you will be surprised 11 
what you will accomplish in two weeks' time. Keep before 

you the thoughts "I will" and you will develop a mental force 

that will penetrate to the ends of the earth without being dif

fused. It is this focalized thought-force that enables the great 

minds of the day to accomplish a foreseen end. Concentration 

will give you the power to develop personal magnetism and 

force of character. Go silently on with the perusal of this 

study, and you will develop a power that will enable you to 

sway the minds of those about you. You will unconsciously 

ranks at one place. Therefore, in order to win the things you develop a force of character and mind that will, when concen
trated upon a particular object or purpose, cause the diffused 

most desire, gather in your thoughts ; focalize and concentrate • 
thoughts of others to become as a handful of pins to the mag-

them to the exclusion of everything else upon the object of net. Concentrate! 

that desire. 

Concentration is not brought about by a spasmodic effort; 

a sudden projection of the mind toward something, or a stren

uous and anxious demand for something. Mental force is 

obtained through silence. The thunder roars, and a flock of 

wild geese make considerable noise, but they do not damage; 

the lightning, without sound, does marvelous execution. The 

great Mississippi moves in_a serene, noiseless manner, but has 

the power to move millions of tons of IJ!atter. Concentration 

is as noiseless as the force of light, but has the power of pene

trating through unlimited space, going forth on its mission as 

silently as the sun penetrates the atmosphere. 

Learn to concentrate your thoughts upon one thing to the 

exclusion of everything' else. Not spasmodically, but calmly. 

Do not grasp the arms of the chair, shut your teeth down hard 

in an effort to project your thoughts in one direction. Go into 

the silence of yourself, relax the muscles of your body as well 

as the activity of your mind. There are many ways in which 

one can learn to concentrate the mind. One is to sit in a room 

where other persons are engaged in conversation, and avoid 

listening to any of the words spoken. Another is to gaze at 

a clock and so concentrate your mind upon some person at a 

distance as to shut out the sound of the ticking. If you are 

not able to do this upon first trial, continue to practice it until 

you can do so. By persistent practice you will soon be able 

to collect your wandering thoughts and focus them upon any 

given subject or person. 

~ 

* * * 
LESSON 3. 

Studying the Characteristics of Others. 
In order to influence a person into doing as you desire, it is 

essential that you first understand some of his natural char

acteristics. First know "your man," then bring into action 

all your concentrated powers of influencing him. You will 

make better headway if you know his strong points, and his 

weak characteristics. You will know exactly where and when 

to apply your formulas of suggestion; your powers of per

suasion; the command ; the smile; the tact and diplomacy; 

scientific flattery and artificial form. If you have a house to 

sell, or perchance a favor to ask, a heart to win, or a position 

to gain, how much easier it will be to use personal magnetism 

and suggestion, if you are fortified with a knowledge of the 

person's characteristics. 

Some persons can be flattered and, in order to win and hold 

them, scientific flattery must be resorted to. You must know 

if he is one of this class, for if you began flattering him and he 

should be a person who could not be flattered successfully, your 

processes would fall short and ) ou would lose. You must first 

study the lessons on "Character Reading" so that you can in 

a few minutes tell the leading characteristics of a person. 

After you. get so that you are able to observe a person's 

leading characteristics from an ordinary observation, which 

you can easily learn to do from these lessons, you will be pre
pared to go into processes of influencing him. 



NATURE'S MARKS. THE ELEMENTARY TYPE.

The polished villain often fools the shrewdest of men and We will now pick up different types of men as we meet

them in every day life. We will begin with the elementar

His occupation is usually that of a laborer; his

hands are square, and fingers short and thick. If this man

looks you square in the face when talking to you, has anopea

look and an oval-shaped face, temples not too full, you have

Thoughts manifest themselves a kind-hearted and honest man to deal with. He is usualy

women. A silver tongue with silver tact is a quality that
wins, but nature has stamped her marks in various places on
the human form, making it an easy matter for one who knows
the secrets to distinguish the rogue from the gentleman.

grade.

The nervous system plays an important part in the recording
of these marks upon the form, head, face, and in the hand-

writing of an individual.
through the nerves, causing changes in the actions and form sensitive, generally feels that the upper classes are against
of an individual that are apparent to one who understands our him, and that he is being robbed of his rights. You cannot

These signs show the char- educate this man in a day. he is usually dense and obstinate,system of reading these signs.
acter of the man; they are a reflection of the soul within and
cannot be disguised or kept from the eyes of our students. therefore you must adapt yourself to him, gain confidence

This complete system enables you to frst "know your man and respect, and you can then do business with him succes-
well," then to employ the proper method of infuencing him. fully.

LESSON 4- THE OPEN, FRANK AND HONEST TYPE.
How to Read Characters from General Observaion. The man who saunters along in a leisurely way, his hat

We cannot live in this world without of necessity being usually set a little too far back on his head, eyes that are open
thrown more or less in the society of others. To reap the
proper advantages from those with whom we come in contact
we must understand them. To do this we must study Char- open, sometimes partly in pockets, you will ffnd honest--not
acter.

and frank and look you steadily in the face, hands carried

suspicious, would not đo anything underhanded or look for
Realizing the difference in dispositions and general make-up,

the idea of studying Character seems on first thought to be a
formidable task, but on mature reflection we can but reach pathy. He is of fair intelligence, but does not read much
the conclusion, since we have all been created in the image and beyond the newspapers, consequently is not very deep. He is
likeness of One, that there must certainly be many general
characteristics, which we have, that can be easily learned by
observation and applied in the general walks of life. To live keep one himselí, at the same time he would never fully

any one else to, is free with his money and quick with his sym-

chatty and will not do to trust with a secret for he could not

harmoniously, even in our own homes, we must understand forgive you for "violating a confdence."
the members of our family; and to be sucessful in business, we
must be able to make a correct estimate of "our man." You
have learned the characteristics of your family by observing pathies.
everything they do and say; then observation must be the gate-
way to the character of otherS.

In dealing with

such a man you could always win your point through his sym-

Many people go through the world with their eyes closed,
practically speaking; such people cannot, in this "up-to-date"
age, hope to succeed in anything. Remember the lessons that
follow will be of no value without you train yourselí to observe and firmly, who has hands that are inclined to be long and
everything and every one with whom you are thrown. After
a little practice you will begin to do unconsciously what was
at irst a great effort, and will soon be repaid for your pains.

THE CAUTIOUS TYPE.

The man with frank, open face, steady eye, who steps quickly

carries them partly closed, has a square jaw, forehead rea-

sonably high and broad, is both honest and just, possesses de-

Let nothing escape your observation, for the way a man termination and caution, is reasonable and considerate. If
handles his hands or his feet may be of importance to you
later you want to succeed here you must have a proposition that is

on. We have many types or grades of men, running
from the elementary or lowest type of intelligence un to the Worthy of consideration, one tlhat is reasonable, and be able to
philosopher or highest grades, but each one of them has cer-
tain qualities in common. As our first lesson, I will say, re-
member suspicion is always coupled with ignorance; that rea-
son is a companion for intellect. The ignorant man must be
handled in such a way as not to arouse his suspicions; in other
words, you must first gain his confidence; this of course is well
with all men, but more particularly applies to those who are
incapable of reasoning or without suficient knowledge to be
able to investigate for themselves.

present it intelligibly. This man is usually patient and will
listen to you attentively, weighing carefully all you say, but
will think the matter over before he gives a "yes" or "no." It
will not do to attempt to rush him, for in that case his caution
will develop into suspicion and you will then have a hard task
to handle him. Take time in dealing with this type; always
keep before him a plan by which he thinks he will be able to

gain something through you.

.i 

NATURE'S MARKS. 

The polished villain of ten fools the shrewdest of men and 

women. A silver tongue with silver tact is a quality that 

wins, but nature has stamped her marks in various places on 

the human form, making it an easy matter for one who knows 

the secrets to distinguish the rogue from the gentleman. 

The nervous system plays an important part in the recording 

of these marks upon the form, head, face, and in the hand-

~ writing of an individual. Thoughts manifest themselves 

through the nerves, causing changes in the actions and form 

of an individual that are apparent to one who understands our 

•system of reading these signs. These signs show the char

acter of the man ; they are a reflection of the soul within and 
cannot be disguised or kept from the eyes of our students. 

This complete system enables you to first ':know your man 
well," then to employ the proper method of influencing him. 

* * * 

LESSO 4. 

How to Read Characters from General Observation. 
We cannot live in this world without of necessity being 

thrown more or less in the society of others. To reap the 
proper advantages from those with whom we come in contact 
we must understand them. To do this we must study Char
acter: 

Realizing the difference in dispositions and general make-up, 
the idea of studying Character seems on first thought to be a 
formidable task, but on mature reflection we can but reach 
the conclusion, since we have all been created in the image and 
likeness of One, that there must certainly be many general 
characteristics, which we have, that can be easily learned by 
observation and applied in the general walks of life. To live 
liarmoniously, even in our own homes, we must understand 
ilie members of our family; and to be sucessful in business, we 
must be able to make a correct estimate of "our man." You 
have learned the characteristics of your family by observing 
everything they do and say; then observation must be the gate
way to the character of others. 

Many people go through the world with their eyes closed, 
practically speaking; such people cannot, in this "up-to-date" 
age, hope to succeed in anything. Remember the lessons that 
follow will be of no value without you train yourself to observe 
everything and every one with whom you ar~ thrown. After 
a little practice you will begin to do unconsciously what was 
at first a great effort, and will soon be repaid for your pains. 

Let nothing escape your observation, for the way a man 
handles his hands or his feet may be of importance to you 
later on. 'Ne have many types or grades of men, running 
from the elementary or lowest type of intelligence up to the 
philosopher or highest grades, but each one oi them has cer
tain qualities in common. As our first lesson, I will say, re
member suspicion is always coupled with ignorance; that rea
son is a companion for intellect. The ignorant man must be 
handled in such a way as not to arouse his suspicions; in other 
words, you must first gain his confidence; this of course is well 
with all men, but more particularly applies to tho e \\110 are 
incapable of reasoning or without sufficient knowledge to be 
able to investigate for themselves. 

4 

THE ELEMENTARY TYP~ 
We will now pick up different types of men as we m~ 

them in every da)' life. We will begin with the element.ary ' 

grade. His occupation is usually that of a laborer; his 
hands are square, cUJd fingers short and thick. If this man 
looks you square in the face when talking to you, has an open 

look and an oval-shaped face, temples not too full, you have 
a kind-hearted and honest man to deal w;th. He is usually 

sensitive, generally feels that the upper classes are against 

him, and that he is being robbed of his rights. You cannot 

educate this man in a day, he is usually dense and obstinate, 

therefore you must adapt yourself to him, gain confidence 

and respect, and you can then do business with him success

fully. 

* * * 

THE OPEN, FRANK AND HONEST TYPE. 

The man who saunters along in a leisurely way, his hat 

usually set a little too far back on his head, eyes that are open 

and frank and look you steadily in the face, hands carried 

open, sometimes partly in pockets, you will find honest-not 

suspicious, would not do anything underhanded or look for 

any one else to, is free with his money and quick with his sym

pathy. He is of fair intelligence, but does not read much 

beyond the newspapers, consequently is not very deep. He is 

chatty and will not do to trust with a secret for he could not 

keep one himself, at the same time he would never fully 

forgive you for "violating a confidence." In dealing ,,;th 

such a n:ian you could always win your point through his sym

pathies. 

* * * 

THE CAUTIOUS TYPE. 
The man with frank, open face, steady eye, who steps quickly 

:1nd firmly, who has hands that are inclined to be long and 

carries them partly closed, has a square jaw, forehead rea

sonably high and _broad, is both honest and just, possesses de

termination and caution, is reasonable and considerate. If 

you want to succeed here you must have a proposition that is 
worthy of consideration, one that is reasonable, and be able to 

present it intelligibly. This man is usually patient and will 
listen to you attentively, weighing carefully all you say, but 

will t~ink the matter over before he gives a "yes" or "no." It 

will not do to attempt to ntsh him, for in that case his caution 

will develop into suspicion and you will then have a hard task 

to handle him. Take time in dealing with this type; always 

keep before him a plan by which he thinks he wilt be able to 
gain something through you. 

.... ·., ·1 



DISHONEST CHARACTERISTICS. 

The man who walks with an uncertain step, sometimes long, 

again short, sometimes heavy, again light, whose arms and 

hands are carried as if he was trying to keep off some unfor

seen danger, whose eyes are ever on the alert no matter how 

deeply he is interested in a conversation; looks at everything 

e..xcept you, and whose greatest desire seems to get away, out 

of sight: In this case you have an inherent dishonesty, a lack 

of courage and a man who is without principles, in fact in this 

character you would find all the traits of the petty thief; some

times, however, they do not steal from sheer cowardice. To 

deal with this man you have but to assert, whatever your 

wishes, in a positive manner and watch him till you have oh-

LESSO 5. 

Study Human Nature. 

From the types given above the student who observes closely 
will soon be able to gather many more which space keeps Ilk! 

from enumerating. To succeed, you must adapt yourself to 

others. You cannot make the world what you want it, but by 

careful training, you can make yourself what you will, and by 
falling in line with the ideas of those around you, it will be 
an easy matter to win youi" way. 

Many men and women hide their true character under the 
disguise of artificial form, and it would not be possible for a 

stranger to read them, so carefully do they hide their qualities 
from the world. But at home, where most people cast aside 

tained what you want; remember you cannot trust him no the polished form, the true characteristics manifest themselves. 

matter what his promises may be-you must stay with him in It is a decided advantage to one who has a secret knowledge 

any transaction to the end of the deal, get his decision at once .. of reading the characters of others, for if we carefully observe 

* * * 

THE RAPID THINKER. 

The nervous, impatient man is easily recognized by his rest

le-$sness, his quick replies, the pacing up and down while talk

ing to you, interrupting you in the middle of a sentence, or 

continually tapping his foot, or when his legs are crossed 

shaking his foot, etc. Any one who observes will readily 

recognize him. When speaking to him, speak just loud 

enough to be heard by him ( a low, soft voice never fails to 

soothe the nerves) and be as brief as possible-do not go any 

further into details than is absolutely necessary, for this man 

analyzes as you go and details annoy him and you cannot keep 

his attention. He grasps a subject in its entirety and gets 

what he wants of details afterwards. If this man happens to 

be busy take as little of his time as possible. If he wants to 

keep you, he will do so. If he does not, you only spoil your 

chances with him by trying to keep him. When calling on 

this type, first assure him that you have only a few minutes to 

stay, that you are in a hurry. 

* * * 

THE CONCEITED, STUBBORN TYPE. 

We have another type that is not uncommon, whom every

one knows better than he knows himself, that is the pompous, 

conceited individual who is entirely satisfied with his own per

fection and couldn't ( if he wanted to) see why anyone else 

would make a change in him. This man can only be ap

proached by flattery, if it is dealt out in a disguised form; if 

he is in the lower walks of life, the thicker it is spread on the 

more it will .be appreciated. Any point can be gained witl: 

this man if you find out how to distribute your hon~yed wor~s 

of praise. This person is changeable. Finish your business, 

with him on the spot. 

5 

some of the· tell-tale actions, we get an inside track, which 
points out the weak and strong points of those we meet, and 
knowledge cannot be estimated in dollars and cents, as. it 
often keeps us from making errors in our dealingi with hu
manity. 

If you know some of the secret characteri!\tics of a person. 
you can handle him to a great advantage, and when you under-• 

stand the laws of suggestion, and the processes of influencing 

people you will win a greater percentage of the battles in life. 

The following pointers from a popular paper, by an eminent 

writer, will be found useful. You should be careful how you 

sharpen a lead pencil, as it openly tells your character to any
one who may be familiar with this theory. You should also 
observe with care anyone who is in the act of sharpening a 

pencil and note the manner in which it is done. Sometimes 
you can hand a person a pencil and ask him to kindly sharpen 
it. 

The man who holds the point toward him and close up 
against his shirt front is slow and likes to have secrets. He is 
the kind of a man who, when his best girl finds out there arc 
"others" and asks him who they are and what he means by 
calling on them, will assume an air of exceeding dignity and 
put her off with some evasive answer which says quite plainly, 
"Yes, I called; but it's none of your business who she is or 
why I did it." A woman with a jealous disposition should 
look out for the man who sharpens his pencil in this manner 
and shun him. 

The man who holds the pencil out and whittles away, care
less of results, is an impulsive fellow, jolly, good-natured and 
generous. 

He who leaves a blunt point is dull and plodding, and will 
never amotmt to. much. He is really a good-hearted fellow, 
and hasl\'t :m enemy in the world. He finds his chief pleasure 
in t(1e ..:ommon-place things of life. 

()n the other hand, he who sharpens his pencil an inch or 
more from the point, is high strung and imaginative and sub
ject to exuberant flights of fancy. He will always be seekin_:; 
to mount upward and accomplish ~hings in the higher regions 
of business and arts, and his wife's greatest trouble will be to 
hold him down to earth and prevent his flying on a tangent. 



The man who sharpens his pencil all around smoothly and 

evenly as though it were planed off in an automatic sharpener 

is iystematic and slow to anger. But he is so very undeviating 

from a fixed principle that he would drive a woman with a 

sensitive temperament to distraction in less than six months. 

He who leaves the sharpened wood as jagged as saw teeth 

round the top, has a nasty temper and will want to quarrel on 

the slightest provocation. There are certain women who can 

manage that sort of man successfully, though, and if he gets a 

wife with a calm, persuasive eye he will in a few minutes be 

as meek as a lamb. 

The man who doesn't stop to polish the point of lead once 

the wood is cut away, has a streak of coarseness in his nature. 

He who shaves off the lead till the point is like a needle is re

fined, delicate and sensitive. 

After you have seen a person sharpen a pencil you learn 

something about him, and he is not aware of it. It will be a 

guide to you in handling him, no matter what your associa

tions may be. It is not advisable that you tell him what you 

have learned of his hidden character, whether it be good or 

bad, unless you wish to comment favorably upon the manner 
in which he sharpens a pencil. 

The following hints from a leading paper on the characters 
of women will be useful to both sexes: 

In choosing a wife, let her be a woman whose lips do not 
droop at the comers. This is the advice of a wise man of 
Pe_rsia. If a woman's lips droop, her husband's life will be a 

perpetual mourning time. Nor yet should they curve too 
much upward, for that denotes frivolity. 

Beware of the under lip that rolls outward, for that woman 
has no great conscience. Select for a wife she whose lips a·re 

straight, not thin, for then she is a shrew, but with just the 
fullness necessary to perfect symmetry. 

_A mouth with the upper lip curved, lower lip straight, full 
and well defined, and a depression underneath, shows a high 
artistic sense, a love of ease and beauty, a fine moral nature, 
and a certain coldness of temperament. If the chin is firm 
~nd rounded, that bespeaks determination and physical 
.;trength. 

The mouth of sagacity is large and always well closed. 
The line of the lip is firmly defined, and a certain tightness 

about the jaws, when in repose, is noticeable. 

If the mouth is Jon~ and thin, with the iine between the lips 
clear cut and firm, the woman is selfish, morbid and dominat
ing. It is the mouth that desires to rule everything, and its 

owner will ride to an end, no matter over how many bodies. 
The short upper lip with a depression under the nose and 

the inclination upward at the corners is the merry mouth. 

If the comers dimple deeply as they turn upward, the lips 
are quick in repartee. Love of ridicule will be strong, but not 
in a malicious vein. 

Usually red lips denote cruelty and rapacity. 
had such lips. 

Cleopatra 

LESSON 6. 

Different Types of Humanity. 

Fig. r. 

"Organic Quality is the Primal Index to the Character." 

"All organs correspond with the functions, so that from 

having either we can always predicate the other. 

"Certain forms accompany and indicate certain qualities. 

For this reason shape is the great base of all scientific clas

sification. Given configurations and attributes always go to

gether. V{henever we find either, we then and there find the 

other also married to it. How is this? True, of all things." 

In figure one (see cut) we have a low type of intelligence. 

The forehead recedes and the lines around the eyes, nose and 

mouth have a drooping appearance. This type is found 

mostly among the laboring class. 

The formation of the head shows a lack of brain growth. 

A coarse grained organism will manifest itself in many ways . 

The hair, the skin, the bones and general appearance is coarse. 

In determining the character of a person, the first thing to 

notice is the texhtre of the skin. If the skin i~ soft, clean and 

of a delicate, velv~ty texture, it signifies that the perscn is 

sensitive, emotional and susceptible. The finer the texture of 

the skin, the finer the feelings. The same in man. 

A fine, soft, velvety, sensitive texture of skin indicates a 

brain and me?tality of the same quality. Likewise, a coarse 

grained skin denotes the reverse. 



The Muscular Motive Temperament. 

No. 2. 

In cut No. 2, we have the muscular motive temperament. 

Usually large framed, large bones, muscular and athletic, more 

lean than fat, having high cheek bones, strongly marked 

countenance, great muscular power, a tough or strong _consti

tution. These people have great powers of endurance; woul1 

make good soldiers, officers and fighters, especially if the nose 

is slightly Roman. 

These men have many talents and can idapt themselves to 

most any profession. 

Homely features usua}ly denote power of mind and char

acter as well as power of muscle. Handsome men are seldom 

talented. A pretty man is usually more proud of his body 
I 

than his intellect. You can gain your "point" through com-

menting on the fine appearance of a handsome man, but this 

would be dangerous with a homely man. 

, 

Vital Temperament. 

No. 3. 

The vital temperament ( see cut 3) indicates a lack of mental 

and physical activity. Exceptionally stout.people rarel~ make 

a mark in the world. They should cultivate a desire to do 

more brain and body work. These persons are usually fond 

of literary pursuits; fond ot the good things in life, and usually 

take good care that their stomachs are well taken care of. 

They can be best influenced through things physical. They 

are generally good-natured and fond of jokes. If you wish 

to make a favorable impression be jolly and always ready with 

a good joke. It is a well known fact that these people are 

often influenced into giving a decision, right after a hearty 

laugh, for which they are afterwards sorry. 

In fact, if you get any person laughing heartily and then 

suddenly ask him to do a certain thing, a favor, and press 

him hard for an answer, you are more liable to get a favorable 

answer. 

7 



The Purely Motive Temperament. 

Cut No. 4. 

QUICK NOTES ON FEATURES. 

Important Pointers on Features. 

Fig. 1.-Xose of Emperor William. Fig. 38. His c~ 

Note the Roman appearance of the nose, giving physical force 

as well as acute penetration. 

No. 10-The pugnacious nose, giving combativeness, weak 

mental forces. 

Ko. 5-The selfish nose. 

No. 7-Combativeness and physical force combined. 

No. 2-The normal, well-balanced nose. 

No. 17-Eyebrows, showing powers of concentration. 

No. 1~\ iolent temper when antagonized. 

Ko. 19--Shrewdness. 

No. 20-Deep penetration, conservative. 

No. 24-Eyes of Adam Worth, noted criminal, used by the 

Bertillon system • and Pinkerton detectives as a typical crim

inal. (No. 43 is his chin.) 

No. f3-Eyes of Maud Adams, marvelous imagination and 

execution. 

No. 25-Eyes of Robert A. Pinkerton, the noted detective, 

showing shrewdness, great powers of penetration, calculation, 

forethought, precision and adaptability. • (44 and 45 his chin.) 

Note the square cut, giving perseverance, mental and physical 

force. 

In cut No. 4 we have the purely motive temperament. Head No. 22-The eyes of a coquetish, idealistic, easily influenced 

rather long, with high, straight forehead and overshadowing individual. 

eyebrows. This type is usually crafty, tactful, diplomatic and No. II-The ear of a spendthrift. 

shrewd. These men and women are gigantic schemers, plan 

away ahead and· have great foresight. They possess a great 

amount of personal magnetism, force of character, and de-
• 

termination to succeed. In dealing with this class you should 

always be brief. Try to display talent in any direction. They 

admire talents and have no patience with dull minds. If you 

can lead these people to believe that the.y can make money 

through you, they will, of necessity, do _many things that will 

benefit you. Always be careful of your personal appearance 

and see that you are neat and tidy when in the prei.ence of the 

notive temperament. 

No. I3-The economizer. 

No. 14-The financier. Note, in judging character from 

the features, you must carefully compare and weigh other pre

vailing conditions, in order to form correct deductions. If 

Adam \i\Torth had Pinkerton's chin he would have been another 

Pinkerton. 

There are many intermediate grades in features, as is shown 

by the difference between the open, frank eys of ( 22) and the 

narrow-minded eyes of ( 27). 

No. ,31-The lips showing well-balanced mental and physical 

forces. 

' 1 • o. 32 and 33-Showing a mental motive temperament, the 

mental being more active than the physical. 

No. 35-Showing passionate nature, strong vitality, per

severance, great mental and physical forces. 

No. 36-Weak mental and ph;sical forces. 

No. 37-Strong vital force, passionate, weak mental force, 

liable to do things impulsively and to excess. 
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OR.GANS .. 

From a careful study of this cha~ -a~d the definitions, you 

will be able to tell at a glance what a person is best fitted for 

in' life; it will unfold the secret temperaments, abilities and 

mental qualities of those with whom you come in contact. 

They are the definitions of the most eminent authority on 

character reading the world has ever known. • 

If the organ ("bump") is well developed it indicates that 

this particular characteristic predominates in the individual. 

If it is deficient or undeveloped, it indicates that the individual 

is lacking in that quality, governed by that particular organ. 

"All the faculties are subdivided into nine groups: the Ani

mal, Domestic, Moral, Self-perfecting, Senses, Perceptices, Lit

erary, Reflectives and Aspiring." 

* * * 

Oass I-The feelings, located in that part of 'the head cov

ered by hair. 
* * * 

Oass 1-The animal propensities, which supply bodily wants 

by the instincts. 
10 

Class 2-Vivativeness-The Doctor; longevity; love and 

tenacity of life; resisting disease, clinging to existence; tough
ness; constitution. 

Class 3-Bibation, the Feeder, "alimentiveness," hunger, 
relish, greed. 

Class 4-Acquisition-The Economist; thrift; industry; fru

gality; the acquiring, saving and laying of instinct; desire to 

own, possess, trade and amass property; the daiming, mine
and-thine feeling. 

Class S-Secrecy-The Concealer, self-restraint; reserve; 

policy; tact; cunning; management; evasion; double-dealing; 
art ; trickery ; finesse. 

Class 6-Destruction-The Exterminator; executiveness; 

severity; sternness; harshness; love of tearing down; destroy· 

ing; causing pain, teasing, etc.; hardihood; endurance of pain; 
revenge. 

Class 7-Force-The Defender; "combativeness;" courage; 

snap; efficiency; boldness; defiance; determination; love of or 
position, encounter,. etc. 



,. Tiu Social Gr01Ap, which creates the family tiu, Gild do

mestic tiff ectwns. 

Class 8-Love-The Creator.; "amatfreness ;" sexuality,gen

der, &sire to love, be loved, and fondled; sexual admiration; 

courtesy ; and blending; passion. 

Class 9----Constancy-Fidelity ; con jugality; mating; ooe 

love ; marriage. 

Class 10--Patemal Love-The nurse, philoprogenitiveness, 

attachment to own off spring, love of children, young pets, etc., 

that which cuddles, and babies. 

Class I I-Friendship-The Confider, fondness, sociability, 

love of society, desire to congregate, associate, visit, make and 

entertain friends, etc. 

Class 12-Inhabitiveness-The Patriot, love of home, domi

cile, country, the place where one lives, or has lived, patriotism, 

etc. 

Class I 3-Continuity-The Finisher, consecutiveness, con

nectedness, poring over one thing till it is done, prolixity, unity, 

finishing as we go. 

3. The Aspiring Sentiments, which dignify, elevate, and en-

noble man. 

Oass 14-Caution-The Sentinel, fear, making sure, care

fulness, prudence, solicitude, anxiety, watchfulness, apprehen

sion, security, protection, provision against want and danger, 

foreseeing and avoiding prospective evils, discretion, care, vigi

lance. 

Class r 5----Ambition-The Aristocrat, approbativeness, pride 

of character, love of publicity, praise, display, fame, a good 

name, esteeftl, fashion, social position, and popularity, sense of 

honor. 

Class 16--Dignity-The Ruler, "self-esteem," self-respect, 

reliance, appreciation, satisfaction, and complacency, independ

ence, nobleness, love of liberty and power, the self-elevating, 

commanding instinct, manliness, authority, domination. 

Class 17-Firmness-Stability, decision, perseverance, per

tinacity, fixedness of purpose, aversion to change, indomitabil

ity, will-power, obstinacy. 

4- The M oraJ. Sentiments, which render memoral and religious. 

Class 18-Devotion-The Worshipper, veneration, piety, 

churchism, adoration of God, reverence for religion and things 

sacred, love of prayer, religious observances, etc, obedience, 

respect, conservatism. 

Oas,s ~Hope-The Expcctmt, antici~ of futntt Sd:

cess and happiness, that lrllich looks on the bright side, builds 

fairy castles, magnifies prospects and s.pccuims, baoyancJ-, 

light-heartedness. 

Class 21 --Con5cieoce-Thc Jurist, integrity, moral reditnde 

and principle, love of right and trnth, regard for duty, monl 

purity, promises and obligations, peniten~ contrition, ap

proval of right, condemnation of ·wroog, obedicntt of laws, 

rules, etc. 

Oass 22-Kindness-The Good Samaritan, "benevolence," 

sympathy, goodness, humanity, philanthropy, generosity, the 

neighborly, accommodating, humane, self-sacificing, missioo

ary spirit 

5. Tiu Perfecting Grovp, which refius ma11, 1111d mulies the 
Arts. 

Oass 23-Construction-The 1fechanic, ingenuity, sleight

of-hand in using tools, invention, love of machinery, manual 

skill, dexterity, mechanism. 

Class 24-Beauty-The Poet, "ideality," taste, refinement, 

imagination, love of perfection, purity, poetry, flowers. beauty, 

elegance, propriety, gentility, the fine arts, etc., personal neat

ness, finish, style. 

Class 25-Sublimity-perception and love of grandeur, in

finity, vastness, illimitability, omnipotence, eternity, boundless

ness and endlessness. 

Class 26-Imitation-The Mimic, conformity, ability and 

desire to copy, take pattern, imitate,.do, make, and become like, 

mock, act out, etc. 

Class 27-Mirth-The Laughter, wit, facetiousness, ridicule, 

sarcasm, love of fun, disposition to joke, and laugh at what is 

improper, ill-timed, or unbecoming, perception of the absurd 

and ridiculous, etc. 

CLASS 2.-THE INTELLECTUAL FACULTIES, LO
CA TED IN THE FOREHEAD. 

Class 6-The senses, or hearing, seeing, feeling, tasting and 

smelling. 

Class 7-The Perceptives, which relate man to the material 

properties of things. 

Class 28-0bs~rvation-The Looker, cognizance of indi

vidual objects, desire to see and examine, minuteness scrutiny, 

looking, gazing. 

Clas~ 29--Form-The Speller, configuration, cognizanc and 

memory of forms, shapes, faces, c~untenanccs, and looksi vcr
ception of likeness. 

Class 3er-Size-measurement by eye cogniumce and mcm.

ory of magnitude, quantity, bulk, distnnce proporti n wdght 

Oass 19--Spirituality-The Prophet, intuition, prescience, 

prophetic guidance, the "light within," forewarning of what is 

to be, second sight. by size, height, etc. 

11 



Class 31-Weight-The Sailor, balancing capacity, marks

manship; intuitive, perception and application of the 1.aws of 

gravity, motion, etc., ability to keep one's balance in walking 

aloft, riding, climbing, sailing, etc. 

Class 32-Color-The Painter, perception, love, and recol

lection of colors. 

Class 33-0rder-The Arranger, method, system, having 

places for things, and things in their places, observing business 

and other rules, laws, canons, etc. 

Oass 34-Computation-The Mental Arithmetician, numer

ical calculation, ability to reckon figures in the head, memory 

of numbers, etc. 

Class 35-Location-The Traveller, cognizance and recollec

tion of places, roads, scenery, position, desire to see places and 

ability to find them ; the geographical faculty, keeping the 

points of compass, etc. 

8. The Literary, or knowing faculties which learn and re

member. 

Class 36-Eventuality-The Historian, memory of facts, rec

ollection of circumstances, news, occurrences, events, and what 

one has seen, done, heard, said, and known; love of history, 

knowledge, smartness, practicality, etc. 

Class ,37-Time-The Innate Time-keeper, periodicity, punc-

tuality, ability to guess what time it is, keep time in music, tell 

when, how long since, dates, etc. 

Class 3S-Tune-The Natural Musician, tone, ability to 

learn tunes by ear and repeat them by note, the musical inspira. 

tion, knack and genius, memory of sounds. 

Class 39-Expression-The Talker, "language," communi

cating by natural language, looks, gestures, actions, written 

or spoken words, intonations, signs, etc. 

9. The Reflective Farnlties, which reason~ think, plan and 

understand. 

Class 4er--Casuality-The Thinker and Planner, reason, 

sense and causation, deduction, originality, thought, fore

thought, depth and comprehensiveness of mind, adapting ways 

and means to ends, invention, creative resources, reasoning 

from cause to ef[~-c-t, profundity, judgment. 

Class 41-Comparison-The Critic, analysis, induction, 

classification, ability and desire to compare, draw inferences, 

illustrate, use figures, etc. 

Class 42-Intuition-The Physiognomist, perception f>f 

truth, discernment of character and motives, intuitive readiBg 

of men by minor signs. 

12 

Class 43-U rbanity-" Agreeableness," blandness, persuas
iveness, pleasantness, complaisance, suavity, palaver; that 
which compliments, politeness, etc. 

•• I 
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A FEW SPECIMENS AND REMARKS. 

Do not trust this one. The writing shows positive dishonesty; unreliable, changeable, impatient, morbid mental 
condition-untruthful and deceitful. 

A good, true friend-lofty ideals, open and frank, truthful and trustworthy, bas strong will and determination, decision 
of purpose, good-natured, and will make constant loyal companion in marriage. 

Crafty, diplomatic, careful, rapid thinker; strong determination, good memory, bas psychic powers, force of character, 
1 and the ability to succeed in most any undertaking. 

I 

Very reckless, bas good continuity of thought, a good set of brains, but is wasting many opportunities; inclined to 
dissipate. Would not make good companion or business man. 

~411~~.~~ 
-Jµ ~~ ~~9f/c 

~A r!.&.-+f~,U ~&(~~~~ 
--t.. -.Ln...U,/.~.L, ~ 

Easily flattered, lacks mental force, has poo_r memory, very idealistic, weak will power. An easy prey for an. e..vil 
person possessing immoral ideas. 

22 
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AT OUR INSTITUTION 

Personal Instruction 
We give a four-week course of personal instruction in Hypnotism-Personal Magnetism-i\Iagnetjc HeaJ.ing-Sag

gestive Therapeutics-and Practical Character Reading for $100.00, payable in adyance. We guarantee to make each and 

every personal student a professional operator in all branches of these allied sciences in four weeks' time. Practical demon

strations given in all branches. 

l\fany physicians and students come to our institution from all parts of the world. Good boaTd and accommodations 

can be obtained in the immediate vicinity of the institution at reasonable rates. 

Special Treatment 
Treatment for chronic diseases, nervous disorders, mental troubles and habits, at our institution, embracing-Home 

Treatment-Hypnotism-Suggestive Therapeutics-i\Iagnetic Healing-and kindred sciences, is $50.00 per month, or $15.00 

per week. We get results when evet") other method fails. 

The most able practitioners in all branches of these sciences in attendance. 

The Suggesti-phone and modern up-to-date electrical appliances in use. 

For further particulars concerning personal instruction or treatment, address 

Prof. F. T. McINTYRE. 
Personal Department. 

126 W. 34th Street, New York. N. Y. 
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PERSONAL INFLUENCE 
HYPNOTIC -SUGGESTION 
----and----

TREA TMENT BY SUGGESTION 

THE· ESSEJ{TIAL POINTS 

BY 

H. SPENCER LEWIS 
, D. P ., D. S. T. 
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DEVELOPING THE HYPNOTIC GAZE. 

Every human being has inherent hypnotic power which can be develop~d 
into the ability to influence people through what is known as uperEo~al mag
netism". To attain the power to make others think, believe and act as you 
desire, you must develop your own mental 3nd physical powers. bearing in mind 
that the magnetic ether of other people will influence your mind unless your 
personality is greater than theirs. 

There are two requisites whioh must be observed in order to influence 
people through "personal magnetism": First, you must impress them; Second 
you must make them think, believe and act as you desire. 

The first is easily accomplished if the following rule is strictly ac
hered to: Always keep your eyes centered on the root or your hearer's nose. 
If you must take your eyes from that point·. glance sideways but always have 
your eyes on a level with the eyes of the person you wish to influence; never 
under any circumstances have your eyes down-oast. Always use a determined, 
powerful, concentrated gaze. 

To make others think. believe and aot as you desire will be easy if the 
above rule is always practised. But a few essential.points must be mentioned: 
Above all., let your intentions be honorable - abqve question; your statement 
truthful; your desires honest and sincere; your iuggestions forceful, 
decisive and explicit. Never give your hearers a chance to doubt your state
ments, to q~estion them, or to argue the point. Let every word be or value; 
make it mean pomething. 

lf you desire someone to do this or that, look at the person ~ith your 
eyes centered at the root of his nose, state what you desire explicitly, 
carefully and forcefully, and finish by saying uyau will do that, won't youv0 

"Yes, of course you will"--"Thank you. 0 After you say "You will do that, 
won't you" don't give him a chance to say· 11Yes" or "No", but continue to talk 
as though you knew he would. 

/\. 
-----~-\~ 
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You must practice and make your gaze forceful and co~manding. How? you 
may ask. There is one method that I have found to be of great value:- Take 

a piece of paper (white), about the size of a pea, and paste it upon the 
center of a mirror. Hold the mirror 5 inches from your face and gaze stead
ily at the pie.ce of paper. Hold the mirror so that while looking at the pa

per it will appear to be on the root of your nose. While gazing at the paper 
try to realize the position of the eyes you see in the mirror and, at the 
same time, open your eyes as wide as possible. Do this ro~ about five min
utes each day and you will soon develop a powerful, steady gaze. 

The more you use your magnetic power the greater will be its develop~ent. 
Do not let failures discourage you. Make up your mind to succeed and you 
will find. each day adds•-to your 'personal influ~nce.' 

INDUCING HYPNOSIS 

There are many methods of inducing 'Hypnosis', but all are based upon 
the same principals, Monotony, Ocular Fatigue, and Suggestion. 

In giving suggestions to a subject. or patient, you must state positive
ly that certain conditions are so. and others will be so. There must be ex
pectancy on- the part of the subject; he must expect certain results, and be
lieve that those results will follow. 

You say to your subject - 'You are becoming sleepy.• 'Your eyes are 
becoming drowsy', etc. He thinks 'Are my eyes becoming drowsyf' Am I sleepy? 
No. Then he loses the benefit of your suggestion. Every time you make a 
statement he wants proof of its truthfulness. If you say in your suggestions 
'Your eyes are becoming drowsy' give him proof by causing his eyes to be drowsy 
(Use any method of tiring the optic nerve given in Prof~ McIntyre's courses 

of_instruction). If you say 'You are becoming sleepy' See that_ you have 
tired his eyes sufficiently to cause him to feel sleepy. 



In thi manner 
method, Never ke a atate ant in o e !t~. e~ 
patient, oan o oily reel or see the pro rot• 

The Ooular Fatigue Producer is a.a excelle:ot d 

and ite emallneoa makes it very handy and eas 

device and tire the eyes (a in ructed 1n it c ••J 
easily throw your subject into a deep stage ot oaia. 

EXPLICIT SUGGKSt OIS 

Suppose you were giving suggestions tar sleep to aubJect 
'You are going to oleep now. You will sleep a lona ti • tu• 
aeleep a long time• eto (meaning he would r 1n ul ~ t r on or 
and your eubJ ot thought you desired him to• ep two or t rH 

would be the r sult? ~ou would have trouble in awak ni 
days; you might not bo able to awaken hlm for ver l bo 1t 
to sleep with his mind O?noentr tod on three days. 

Had you aid two hours to your subJeot all •ould . ve b •a ~l, 
he would hov ow k nod in the proper u.m • ou o nnot b I.CO c • J Ji.n ); 

suggestions; xpl in in the moat mlnut.o d l Jual what JO'\I dt ir., 
Have every ot tement aonv y your x.sot nnla&. 

TREUIWJT 

In giving tre tm nt by Suggestion, 
oare ohould bo xoroiaed th t y ur e ery tbo t, wo1"1l 
cont'idonoo in your bility d tb ruult. or , 

Art r the p ti nt h s xpl in&d his a pt 

necea~ary not I o k him tor o e hi t. 

• ti:. 
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• 

w aring Hppor l which might nnnoy or .irri't8t r t r• ro r op ten 
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really think is wrong.simply state that you believe and feel confident that 
you aan cure him, or at least, give him great relief. Proceed as though yo~ 
were entirely familiar with his troubre, that you knew the cause and believeci 
you could cure him. Never doubt in your own mind your ability, or the result. 
for as long as your mind entertains the slightest doubt you cannot be very 

successful. 
If the result of your treatment is not entirely satisfactory (either to 

yourself or your patient) never believe that you have done no good to the 
patient; ever treatment must and will do _some good. Every suggestion yo~ 
have given has helped, although neither yourself nor your patient may notice 
it. In time it will tell. Always assure your patient that you ~ave methods 
p~auliarly your own~ and that you feel confident you cari cure him. Never 
state positively what you will do unless you know you can fulfill thav 
expectancy. 

Note the effect of surroundings. Everything must be taken into accotlllt. 
The sound of an infant crying in the next room is a. disturbance of the 
influence you are bringing to bear upon the patient. The slamming of a do~r 
may be enough to dispel it. Remember that concentration of the mind· 1s 
something which must be learned. It is natural to vr,.ry few people. lt ~hould 
be taugh~ in childhood .. It should be a special branch of school training 

but it is not. Some few people have drifted into it. Some others, still 
fewer, have trained themselves to make use of it. But to the great mass of 
people it is something that must be taught, and the lesson is oftentimes hard 

to learn. Never be in a hurry. Never hurry your patient. Sleep is the 

visible expression of leisure, and is the-antithesis of hurry and nervousness. 
Watc_h well, therefore, the surroundings. 

Have your office, or treating-room, rather dark, but cl~ar and airy. 
Try to keep otltside noises from reaching the patient's ears_; never have any 
pictures or objects hanging on the wallS_to attract the patient's attention. 

As far as possible, have space for the eye and quietude ond monotony tor· the 

,:.'·~:-. 
car of the pattent. 

'\' ........... 
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ESSENTIAL POINTS 

Finnlly, l will_give you the foilowing essential points as a guide to 

success ~n the handling of subjects and patients in generar. 

"Study your subject;• says a writer in the Hypno~ic Mag~zine, that 

is, sttlJlY human beings generally. Why does one person impress us by 

his speech, while another's words have no effect? Evidently, because the 

first has made an impres~ion upon our minds, and the other has not. So then, 

·there must be some reason for this deeper impression; where does it lie. In 

the tone of voice, perhaps; in the expression of the face; or in our mental 

attitude (receptivity) at the particular moment of his speaking. The more 

attention the speaker commands, the deeper the impression made upon his 

hearers. The same rule holds good in hypnotism. 

Next, note the effect of the tone of the voice. Study the temperment 

or the patient. The suggestion given to one lacks the force to make tbe 

necessary impressi9n upon the other. It· is not always the tone of command 

that impresses: persuasion. and even argument. may succeed better. A calm 
.. 

assurance, which paralyzes doubt and arouses confidence in the mind of the 

patient. is something which can be and must be acquired. It may be natural; 

but it must be cultivated. Although we know that the power to go to sleep 

lies in the patient, a poor operator may be unable to call that power into 

action. It is essential that the patient shall believe in him. Cultivate, 

therefore, the-appearance of self-confidence. 

There is another point, but it opens up such a vast field for discussion 

that I am unwilling to do more than touch briefly upon it at this moment. 

It is summed up in the word "sympathy" How nearly this approaches to the 

•animal magnetism" of formbr investigations that every operator will bear 
,; 

witness. Human beings are so differently constituted the touch of one person J, 
l' ·:"") 

repels, while that of another attracts. This accounts for the fact that an .,.d:"~ 1· 1 ./' "=r'' 
experienced operator is often entirely unable to influence a person who wiD • \i>···:~: 

'1\ 

go soundly asleep for some one else. }f 
\~ 
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l have often thought that the best operators become too forgetful or 
the individuality of their patients, and that their failures are owing to a 

too mechanical method. They pronounce a failure as due to a lack of concen

tration on the part of the patient, whereas they should know that their 

office is exactly to teach this concentration to the patient. The best 
1

\ operator is he who awakes this feeling of sympathy in the largest number of 

,i patients; and may we not also say that the best physicians, lawyers, divine, 
·d 

~1 does likewise? This is animal magnetism, if you please to call it so, but 

there is no "magnetic fluid" in evidence. 
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